


New 42nd Edition

LYMAN RELOADER'S HANDBOOK
The most complete, most fact-filled edition of
the best known handbook in the field! Brand
new, all-new "reloader's bible" turns you into
the relDading expert you want to be - because
it has all the facts, all the latest data on
rifle, pistol reloading ... muzzle loaders ...
and the biggest section ever publ ished on
shot-shell reloading! Articles, tips, short-sub
jects, charts, ballistics, loads, powders, nearly
200 pages of profusely illustrated chapters
you will read and reread ..• first and most
famous Reloader's "Bible". Per copy .. $2.00

Latest facts and data • • •

HANDBOOK of CAST BULLETS
And, here's the "how-to" book on bullets every
shooter needs. Thousands of charted informa
tive FACTS on bullets, ballistics, character
istics, along with tips and details on alloys,
powders, shapes, performances, and .a fascinat
ing History of Bullets beginning in 1300 and
working forward to the present. Never a vol
ume like this! Learn all about bullets ... per
copy, $2.00.

From your Sporting Goods Dealer, or write Lyman direct •••
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KNOW YOUR

Hon. William G. Stratton
Governo~of Illinois

THIS ADMINISTRATION has, through its Conservation Department staff, vigor
ously opposed any firearms registration or firearm controls. Legislation of this type
has been introduced at past sessions of the Illinois General Assembly, and a careful
analysis shows that the controls suggested would not be beneficial and would cause a
great hardship to sportsmen and persons making legitimate use of firearms.

Readers Note: All Congressmen may be addressed at "House Offi,ce Building," and all
Senators at "Senate Office Building," both at "Washington 25, D. C." Address all
Governors at: State Capitol, name of capital city, name of State.

GUNS will continue to bring you statements from Federal legislators not previously
published. But Governors, with the power of veto in their states, we also approached
to learn their views on the importance of the philosophy expressed in the Second
Amendment to the U. S. Constitution; a philosophy often found in State constitutions.

Hon. Michael V. Di Salle
Governor of Ohio

FOR MANY YEARS in Ohio it has been unlawful to sell, barter, furnish or give
to a minor under 17 years of age an air gun, musket. rifle, shotgun, revolver, pistol
or other firearms or ammunition. It also is unlawful for the owner 01' one having
control of such firearms to knowingly permit it to be used by a minor under such age.
Any person convicted of violating this law may be fined not more than $100 or im
prisoned not more than 30 days, 01' both. The prohibitions are not applicable in the
case of a minor under the age of 17 who is hunting with his parent or other adults.
Under some circumstances, a violation of this law may be considered as contributing
to the delinquency of a minor and thus be subject to a fine of not less than five
dollars nor more than $1000 or imprisoned not less than 10 days nor more than one
year. I am going to recommend to the Legislature that the maximum penalties which
can be imposed on such offenders be increased. In addition, I am undertaking a study
of the laws and experiences of other states which regulate the distribution and use of
firearms to determine whether such laws might be appropriate for adoption here.

Hon. Abraham Ribicoff
Governor of Connecticut

CONNECTICUT STATUTES now place no restnctIon on the purchase or owner·
ship of rifles and shotguns. A person must be over 18 years of age and a citizen of the
United States to purchase a handgun, and such weapons may not be carried without
a permit. At the present time, it is not anticipated that any major changes in the gun
laws wiII be sought in the next session of the legislature, which opens in January.

Hon. David D. Furman, Attorney General,
Answering for Hon. Robert B. Meyner,
Governor of New Jersey

I CAN FORESEE NO amendment for some years ahead to the basic New Jersey
statutes which require permits for the possession of sidearms, prohibit the use of rifles
for most hunting, and establish a crime for the carrying of concealed weapons.

Mr. John E. Beaver, Adm. Ass't for
Hon. Dwight W. Burney,
Governor of Nebraska

THE STATE OF NEBRASKA has no laws restricting or regulating the possession
of firearms, except those in the hands of fugitives from justice. I know of no move·
ment in this state to expand these restrictions or regulations to others.

Hon. George J. Argeris, Ass't Attorney General, for
Hon. J. J. "Joe" Hickey,
Governor of Wyoming

LIKE THE SECOND Amendment of the United States Constitution, Article I of
Section 24 of the Wyoming Constitution which provides, "that the right of the citizens
to bear arms in defense of themselves and of the State shall not be denied" does not
purport to grant a right unto the citizens of this state, but was and is designed as a
curb in the legislative power of this state in limiting a heretofore recognized exi~iing
right of the citizens of this country in bearing arms in 'the defense of themselves and
their home. The legislature of this state has on several occasions regulated the use,
possession, sale and method of carrying firearms and will no doubt continue to do so
should the need arise. Such laws are regulatory and where questioned have been held
to be a proper exercise of the police power and constitutional. Should the State,
under the pretext of regulating, effect such legislation as would amount to a destruc
tion of the right protected or which would require arms to be so borne as to render
them wholly useless for purposes of defense, then such legislation would undoubtedly
be held to be unconstitutional.

• ••
C·H DIE COMPANY, DEPT. G·l
P,O. Box 3284 Terminal Annex
Los Angeles 54, California
Please rush me FREE Booklet
Name _
Address _
City Zone_State _
Name of my sporting goods dealer or gun·
smith is:

You need not be on an African Safari or be
a member of the Olympic Team to appreciate
that handloading makes the BIG difference.
between success and failure. Whether
varmint shooting, hunting deer, pheasant
or Kodiac Bear - smart hunters RELOAD I!
and recommend C·H Reloading Equipment.
Only C·H makes a COMPLETE LINE of
equipment for reloading rifle, pistol or r

r
shotgun shells. ..

With C-H it is easier to reload than ever I
before. C-H reloaded ammo is more accurate,
and it is so INEXPENSIVE. You can reload ~
30-06 brass for as little as 4¢ a round as
compared to factory ammo retailing for 22</ ...
or a saving of 18¢ or more. C-H Reloading '.
EqUipment is easy to own. C·H "C" Press ...
is only $12.00 while chrome-plated loading
dies are only $13.50 and are available -
in over 500 calibers. See your sporting 0
goods dealer or gunsmith today! .

FREE! Send for yOM C-H Handbook Ihow.
ing Y01/. how to make your own eftStom.
ammo. Attach coupon to pOltcard and mail
today.
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THE COVER
The gun is in repose; its harvest is done.
From the fields, too, the produce of the
seasons is piled up; and from the marshes'
the sportsman has brought his own har
vest: game which bountiful Nature, en
couraged by careful and continuing
studies in Conservation, has provided.
Keep this heritage for you and yours by
safe, sane shooting habits.
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OVER $1400
IN READING AND REFERENCE . ••

ALL FO R$]98
$14.00 worth of reading and reference enjoy
ment for the hunter and shooter-yours for
just $7.98 if you act today. And, as a special
bonus. we will include a beautiful II x 15 full
color lithograph of a famous hand gun-if
you act promptly.
Send in the coupon below, today, to earn this
special bonus. This offer is fully guaranteed;
if you feel that you're not satisfied. simply
tell us: we'll refund the unexpired value of
your subscription to Guns and Guns Quarterly.
You risk nothing I

MAIL COUPON before Jan. 1 for special bonus gift

r GUN~AGAZi"NE 'GUNS QUARTERLY-'
I 8150 N. Central Park Skokie,lI1. G-l I
I Gentlemen: I
I Include me among those who accept I
I your special offer. Enclosed find I

$7.98 to be returned if I'm not I
I satisfied. II Name _

I Address. I
L City ~e~~a~-==.J

T
HIS IS the seventy-third issue of GUNS. With our
last issue, GUNS completed its sixth year of excit
ing existence. When we published our first issue
in January 1956, GUNS was the only newsstand

magazine in the gun field. Today, GUNS has many
imitators. What GUNS pioneered, others have patterned
after. But because GUNS is "Finest In The Firearms
Field," GUNS continues to grow-in acceptance by
advertisers and in the confidence of a rapidly increas
ing audience of readers. 1960 was our biggest year;
biggest in circulation growth, and biggest in advertising
income. For this we thank you, our readers.' For you
are not only the ones who buy the magazine; you are
the ones who buy the guns and shooting gear to make
GUNS, in the testimony of our advertisers, "The best
selling medium in the market."

The mail that flows across an editor's desk is his
best barometer of the "climate" of reader opinion re
garding his product, and for us, the barometer has
shown a consistent rise in reader approval and reader
confidence. To be sure, a certain percentage of letters
are "blasts," damning us (rightly or wrongly) for errors
or differences in opinion. We prize those letters too;
for the editor's mail is more than a barometer-it is
also a compass, indicating the direction in which he
should go in his selection of material. No sports group
in the world is blessed with so many narrowly special
ized interests, or more vociferously conflicting opinions,
than are to be encountered in the fraternity of guns;
and the editor of a gun magazine learns soon (or goes
mad!) that he cannot please them all with anyone issue.
GUNS tries, over a series of issues, to include all gun
interests. We print both sides of controversial subjects
where both sides have merit. We believe that you, our
readers, are entitled to hear both sides, and form your
own opinions.

We backed Fast Draw when it was unpopular to do
so-stipulating that it needed controls that would insure
safety. Fast Draw has gotten, is getting, those controls,
and Fast Draw has drawn (if you'll pardon the pun)
a quarter of a million new shooters not only into gun
ownership and into the shooting sports, but into the
fight against restrictive gun laws. No other gun sport
ever won so many, so fast.

We have spoken out against anti-gun propaganda
where others have been discreetly silent. We will do so
again ... and again, and again. We have made
enemies-a few; we have made friends-many, judging
by our circulation. Our first six years have been good
years. We expect the next six to be better. Because
GUNS, thanks to you, is here to stay. Viva manana! ...EBM
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THE UNITED STATES SECRET SERVICE
By Walter Bowen & Harry Neal

(Chilton Co., New York, $4.95)
The Secret Service has had a long and

honourable career of distinguished and effi
cient public service. The "case histories"
drawn upon by retired Secret Service Agents
Bowen and Neal read like detective stories,
and have that tang of realism the history
of-sleuthing fans came to know a century
ago in Allan Pinkerton's "30 Years A De
tective." Some gun anecdotes figure in the
book, as when one of the defender's of
Lincoln's tomb was armed by choice with a
cap-and-ball Colt .44, Army revolver which
mis-fired at a critical point. Not gun-tech
nical, but good reading.-w.B.E.

STORY OF AMERICAN HUNTING AND
FIREARMS By Editors of "Sports Afield"

(McGraw-Hill, New York. Oct., 1959. $8.50)
A big book OO"x13" format, 174 pp.),

and one of the most beautiful to come this
way for years. Fifteen chapters, from "The
First American Hunters" to "Hunting Yester
day and Today," tell the story of gun devel
opment and hunting history in lIuent "story
telling" prose, lavishly illustrated with fine
line drawings by Nicholas Eggenhoffer and
Ray Piock plus paintings by Ralph Crosby
Smith in full-page full-color reproductions.
If there's a man on your Christmas list who
likes gun and/or hunting, this will delight
him. Or why not get it on somebody's list
alongside your name? This one would be
good either to give or get.-EBM.

THE LEE ENFIELD RIFLE
By Maj. E. G. B. Reynolds

(Jenkins, London, $6 pp from
Parker-Hale, Ltd., Birmingham 4, England)

One of the best "pure" gun books to be
published recently is this comprehensive
224-page volume on this famous series of
rilles. It proceeds from the breech loading
experiments of 1866 and the repeating rille
study of the 1880s right up to date. This
book will make you a specialist. Now for
the first time the collector can venture into
the field of Lee Enfields, with the dozens of
variations, some rare, with a knowledge of
how to identify the varieties.-w.B.E.

QUANTRILL AND HIS CIVIL WAR
GUERRILLAS By Carl W. Breihan

(Sage Books, Denver, Colorado. 1959. $350)
Strangest and bloodiest of the western

badmen, William Clarke Quantrill cut a
wide swath of rapine and murder during
the Kansas-Missouri "Border War"-a swath
climaxed by his raid on Lawrence, Kansas,
and ended only by his death. Breihan has
done a world of research to bring together
here the story of Quantrill and his band,
including a long list of names of men who,
at one time or another, "rode with Quan
trill." Perhaps the strangest thing of all
about Quantrill was that such a man, in
such company, could live so long!-EBM
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Cottar, of White Hunters Ltd., has also
used one of these fine scabbards for his
.458 Winchester with every success on many
long safaris.

We have used them here on many long
pack trips into the roughest country in the
U.S. and so far no scratched or broken
stocks and only perfect service has resulted.
We expect to use them again this fall, here
and possibly in Alaska as well.

Revolver Bullets, Pro and Con
Selection of the best bullet for a revolver

is quite different from selection of the best
bullet for a single shot or auto pistol, or a
rille. The revolver bullet should upset to fill
the chamber throat and seal off pushing gas
before the bullet reaches the barrel and
cylinder junction and enters the barrel cone.
Most revolver cylinder throats are larger
by anywhere from .002" to .006" than the
groove diameter of the barrels, depending on
make and calibre. Sixgun bullets must be
small enough before firing to load freely and
easily in the chambers. Over the years, we
have determined that the best diameter for
the sixgun slug is just about exact groove
diameter.

Many ask, "why that small if the slugs
are going to upset to fill the larger chamber
throats?" The answer is that, even though
they do upset to fill the chamber throats
if they are of proper temper, chamber pres
sures are greatly alleviated in the process.
All sixgun cases should be full length re
sized, and the loaded ammunition should fit
rather freely in the chambers. 'The very pro
cess of expanding these cases to fit the
chamber, when fired, also alleviates chamber
pressures. Too, if the case is not free in the
chamber, the rim may fail to go down on
the shoulder of the cylinder. This may cause
a misfire, simply because the firing pi!'!' had
to drive the case further into the chamber
until the rim caught the shoulder. In other
words, an unresized case that is not fully
seated in the chamber cushions the firing pin
blow and hang-fires and miss-fires often re
sult.

Soft bullets are good only for very light
loads. They squash out of shape if a heavier
powder charge is used. They not only up
set to fill the chamber throats as they should,
but also upset again in the barrel cone, and
often emerge from the muzzle as a shape
less mass of lead, with little accuracy.

On the other hand, too hard a bullet will
not upset to fill the chamber throats, and
pushing gas burns its way merrily past them,
searing the rotating bands and plating the
front of cylinder and barrel throat with
melted lead that almost solders itself to the
steel.

New 250 Grain Hornady .338
J. W. Hornady now has ready for the

market a very good heavy-jacket round-nose
250 grain soft-point for the .338 Winchester
Magnum. This is a very finely finished and
accurate bullet which should prove ideal
for the hand loader. It will handle a load
of 75 grains of 4831 very nicely with excel
lent accuracy.

I would have preferred a 300 grain bullet
along the same lines for this fine rille cart
ridl!;e, to be hand loaded with 70 grains
4831. In other words, I like more sectional
density in a big game bullet, rather than
more velocity, when we get over 2500 feet
per second. However, the new Hornady
should prove a very good long range slug
for the long shots and for the lighter big
game. Time and this coming hunting season
will tell the tale. It is priced at $6.30 per
hundred, and sold by the Hornady Manu
facturing Co., Grand Island, Nebraska.
(Hornady also furnishes a very fine little
128 grain soft-point for the 7.35 mm. Terni 38
Carcano at $4.80 per hundred.)

Boyt Saddle Scabbards
I have not found any saddle scabbard that

will give more or better protection to a fine
rille, or carry it any more handily on a sad
dle, than the heavy-saddle·leather, fully
lIeece-lined Boyt scabbards. The straps are
arranged just right for my way of packing a
rille--{)n the near side of the horse, rille
run through between stirrup leathers, butt
high under fork of saddle, sights or scope
upward, and some down slope to muzzle.
You can jump logs, ford fairly deep streams
without getting the muzzle of the gun in
water or hitting obstructions. The heavy
zipper can be jerked open for instant access
to the rille, yet completely seals the scab
bard against snow, dust, and twigs when it
is closed. I prefer it to any of the open end
saddle boots or those with detachable hoods.

I carried both my .333 O.K.H. scope
sighted Mauser and my best-quality Westley
Richards .476 double ejector in these scab
bards throughout my 40 day hunt in Africa,
and even shipped the .333 O.K.H. home in
Air Baggage, without a scratch or any
change in zero.

In Africa, I placed the two rilles in the
rear seat between our trackers, muzzles
down in these scabbards, and they jolted
along over 3000 miles of mixed roads, truck
trails, rocky ground, and elephant tracks
without damage to the guns except some
blue wear at the Illuzzles. The boys soon
learned which scabbard to unzip to hand
me the correct rille for the game hunted.
The long scabbard contained the .333 O.K.H.
and the short one the .476. Since then, Glenn

a lady
shoots

she uses

Rifle-.30-40 Krag Sporter
Load-Sierra 180 gr.

.308 Spitzer Boat Tail
with 36 gr. Hi-Vel
#2 powder

When

a bear

325-lb. black bear
killed instantly
with ONE SHOT
by Mrs. Joyce A. Colfax
of Pompton Lakes, N. J.

fer target or game.

remember the flame

600 W, Whittier Blvd • WhIttIer, Cal,f

SIERRA
bullet
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Aside from scraping some lead out of the
barrel, gas checks serve no useful purpose
on a sixgun slug, as they will not upset to
fill the chamber throats, and allow gas to
escape past them at this point before upset
of the slug proper occurs. The gas check is
then very apt to be off center when the
slug again resizes itself to fit the groove
diameter of the barrel.

Over the years, we have found a mixture
of one part tin to 16 parts lead about right
for most sixgun bullets. They should be at
least that temper, and harder rather than
softer. Many use antimony instead of tin,
but we find antimony is much more brittle
and tends to crystallize. We do not like it as
well as tin. Bullet temper of one to twenty
tin and lead or equivalent is useful only
for light loads, and seldom gives the accu
racy of harder bullets. Remember that soft
lead becomes very ductile under heavy six
gun pressures, and the bullet may fail to hold
the rifling at all if too soft.

Center-fire auto loading pistols, as well as
1917, 1950, and 1955 S & W (.4-5 auto cal.)
have very shallow grooves, the lands rising
above the grooves only .003". They are all
made for jacketed bullets. For these pistols
using the .45 auto or auto rim, and most of
the smaller sizes as well, one should use very
hard cast or swaged bullets, not softer than
one to ten tin and lead or equivalent. This to
be sure they will hold the rifling, not strip,
and give best accuracy.

Jacketed bullets, while very accurate and
reliable, are costly and, worse yet, about
5,000 of them usually washes the lands out
of the barrel throat. So for finest accuracy,
combined with long barrel life, we prefer
fairly long sixgun bullets of our own design
with an adequate crimp groove to prevent
their jumping their crimp and tieing up the
gun from recoil of heavy loads. They should
have an adequate, deep, wide grease groove
to hold plenty of lubricant to lubricate both
chamber throat and barrel cone and bore
as the slug upsets to fill and travels the
length of the barrel. Revolv.er barrels last
longer with such bullets than with any other
type made.

The greatest strain on a sixgun bullet
comes on the front bands. This for the reason
the slug jumps straight ahead from the
cartridge case when the pushing gas hits it,
then must swage down to groove diameter
in the barrel cone, and then take the twist
of the rifling. Examination of any revolver
bullet will show clearly that it has skidded a
bit when it first takes the lands. You can
recover them in perfect shape from boxes of
cotton waste or sawdust, or from snow drifts,
and they each tell their tale of what happens
in the chamber and bore of the gun.

This is the reason r designed my bullets
with a full groove diameter band of fair
width to seat in front of the cartridge case,
then another heavy band below the crimp
groove. That gives two wide, heavy bands
of groove diameter to take the rifling at the
start of entrance into the bore and insure
a minimum of slippage of die slug. Upsetting
of the slug in the chamber throat insures that
the grease in the grease groove is forced well
out all around in the throat and also in the
barrel cone and bore. This prevents leading,
as the chamber throat and bore are both well
lubricated for each bullet passage. Not so
with dry unlubricated bullets or jacketed
bullets; hence they wear the bore at a much
faster rate.

FALLS, TEXAS

SILVA-SYSTEM

OMPASS

FREE Callin2 Stories and best instructions
50 years of callin2 experience can produce.

,ty/~-
.:~~~ .

." ,~~ in:~~~~~lI~~n:~~~~~~;t;lt~~~t~l~
h-'K'i......_ n£'<:<l1f' ~.W::lY. Precision made nnd

used by sportsmen ar;nl11d the wol'lrl,
Snpphl,'e .iewel setting- assure's ]00f7/"

l'1c-Clll"nte I'f'n<!ing-, Fills tlle need for a
fast compa!';::; at le::;s cost than liquid

models. \Vel,:::-h.c; only 2 ounces.

BERG'S 417 W. Hew«" S'., Philadelphia 22, Po.

P. O. BOX K-l

Close Range
fOl Call

SPECIAL OFFER: Both Fox Calls Plus
$2 Instruction Record (78 or 45 rpm)ONLY $5
Surefire unbreakable BURNHAM c"lIs featured in Aug. '56
TRUE "The CRITTERS Come When CALLED.".Burnham
c"lIs lured up 121 Fox, 33 Raccoons. 156 Coyotes .• 11 Bobcat,
42 Deer, and hundreds of Hawks and Eagles on their dry run.
Thousands of these calls in use everywhere. Letters tell us at
amazing results-"Very first time I used your call I called up
5 Coyotes"-P.T.C .• New Mexico. BURNHAM calls must give
you close shot at above mentioned game or your money back!
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True wad cutters are inaccurate beyond 50
yal·ds and usually show tippage at that
range. That is the reason I designed my
slugs with a full groove-diameter band in
front of the case. It cuts as clean as full
caliber hole at any range as does any wad
cutter, yet has a long flat point for perfect
balance at any range, and best accuracy. The
long bearing surface helps accuracy by bet·
ter bridging of the chamber and barrel
junction.

Hollow base bullets are very useful in
cases of small capacity, as they allow more
air or powder space for heavy loads. Some
claim they raise pressures, but I have not
found this true at all. Rather, they do ex
pand to seal off pushing gas while the slug
moves from cartridge case into bore proper,
better than any other type of bullet in re
volvers. Yet when they hit the barrel cone
and must resize down to fit the bore of tbe
gun, the rather thin walls of the hollow base
around the orifice of the base cavity are
much easier to size down a few thousandths
of an inch than is a flat base solid slug of
the same material. On the debit side is the
sad fact that they are hard to cast and one
must allow the moulds to cool longer before
opening the moulds to drop them out. If this
is not done, often one side of the hollow base
will tear off or be deformed.

With single shot and auto pistols, where
the bullet seats directly into the barrel
throat, gas check cups work fine. They keep
the barrel clean of lead and also aid in
prevention of base fusion of the bullet by
very hot powder charges. Hard bullets with
gas check cups are the thing for finest ac
curacy with heavy loads in single shot or
auto loading pistols. Gas check cups are also
best for all lead alloy bullet loads in rifles.
They give the bullet a true base, scrape out
any leading or barrel fouling each shot, and
help hold the rifling if the bullet is speeded
up over about 1500 feet. They also protect
the base of bullet from fusion of the base
band by hot powder gases.

Gas check or jacketed bullets will usually
accept a heavier powder charge in re
volvers than a proper cast or swaged lubri
cated bullet, but it does not follow that they
give higher velocity. Too much of the push
ing gas is lost past them in the chamber
throats. Also, hard bullets usually give less
chamber pressures in revolvers than do soft
bullets if both of them are exact groove
diameter. Study and remember the above
facts, and it will help you no end in your
revolver loading.

Leading is usually caused by too soft bul·
lets or oversize bullets; but cylinder plating
can be caused by base band fusion of a too
hot, fast pistol powder load or by too hard
a bullet that does not upset to fill chamber
mouth and allows pushing gas to burn its
way past the slug in the chamber throat. Too
heavy a charge of any fast pistol powder
like Bullseye or Unique will also melt the
base band of the bullet and lead the bore as
well as plate the front end of the cylinder.
A good graphite or silicone impregnated
lubricant also helps to cut down leading,
as well as barrel wear.

Keith design bullets in most calibers,
properly sized and lubricated, plain alloy or
copper coated, can be secured from G. E.
Murphy, 40 Willard St., or Wisler Western
Arms Co., 205-2nd St., or Markell Inc., all of
San Francisco, Calif.; and good Keith design

(Continued on page 63)
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Unity In Strength
Living in Australia, I find no encourage

ment from the officials (police or army) to
continue shooting. The August copy of GUNS

has just arri ved in Sydney and, as usual, I
purchased my copy as soon as it was avail
able. I follow your magazine with keen inter·
est, especially the articles on the need to
repeal the Sullivan and other anti-gun laws.
Let me tell you what anti-gun legislation
can result in:

In Australia, no civilian can be in posses·
sion of an automatic rifle of any kind. Hand·
guns are illegal without a police permit, and
these permits are almost non-existent as only
bank guards and people carrying large pay
rolls regularly are permitted to have them.
Even then, they are available only for a
certain job and at specified times. One pistol
shooter's license was revoked when it was
almost due for renewal, in spite of his plea
that he was to be a likely contestant for the
Olympics. He was forced to sell his guns.
. Also strictly regulated by the police are

military or ex.military arms of any nation.
That means .303 Enfields are illegal. I am
a memher of the Sydney .303 and .22 Rifle
Club and so "have special permission. At
present, I have three .303s and a .22 single
shot; also a .32-20 level action and a Model
92 .44-40 for hunting. Pigs, kangaroos, ducks,
rabbits are fair game.

Remember, "Unity Is Strength," and your
magazine is invaluable for advising and
warning all members of the shooting frater
nity around the world.

David Miner
New South Wales

Ausqalia

Your magazine has proved to be very infor·
mative and has helped us a lot.

David Ryan and John Behrendt
El Segundo, California

Big Plans
I am a regular reader of your magazine.

As a matter of fact, I haunt the local Stars
and Stripes news stand until the current
issue of GUNS arrives. I have found it to be
a well balanced, informative periodical, get·
ting home to what apparently is a devoted
readership.

I am particularly interested in the com
ments from Congressmen and Senators reo
garding their views on restrictive legislation
regarding the individual and weapons. For
example in the September issue, Congress.
man James G. O'Hara of the 7th District,
Micbigan, stated, "In yesterday's world a
free people had to keep and bear arms to
protect themselves from the Indians and to
avoid the need for the existence of a large
standing Army." Well, the Indians of today

"Her Ensign Proudly Raised • .•"
You may have heard that the U.S. Frigate

Constellation is being included in the plans
of the Civil War Centennial Commission. The
hope is that it can go from port to port and
the public be admitted. Realizing this de·
pends on how the money comes in. When
it does take place, our museum activities will
be at their peak. As you know, in restoring
the historic vessel, first in commission and
still continuously in commission among all
vessels of the United States Navy, we re
covered many hundreds of pounds of copper
spikes. From this copper we have struck
handsome medals picturing the great square
rigger, which we sell as souvenirs at $1 and
which also wil admit the bearer free when
we arrive in his port.

My idea is to invite arms collectors of the
localities we visit to display relies on board
the ship during its stay in any particular
place. This should stimulate local interest
and give opportunity to display items that
the ship may not be able to obtain as part
of its permanent museum. When this time
approaches, and we wish to get word out to
people interested in arms, your publications
could help in this area by perhaps mention
ing this prospect for individual collectors or
the State gun collector associations to display
their guns on the ship.

Kids And Guns
My pal and I are both avid gun enthusi.

asts, although we are only 14 years old.

John R. Schneid
Chairman, i[useum Committee,

U.S. Frigate Constellation
114 Dunkirk Rd.,

Baltimore 12, Maryland
"The :fighting ship with a fighting heart"

is still afloat. She is in the hands of some
good men in Baltimore who, under the super
vision of the historical branch of the Navy
Department are bent on restoring this im
mortal vessel to fighting trim. For gun col
lectors who have articles that are in any way
associated with the American War on the
Seas, or the Tripoli campaign, or the South
Seas Exploring Expedition, or indeed even
Wodd War II when she served as the flagship
of the United States Atlantic Fleet, the Con
stellation Museum is a good place to store
your relics. The medals are very beautifully
made, and well worth a buck as a coin, let
alone a door pass to visit the Constellation.
This ship is in the water in Baltimore harbor
now, and work is going on to repair damaged
wood and furnishings, and acquire a com
plement of ship's arms of appropriate nature
for display. We suggest gun collector asso·
ciations consider holding their big regional
meetings aboard her decks when she's in
port in the next few.years.-Editors.

GUNS

Colt Wells Fargo·
.31 Cal. 1848

Colt Army .44 Cal. 1860
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VALLEY GUN SHOP, Dept. G
7784 Foothill - TujunllCl. Calif.

Scud clUh, check or Money Order no...,l

These are replicas of original rare COLT guns
madt: of strong metal-look and feel like the
ilEAL GUNS-with gun blue finloh.

1847 Colt Walker-44 cal•............ $6.95
1873 Colt Peacemaker-45 cal. . $5.95
1836 Colt Texas Paterson-40 cal•...... $6.95
1848 Colt Wells Fargo-31 cal•........ $5.95
1860 Colt Army-44 cal. . $5.95
1851 Colt Mavy-36 cal.. : $5.95

THE GUNS THllT
WON THE WEST

Truly novel gifts that are interesting conversation
Ilieee.. Each gun comes complete with • short
and enlightening history on it. period.
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Sp5 Richard A. Kemp
Landstuhl, Germany

A. M. Hanvood
Alberta, Canada

There's a "Collectors' Showcase" depart.
ment in "Quarterly," third issue.-Editors.

For Collectors
Congratulations on your "Guns Quarterly."

I think it is the finest gun magazine yet put
together. Being a member of a gun club, I
can see the value of "Guns Quarterly" as a
club magazine.

I have one suggestion to make. Why not, in
each issue, have an article written by a col·
lector on his branch -of gun collecting, be it
antique or modern? While my collection is
restricted to the Winchester lever action
rilles, others' interests lie in certain makes or
models. I am -l;l)re that other collectors like
myself would' he quite willing and proud to
write an articr~ on their line of collecting
for such a fine magazine.

Based on standard
.35 caliber barrel;
groove diameter
.358; 12-inch twist.
Bullet: 250 grains,
soft point, extra
strong jacket. Bar
rel length: 24.7 in.

RELOADING
DATA:

Factory load ca"
be duplicated by
70 grains of 4320.
Primers standard
.210 diameter
large rifle.

For more in
_formation on the
mighty new .358
Norma Belted
Magnum, send
for FREE Ipec.
Iheet. Box GM-1.
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"That's a whale of a lot of cart·
ridgel It should stop anything that
walks, crawls or moves. And it's
made to fit a .30/06 standard
length actionl"

.358 NORMA BELTED MAGNUM
Rang~, ydl. '0 100 200 300
Vel. (f.I.) 2,790 2,493 2,231 2,001
Egy. (f.p.) 4,322 3,451 2,764 2,223
Traj., in. 0.2 2.4 6.6

SOUTH LANSINGr NEW YORK
Oiv. of General Sporting Good$ Corp~11

Bonus Issues
I have been buying GUNS Magazine on the

newsstands and I have all back issues. Any
bonus issues of any of these would be worth
less to me.*

GUNS is a good and interesting magazine,
and I like it fine. Wouldn't be without it.

We are almost certain to have a fight in
the Texas legislature in 1961 on Anti-Gun
laws. It will be a miracle if we can defeat
all the proposals now in the making. Houston
newspapers are whipping up public hysteria.

Roy S. Hall
Houston, Texas

* Mr. Hall refers to an offer made in our
subscription offers, to give two extra issues
of GUNS with cash-prepaid subscription. The
two bonus issues are not back issues; they
come at the for end of the subscription
period, giving you fourteen issues for the
price of twelve.-Editors.

(Continued on page 12)

quite willing to speak out in his benefit.
Well, take it easy and more luck to Lucky.

John Krahmer
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

tucky appreciates the good tIJord. As to
"priority," you will recall one of Lucky's
important points is to be able to see the
bullet or BB. We have seen .22 Shorts in
flight, standing behind the shooter. Views of
artillery projectiles in flight have been reo
corded from slow cannon-ball days all the
way through the Russo-!apanese War vir
tually to date. In The Field, British sports
publication, a letter recently appeared in
which the writer stated he could spot .303
bullets over a 500 yard range at peak of
trajectory, using binoculars. .. As to shoot
ing with both eyes open it's not new; most
shotgunners and handgunners lise this meth
od, as do many riflemen.-Editors.

Constitutional Right
I think the following story from the

Indianapolis "Star'~ is .worth republishing:
"Indiana's 1955 Firearms Act . . . was

declared unconstitutional yesterday by Judge
Richard J. Groover... Groover said he feels
the law violates the United States and Indi
ana constitutions by denying a citizen his
right to bear arms. . . His ruling released
Fred Stevens, who was arrested in 1959 by a
state policeman for carrying a pistol in his
car. Judge Groover sustained a motion to
quash the charge."

Let's all get behind Judge Groover! Per·
haps he and others like him can help us get
rid of some of our foolish gun laws.

I am a subscriber to your magazine; guns
and shooting are my hobbies. We have a 10
year old daughter who has her own .22 rifle;
I started her shooting when she was only 5.

Lloyd A. Warner
North Manchester, Ind.

Guns and Crossbows
Through your most excellent magazine, I

should be most grateful to contact a reader,
who like myself, constructs and shoots cross
bows for target use and hunting.

I also regularly shoot with a muzzle-load
ing shotgun and I am keenly interested in
corresponding with a view to exchanging
ideas and views on both these sports.

John F. Roebuck
57 Walton Rd., Cliesterfield

Derbyshire, England
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Shots In Air
I am very much impressed by your maga·

zine. It is, as you advertise, the "Finest in
the Firearms Field." However, this praise
has strings attached. I read the Lucky Mc·
Daniel story. He seems to be a good lad but,
whether he knows it or not, he is not the
first to develop instinct shooting. Many years
ago I was looking through another gun maga
zine and saw a few lines about "aiming"
with both eyes. You have undoubtedly heard
of this and, if you either use this method or
give some thought to it, you realize that you
can't really use the sights. This borders so
closely on instinct shooting that someone who
has used it for years is actually using Lucky's
method. Strangely enough, I started out
with a BB gun just as he did and if he ever
needs anyone to vouch for his idea I am

sit behind the Iron Curtain, just waiting for
the chance. There is a greater need, for
people in the United States to own and know
how to use all types of guns. As large as
our Army is now, it is divided under various
military commitments which have spread it
across the face of the globe. Should the bal·
loon go up, the men in uniform are going to
be damned busy right where they are. The
need for people at home to form readily into
organized, armed units is obvious. Any war
of the future is going to be fought right on
their doorstep, as well as in the countries
wbich now permit U.S. forces within their
boundaries.

The home-grown commies and sympathiz.
ers would like to see legislation severely con
trolling the ownership and location of we-ap
ons in the hands of civilians. Their "big
plans" include the rapid take·over of local
governments, should the day ever come, and
they would appreciate all the help they could
get in being able to locate and confiscate
~Qns in the hands of civilians. Restrictive

guns legislation is another move which would
play right into ;their hands.

I have _been .in competitive marksmanship
competition since 1956 (including the All
Army and National matches in 1957). How·
ever, the first and only weapon I have owned
is an Anschutz Model 54, a match gra-de :22
caliber, bolt action rifle, that is magnificent.
This German·made weapon might easily be
worth some space in GUNS. I'm just waiting
for the day when I can get mine into com·
peititon.



Arthur Douglas
El Paso, Texas

ribbed barrel. It is a beautiful gun. Would
you please tell me who to write to in order
to find out more about my gun? Is· the Krieg·
hoff Co. still in operation in Germany? Also
would Abercrombie & Fitch in New York
know anything about it? And does anyone
in the U. S. sell these guns? Hoping to hear
from you and thanking you.

Kenneth KuraD
Santa Monica, Calif.

Krieghoff has resumed manufacturing fine
sporting arms in West Germany. Among
wrrent products is the "Krieghoff M37 shot
gun," a quality over-under that has all the
merits of the old and popular limited edition
Remington 37 shotgun, and has some en
gineering improvements. Abercrombie &
Fitch might have time to help you on the
old records about your rifle. But KrieghoD
agents today are Europa Corp., PO Box 47
576 N.W. Station, Miami, Florida.-Editors.

Sound the Alarm
To say I am alarmed by all the anti-guD

legislation is putting it mildly. As a Director
of Civil Defense in our city, I am more than
just conscious of what could happen if such
nonsense were put into law. What an im
possible time I would have to organize a
minute man defense team if, before hand, all
the guns of our citizens had been lifted
aided by the help of our own police through
a list of registered guns, found in the files
in the city office!

Why not join forces, you editors of the
great gun magazines, with the National Rifle
Association, The American Legion, all sport·
ing magazines and clubs, to wam citizens
and lawmakers alike against the dangers of
such legislation? Let us not forget the Fast
Draw Clubs, the gun makers, gun dealers,
etc.

It is high time that Mr. and Mrs. Citizen
were awakened to the fact that we are near·
ing the eleventh hour of our freedom. The
enemy takes us unaware, while we sleep. The
night prowler is quietly but surely whittling
away at the pillars of our Constitutional
structure. If ihe midnight hour of our free
dom ever strikes, it will be forever too late.
Then all we can do is to dream of a freedom
lost by procrastination.

Let us keep fresh in our memories the sad
experience of the European countries who
allowed their guns to be taken from them.
When the need arose to use their guns to de
fend themselves, they had neither guns nor
freedom; only sorrow, death, or slavery.
What a price to pay for not being diligent'
in so important a matter. Do not let the first
supporting column of our governmental struc
ture be undermined by those who work from
within to enslave us.

L. H. Gair
Takoma Park, Md.

We'll Try
I read your magazine; also your Quarterly.

This last is about the best there is. Article
in last Quarterly on military cartridges by
fellow named Barnes was most interesting to
me. I collect cartridges and his info checks
mine. Very good. Would like to see more
stuff like this on other than the military
shells. No reason to answer this, just com
menting. Keep up good work and I will keep
buying your magazine.

That Luger .45
In the Sept. issue on page 9, in Elmer

Keith's column, was mentioned a .45 ACP
conversion of the Luger. Surprisingly, the
thought had occurred to me in the past, but
I hadn't thought it possible. Would like to
suggest that you would score a beat over the
other gun mags if you publishcd a feaLure
article about this conversion in the how·to
do fashion, together with detailed drawings,
pictures, and text. I really fcel that the
Luger lovers (of which there are many)
would really go for such an article.

Victor English
Hammond, Indiana

Edward E. Murphy, Sr.
Dayton, Ohio

Check this and recent issues for ads.
-Editors

Matt Ebenezer
Lorain, Ohio

We're with yOIL, 111aU. But we cannot in·
fluence legislation in areas where we don't
personally count as "constituents." Does the
Governor know of your objections? Governor
DiSalle is very much interested in making
it safe Jor his citizens. He doesn't like it
when they get shot up. How he makes it
safe may be a difference in method over
which you and he should have a liule dis
cussion. Have you written to your represen
tative in Columbus, first, asking exactlv what
the score is? You say you don't know, your·
self, the details. Then, after carefully and
calmly considering what is proposed, have
you responded to him, and the Governor, with
your views?-Editors.

Krieghoff Mauser
I am an ardent reader of your magazine.

In your Sept., 1960, issue is an article written
by Mr. C Arthur Larson on the left-handed
Mauser made by Heinrich Krieghoff in Suhl,
Germany. I have \me made by them around
30 to 35 years ago in a right·hand action. I
have reblued it and refinished the stock, and
for my money it is a perfect gun. I was of
fered $300.00 for it, but I wouldn't sell it at
any price. It is engraved, and has a full

Youngster Wants Scope
In re ding my "Guns Quarterly," I see Mr.

John Carlton talks about hunting squirrel
with a hand gun. Well, I did jusF that for a
lot of years back around 40 years ago, but
had to give it up 15 years ago; eyes bad now.
I am 74 now and would like to start again
if I could get a scope like the one that is
shown in the GUNS Magazine. Can or would
you tell me where I can get them? Please
let me know.

Ohio Gun Laws
From what I have read and heard lately

,about this (Ohio) gun legislation. I don't like
it a bit. I have been shooting and hunting
here in Ohio since I was seven years old. For
these eleven years of hunting, I have really
enjoyed every outing. These laws would be
very bad for us sportsmen. I don't know the
gruesome details of this law and I don't
think most other gunners and hunters know
exactly what this law would do. I think if
the public knew exactly what Constitutional
rights would he taken away by this law, that
they would rally to our support and defeat
any legislation regarding the restriction of
gun possession.

POCKET CLEANER
Scrub"S pockets quickly, cl~an &;
bright. For use in any motor or
band-driven chuck. Or can be
manually operated. Fine stcel
wire brush, with metal sleeve.
Only $1.00 Ppd. Specify whether
for largoc or small primcrs.

KUHARSKY BROS.
2425 W. 12th St., Erie, Penna.

, ."

ALLEY SUPPLY CO.
POBOX 458 SOHOIlA, CALifORNIA

PRIMERI
only$l·~.
Pa. Res. Add '
40/0 Sales Tax

DEALERS &
JOBBERS

INQUIRIES
INVITED

Complete with onc spud (caliber) of your choice, only $37.50
Extra spuds, $3.50 each. A practical and useful tool for
Gunsmiths, Hunters & Gun-eranks. Usc onc scope on several
rifles. Perfect rc--alignment assured. A great time saver for
installing mounts. ramps, front sights, receiver sights. check
ing barrel bedding, action bedding, ·barrel warpage, inlerring
stocks. Now at a New Low price. Spuds for 19 different
alibers. See it at your Dealers or send direct to • .. •
... ..........,j7~n~~ 6-,: 2S: 6.5-..
1701_JO,a...l3e,)S315~.I6~ ~""""'Add(~W.T""

The Sweany
-SITE-A-LiNEc

BOHLIN'S
"Elmer Keith

MAGNUM
Profectsighf Holsters"

Specially constructed groove to
protect rib and blade of mico
rear sight which does not "con
tact" the leather. "Cobra
Snapaway"@ gun hold-down

which also prevents snow, etc. ob
structing notch in the blade. Hol
ster retains its permanent shape
under all usual conditions and is
fast-drawing. Belt 2% inches wide

with any angle of holster desired. First
Quality leather and workmanship guar
anteed, leather douhle and sewed.
Give waist & hip mcasure, calibcr and

~;:'~~l ~sJFill.OO~ a~'dri~l C~el~&t~nia~~~
40/0 State Tax-35% deposit required
on all C.O.D. orders.

Plain: Tan $34.50. Black $36.50. Fully
~ carved (shown): Tan $46.50. Black $48.50.

,i\1aker of ulVorld's Finest" holsters that have flO ea'Ital
for f'Jst-drawing.

Edword H. Bolin 931 N. Highlond Ave., Hollywood 38; Colil.
Copyrighted 1960 by E. H. Bohlin

Many of the World's Competitive Shooting Records
have been set by marksmen using .45 Automatics
rebuilt for greater accuracy by Pachmayr's expert gun
smiths. If your .45 scores are not wha.t you would like,
then get your .45 Auto. accuratized bY

I
Pachmayr, originators of this unique custom
gun work. Pachmayr's accuratized auto-
matics have established many outstanding ':..
records. All work is guaranteed. Only $37.50.
Micro sights Q,nd trigger 'Pull expertly ad-
justed jor small additional charge.

Send for FREE .45 Accuracy folder and 16 '-
page brochure.

PACHMAYR GUN WORKS, INC., Dept. Gl
1220 S. Grand Ave., Las Angeles 15, Califarnia
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Shooting The Centennial Army .44

ANEW PRODUCT but an old friend is
tbe replica cap-and-ball revolver distrib

uted by Centennial Arms Corp. An exact
facsimile of the famous Colt's New Model of
1860, the Centennial guns are stamped on
the barrel "NEW MODEL ARMY 1960" and on
the side with the Liege proof marks indicat
ing testing by the maker. The factory in
Liege, Belgium, which produces these guns
exclusively for Centennial Arms, is managed
by people named Hanquet, and it is interest
ing to note the name Hanquet on an old letter
to Sam Colt in which Belgian licensing of
gunmakers to make "Colt's Patent" revolvers
is discussed. The Hanquet there named was
the great grandfather of the present genera
tion of Hanquets, and he made Colt revolvers
under license from Sam Colt a century ago!
So Centennial Arms in recreating the great
New Model Army of 1860 in time for use
during the Civil War Centennial activities
has just gone "to the source," it would seem.

The arms show good finishing with bright
colored casehardening. Centennial tells us
that the first guns had plain oiled grips, but
the customers like them varnished, so all
grips now are high gloss. The wood in these
grips is beautiful. Bluing of barrels and
cylinders is by a caustic process but the color
is very good.

Centennial Arms has been cooperating
with the Lyman company in developing
proper moulds for shooting these guns. The
iron or brass moulds burn yom hands every
time. If you run too many bullets through
them, they warp. Wooden file handles should
be put onto any all-metal mould to make it
suitable for shooting-casting. However, Frank
Jury of Lyman reported to Centennial on test
firing a gun they sent:

"There is no doubt that a suitable bullet
is needed for cap-and-ball guns. The/origi
nal conical bullet is practically worthless.
Using modern bullets, which were designed
for use with metallic cartridges, is only a
haphazard way of doing it. I've never been
able to get satisfactory accuracy in any C &
B revolver with any available conical bullet.
Measurements of the Centennial Army cham
bers indicate that our Round Ball .451" is
the smallest that should be used in this re
volver. The ball has to be a tight fit in the
chamber. I have had better results with the
round ball than with the other bullets, al
though many shooters prefer the hollow base
bullet. I liked a charge of 28 to 30 grains
FFFg black powder, and put a gob of Crisco
on top of the ball. This worked well and
tended to keep the powder fouling moist.' I
never used a patch in revolvers. Any good
bullet lubricant that is not too hard to han
dle would do as well probably. Water pump
or wheel bearing grease are good, too.

"After the Ilth shot with the 1960 New
Model Army I started getting misfires. The
hammer strike was regulated for .2 mm

By FRANK JURY

clearance to prevent hammer face battering
against the nipples, but the Belgian caps
must be thicker than ours because there was
too much clearance. I understand this is
corrected, and it could be corrected in the
revolver we have by filing the inside cut of
the frame at the center pin, where the ham
mer comes to rest, to advance its position a
little when it falls. I was able to make an
emergency correction of misfires and seem to

Loading NMA .44 does away with car
tridge, uses cheap powder, lead, caps.

Round of caps is first snapped on the
cones to clear chambers of dirt, oil.

Powder is poured directly into front of
chambers with hammer on half-cock.

Balls are rammed down with lever as
chambers are turned under one by one.

recall that this happened with the 1860 Colt
Army, but not so quickly with a new gun.
Alignment between chambers and barrel is
good. .

"Starting load was very mild: 2.0 grains
Red Dot, 22 grains FFg Black, one Ipco
Colloidal wad, and a .451 Round Ball. This
load had practically no recoil and was very
accurate (for me) at 15 yards off hand.
After 18 shots the gun was cleaned. Only
two patches soaked in Winchester Bore
Cleaner and one dry patch were needed to
clean the bore and six chambers.

"Later, I fired six rounds of straight FFg
Black, 25 grains, and six with 30 grains.
Groups continued to be good, althongh the
point of impact changed, being about 4" to
6" lower than that of the first charge. Three
black powder shots were fired without the
Ipco grease wads. There were several lumps
of lead in the bore, and fouling was con
siderably worse than with the duplex loads.
The gun was thoroughly cleaned, all lead
removed, and a third series started.

"This load was 3.0 grains Red Dot in the
bottom, 27 grains FFFg Black, Ipco wad and
.451 Round Ball. This load worked well,
groups were smaller than with the 2-22 load,
recoil not at all severe. Even compensating
for the tendency to misfire due to light
hammer strike, the groups were still under
3" at 15 yards off hand.

"A fourth series was the same duplex load,
but with the Red Dot on top of the main
charge. This last shot about as well as the
other, but was not so clean shooting.

"It would appear that 27 grains of FFFg
on top of 3.0 grains Red Dot, with a .451
Round Ball over an Ipco wad, gives good
accuracy and clean shooting, with compara
tively mild recoil, in the Centennial New
Model Army .44 revolvers. The double base
shotgun powder does a pretty good job of
burning off the carbon from the black pow
der leaving little residue. The Ipco wad re
duces of eliminates leading.

"At present, since I have no powder flasks,
I'm using two # 55 Powder Measures. I charge
a batch of .45 Colt cases with Red Dot, an
other batch with FFFg Black, and with them
in loading blocks go out to the shooting
house."-Frank Jury.

Jury's use of Red Dot shotgun powder and
further experiments with bulk shotgun pow
ders will be received with interest by black
powder fans. The Centennial Arms revolvers
are proof tested by using an exceedingly fine,
strong black powder, brownish in color,
which is tamped down with a felt wad. Then
the chamber is filled to the mouth with fine
shot, a heavier mass than any possible ordi
nary bullet, and another wad is rammed
down on top of that. But nitro powder is
not recommended for use in muzzle loading
arms because of the inaccuracies of common
powder flask spouts for measuring. Also,
the seating depth of the bullet, therefore
loading density, will materially affect pres
sures in nitro loads. However, a pinch of
nitro, such as the very minor 3.0 grains of
Red Dot diluted with 27 grains of Black, is
a sensible way to solve the fouling problem
always present with black loads.

The Centennial Arms Co. revolvers are dis
tributed through gun dealers everywhere and
information may be obtained from Sales Pro
motion Manager, Centennial Arms Corp.,
3318 W. Devon Avenue, Chicago 45, Ill.

(Continued on page 61)
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Loading Shotshells
With the MEC 250

SHOTGUN DAZE are here again. Crafty
hull fillers are stuffing their shotshells

with all manner of mystic recipes guaran
teed to lay Cock Robin by the heels. More
correctly, of course, skeet and trap, or duck
and goose "custom loads" are being brewed
by the millions, using a wide variety of shot·
shell loading tools buil t by various makers
especially for the shooting hobbyist. Among
leading makers, Mayville Engineering Co.,
(MEC) Mayville, Wis., build a fine line of
shotshell loadcrs, the MEC 250, 300 and 400.
They are speedy, practical machines that
anyone can operate. The new MEC 250 is a
low priced loader, only $48.95 complete in
12, 16 or 20 gauge, a neat machine for the
money. Directions tell how to operate it, but
let's check some features and add some tips.

Designed especially for trap and skeet
shooters, your machine is assembled and ad
justed at the factory. It's mounted by drill
ing three holes fot the :14.20 bolts with
handy wing nuts, furnished. It can be at
tached to a plywood board for a portable
loader. This is not quite as good as bench
mounting, but it works okay. The primer
catcher, that hooks under a bolt head near
the base, is a good feature. The company
guarantees that an expert operator can load
250 shells per hour. My friend T. J. Bach
huber can run over 300 s.p.h. This is too
fast for me.

Directions forgot to tell you to mount the
tool far enough from a wall or shelf so the
hoppers can tilt back for easy filling. Shot
can be left in the hopper, but I advise pour·
ing left-over powder back into the can. Next
best is leaving it in the plastic hopper, reo
moved from the machine, and capped with
the screw cap which is supplied.

Charge bars, the only non-ferrous metal
in the tool, are stamped by number. You
can't install one incorrectly. The only thing
to remember is, shot goes in the left hopper
over "S," and powder in the right, over
"P." My bar is stamped "12 Ga. No.2,"
meaning it throws 23 grains of Red Dot and
Ilh ounces shot, a popular clay and quail
!!lad. To eliminate errors, write the powder
and shot charge on the hoppers with a
grease pencil or Crayola. The wrong powder
can cause serious trouble, so let's act adult
about it! If you have a variety of powders
and charge bars, keep everything you are not
using off your bench. A closed drawer is the
best storage place.

Charge bar No. 5 is a dandy load, 23
grains Unique, I lA! oz. The powder has a
different bulk. If you use bar No. 2 with
Unique you'll have big trouble; a ruined

gun, or worse. Powders not specified for
your bar can be used, provided you weigh
every charge, or adjust a conventional meas
ure with scales for the charge. This is true
with all makes of loaders using charge bars.

While not recommended, holes can be
reamed or bushed to adjust charges for dif
ferent loads, if you know what you are do
ing. Altered bars must be identified. Best
deal is to buy extra bars at $3.50 each.

With hoppers filled and labeled, you are
ready to load. After reading directions care
fully, and referring to them as I went along,
my first load was stuffed in seven minutes.
This was good time, as the operations are
not exactly the same as with tools I've been
using. After processing a few tubes, pro·
duction rate jumped.

Here's how to start. Drop a primer face
down in the seater with your left hand while
you slip a shell on the deprime punch with
your right. Pull the handle to a stop with
your left hand. For all other operations, you
pull the handle with your right hand. Put
the shell in the resizer and place under the
rammer. Six operations are performed at
this station. Pull the handle, which primes,
resizes, and positions the "floating" wad
guide. Pull the charge bar to the left, to
drop the powder. Tip the sizer forward,
which is holding the floating wad guide, and
insert the entire recommended wad column.

With the sizer·shell-wad guide assembly
in place, pull the handle to seat the wad
column. Push the charge bar to drop the
shot. When the handle is raised, the floating

Dror primer in MEC 250 seater, start
sheI on deprime punch and pull lever.

wad guide "floats" up or, rather, stays on
the ram at this station. You'll understand
how it operates in actual practice better than
it can be described. Place the die and shell'
under the crimper and pull the handle.

Your finished shell can generally be
pressed out of the die with your thumb.
Sometimes, it's a little tight, depending on
the wad pressure, wad diameter, make of
shell, size of the chamber that fires it, and
other factors. A good routine is to place the
load in the fourth station, and operate the
handle so the ejecting punch kicks it out.
A good idea for faster production, not in the
directions, is to slip another tube over the
deprimer, so two operations are combined
in one operation of the handle_

You can bend a piece of cardboard or
sheet metal to roll ejected shells into a box.
A better idea is to cut a hole about 1:14" in
diameter directly beneath the ejector, in the
tool base and bench. You can place a box
under the hole to catch ej ected loads.

Always remember, loads can not be any
better than their components. We loaded
once-fired Ranger hulls with No. 7% chilled
shot made by Division Lead Co., Summit, Ill.
All of their lead products have given us
excellent results. Wads were made by

Pull charge bar to drop right amount
of shotgun powder into primed shell.

Dircks·Beath, Inc., Las Cruces, N. M. The
listed wad column for this shell and load
is %". We used one each of their excellent
Micro .200 over-powder card, and a %"
Micro "Ring Lubed" filler wad. Some shells
use a .135 over powder card. Listings are
not always exactly correct for all shells, wad
pressure and loading technique. But the
column isn't critical, so long as you get a
perfect crimp.

A variety of wads are convenient, espe
cially when you use assorted hulls. Wads
can be assorted, so long as you have one
over powder card and one filler. Using only
one each speeds loading. Using a sharp
knife, you can quickly learn to split either
type wads to adj ust your wad column. It's
a good tip to know, when correct wads are
not available. Older Remington-Peters tubes
required a I" column. Newer R-P hulls have
less capacity than W·W makes.

Primers, vital in any load, were my favor
ite CeI No. 109, called "Winchester size."
They eliminate blowing, a fault I've found
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POINTER PUPS

For police or civilian
defense against robbers,
mashers, etc. Causes no
permanent injury. Highly

Nickel Plated polished heavy nickel
Peerless Type case with spring-steel

HANDCUFFS pocket clip.

$15.00 value; Special MON~~NgR~~~~~g~OD's
S7.95 pair Registered Colt Distributors
Deluxe leather Suppliers for

carrying case $2.50 Official Police Equipment
This product is not intended for sale In states or

local lUes which have laws forbidding their sale.

I'ROTECT YOURSELF
with this Fountain Pen-Type POCKET

TEAR GAS

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Public Sports Shops, Dept. G, 11 S.161h 51., Phila. 2, Pa.

'3.95 • -----
POSTPAID Revolver Cleaning Kit. Removes

Leading from Forcing Cone. Cyl...
inder, and Barrel. Available in 38-44-4.5 cal. Kit for two
calibers $7.10. Patches (Pkg. 10) $.60. Dealer Inquiries
~ Indted. Check or Money Order-No COD's.

~ GUN SPECIALTIESco"e~;' 0p.~:~ ~:o,g;.

Compression molded Imitation Staz.
For most American Targ-et Guns. $4.50
pl'. Yes. for Hi·Std. Double 9 too.

~:~f:ina~1tdr&E?~&~l~~~lt~D~C~fhGi~hS¥bcrPS
-for RUg'er single 6 & Colt SAA new model $9.

Also most complete stock of quality genuine Pearl. Ivory,
and Stag grips.
ORDER NOW! REMEMBER. IF IT'S A PISTOL GRIP WE'VE
GOT IT! SEND FOR FREE LITERATURE.

SOUTHWEST CUTLERY & MFG. CO., INC.
t309 Olympic Blvd., Montebello 5, Calif.

THE ORIGINAL THUMBREST STOCK
lst CHOICE of TARGET SHOOTERS!
F.0r hi~h sc~t'es & greater shock absorp
tIOn, cl'ack pIstol shooters rely on Pointer
Stocks. Im.proved back strap built into
stock, additional length, width & breadth
fOl'I)' fitting non-slip g-rtp; ALL combine
to In~ure you posihve control & greater
sh~otmg- accuracy. Though often copied, nothinR' can coro
llate to the feel & service of Pointer Stocks UNCOI:\DI
TIONALLy GUARANTEEDl Will never wal'p' flare-up or

X~~~i. f~!l~lre;:i;. Ig:~d~ns~ri6hOi~:t~~.fi~fsS6es\O lcmW'
$8.00; WALNUT or EBONY, $7.50. •

Pointer
STOCKS

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.'•••••••••••••••••••••

NOW YOU CAN

murdercrows
WITH THE

New Ad;ustable-Tone

GREEN HEAD
CROW CALL

$300

i
I like it, and it's easy to blow.

REGULAR CROW CALL .••. $1.75
PREDATOR CALL ••..••.. $2.25
for coyote, wolf, fox, cats. True imitation of
mournful distress cry ... very effective. If dealer

can't supply, order direct.
GREEN HEAD CO.

360-2nd Street, La Salle, Illinois

is eli

Move assembly to crimp station where
pulling lever finishes your reload.

generally with no permanent damage. You
are not apt to goof more than once or twice.

For new tubes you'll need a $3.50 Star
Crimp Head to start a crimp. You can use
cheap caps with a $7.00 Cap Kit to reprime
battery cups. I don't care for it as it slows
up reloading, and I'd rather spend the extra
time shooting. A $4.95 Electric Shell Former
tests cases and reconditions them for easy
insertion of the wads. A $3.00 extra large
drop tube allows using big shot, up to BE.
The crimp sleeve causes trouble if allowed
to rust. Keep it coated with high quality
oil, and be sure to remove the oil completely
before using. Always discard any wads with
a half-moon cut from one edge. Don't at
tempt to soup-up listed factory equivalent
loads. Don't try to use "light load" powders
for heavy loads. Read and follow the direc
tions, and you'll get good results. RefiH hop
pers before they run low.

Inspection of loads is important. Check
for proper primer seating, and be sure you
didn't use a fired primer. Crimps should
be perfection. A slight inward taper is best
to hold the shot. Check for a bulged or
torn body, indicating excessive wad pres
sure, high wad column, moist or weak shells,
or oversize wads. Look with suspicion on
shells that eject from the sizer die with
pressure. If they are not oversize, they may
"grow" in storage, and fail to chamber.

For maximum operating speed it's abso
lutely necessary that all lost motion be elim
inated. Components must be arranged with
this in mind. Keep primers at the left, base
down; wads and hulls on the right. Pick up
a filler wad, place it on the over powder
wad (s) and insert them in the wad guide.
You can seat the card wad first if desired.
Hold pressure on wads a second to allow air
escape. Move the charge bar at a uniform
rate of speed for uniform loads. A fast pull
or push throws slightly lighter charges, a
slow movement heavier. Do not slight oper
ations or inspections for speed; don't load
worn shells that won't crimp perfectly.

A changeover to another gauge with $18.50
dies (less charge bars) requires only a few
minutes' time. The MEC 250 is a neat load
er at a low price. If you are considering the
MEC 300 or 400, I believe the 400
worth the small difference.Insert and seat wads by pulling the

lever; then push bar to drop the shot.

"Autojustor" lets you mix loads without ad
justment, and it functions perfectly.

Can you goof with the MEC 250 ? Yes.
Except for substituting powder, which the
village idiot is too smart to try, I haven't
found any way to hurt you or your gun. A
16 gauge shell may get mixed in a batch.
It deprimes, but sticks on the primer punch
tighter than Dick's hat band. You can twist
it off with pliers. You may goof a load or
two in adjusting the wad column. A high
wad column and/or oversize wads makes
lousy ammo. So will moist shells. Be sure
tubes are dry. Check the interior of recov
ered hulls for rocks, trash, etc.

Some tubes must be first run in the Re
sizing Ring to size the brass. Depriming
allows the ring to be removed. Heavy sizing
pressure may cup the head face, which
could cause misfires. Faces can be flattened
again in depriming. If you forget to insert
a deprimed tube in the sizer it may damage
the wad guide fingers so it doesn't "float."
You can reform the fingers once or twice,

in some makes for reloads. Diameter is
about .241" while the R-P is .228". I've
used the CCI No. 109 in the past to prime
the smallest "bastard" holes. They are
strong enough to expand the thin brass, and
worked OK.

CCl's major improvement is the tip radius,
designed especially for reloads. It makes for
faster and better seating. The vent concen
trates fire in the center of the charge. It
also increases hull life by reducing damage
to the paper base on firing, a major cause
of unsatisfactory loads in shells fired more
than twice.

How would my first reloads compare with
equivalent Ranger No. RT12 fodder? My
fine gas-operated Hi-Standard Supermatic
"Trophy" with ventilated rib and comp
adjust choke had been throwing beautiful
patterns at every setting from "Skeet" to
'Extra Full." To check for function, I re

moved the corncob (plug). Fired from the
hip it shucked out reloads fast, expending
lead with a stutter. Beer cans jumped like
they were alive! This was fun with cheap
reloads, so we burned up a couple of boxes
pronto. Then we mixed in factory Super
Speed 2%," Magnum stuff. Supermatic's
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By WILLIAM B. EDWARDS

T HE MODERN GUN WORLD is in a transition
period that will make it-or break it. Old

names are trying to survive as new firms jockey
for business. In this period of the 60s, the Amer
ican gun trade can look back to a century of pro
duction, but little of progress. Failure to progress
has made some domestic gun makers unable to
compete, and has strained the fabric of many firms
in their change to newer or different forms of mar
keting, manufacture, production and service ulti
mately to the American rifle, pistol and shotgun
man. The next hundred years will be the hardest...

Some may think it presumptuous of me to cir
culate infrequently through the hallowed halls of

ew England and then return to hammer out an
appraisal of the problems of gunmakers today and
conjecture their course for the next century. But
my plea for playing Nostradamus is that some of
the problems are so obvious a child could discern
them and, in other cases, the remedy or future
course is inevitable. From my ivory tower, which
happens also to be a sort of cross-roads of the
gun world, I merely record the signs pointing to
the future. They are easy to read.

Foremost among industry's problems-industry
with a small "i"-is obsolescence. This is reflected
in sales which may be larger than ever before, but
do not increase at the same rate as the potential
buying population increases. Shooters are numer
ous, and intense in their enthusiasm. But many

firms are losing out in the race to cater to their
needs, design and produce according to their
wants, and to manipulate those needs and wants
into channels which return the most profit to the
producer. Gun industries are full of gun enthu
siasts. But none of them are run along charitable
lines. Yet the paradox is that, while automobiles,
pop-up toasters, safety razors, and every other
article of use and play is sold with the knowledge
that it will go out of style, this obsolescence is the
very cornerstone of the gun industry.

othing succeeds like success, and the basic
turn-bolt Mauser rifle of the Victorian era is still
successful in the Winchester (Model 70, modified
Springfield, and on the Springfield we paid Mauser
$250,000 royalty for patent infringement), Rem
ington (M725), Colt (M57 and later) and other
lines. Even Browning, master gunmakers of the
automatic field, stepped back into history to pro
duce their latest sporter, the FN-actioned Mauser
by Browning Arms Co. German smiths still make
the Model 98, returned to production after the
War. Though Waffenfabrik Mauser in Oberndorf
jealously guards the secrets of their future arms
making, there is a safe bet that among new light
military automatics, the reliable old Karbiner 98
action will also take its place as a sporter. Is its
success due to the fact no superior repeating sport
ing rifle or military rifle can be designed?

Corollary to this lingering antiquity is the

AS PAST BLENDS INTO PRESENT. SO BOTH FORETELL THE FUTURE OF GUN

DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE. BUT A LOOK,AHEAD CAN BETTER THE PICTURE
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Burton made .345 cal. assault rifle at
WRACo in 1917; form remains today in
lines of ruggedly built Russ carbine.

WW II research by Bob Hillberg at Bell Aircraft
produced this moving barrel blow-forward car
bine in .30 Carbine caliber for military test.

Free-thinker among arms designers is Mel Johnson
whose loose ammo or clip loaded magazine inno
vation gave rise to novel Marine tactics. Below,
avant garde style of bull pup hides Martini 1871!
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Biggest U.S. gunmakers' problem is handwork plus larger
production off foreign lines like Franchi imported here.

Model 94 Winchester. Shaped in the lines of the "gun that
won the west," the Model 94 approaches the 3,000,000
mark, almost all built for sporting purposes. A fantastic
success in the past 20 years, it reversed the course of
history in its sales record. Statistically, by 1927, when
the millionth '94 was presented to President Calvin
Coolidge, the same rate of production would have made it
turn two million in 1960. Instead, so great has been the
shooter's fancy for this particular rifle, an extra one million
arms have been shipped out in the same time!

This Mauser popularity, this clean sweep of the snappy
but vintage 94, highlight the paradox. And it is not simply
within the industry, but with you, the shooters. For the
basic machinery on which the domestic industry is relying
for sales, Mauser-system bolt rifles and lever actions of
antique form, is designed for slow and costly manufac
turing. Sheet steel, wire springs, are sensitive to the sales
man, though they may stand up ruggedly when incor
porated into a firearm.

But the major lines are based on hand fitting and finish
ing to be really acceptable, and the workmen in the gun
plants, symbolizing the very mass market needed in order
to survive, seem unwilling to do a full day's work to
produce honestly the things they want to buy. In the
words of one firm's leading shooting promoter, "You are

Sidehammer Colt solid frame of
1854 had no lasting influence.

doing darn good from management's point of view if you
get 14 hours work out of a machine employee in a40 hour
week." His buddy, even longer in the business and skilled
at every manufacturing and design operation, added,
"With coffee breaks and long lunches and holidays and
paid vacations-some of the guys even read magazines on
the job-it's a wonder we're still in business." Accustomed
to working late nights and weekends in his engineering
department to get things done, he had short patience with
the hourly-paid employee whose only thought from the
moment he punched in was to get home "without killing
the job."

My own experience in this "killing the job" notion had
been at the factory of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft in East
Hartford back in 1947. Many of its workmen also worked
in the gun trade from time to time. My own job was a new
operation on crankcase halves: four a day was the rate
performed by my successor. Gradually I increased pro
duction until one evening I finished the 13th crankcase
half for that day in the half hour between clean-up and
quitting bells, and still had time to wash, change, and
punch out when the bell rang. "Slow down, you're killing
the job" was the sentiment I heard from all sides, yet
these engine components were going into aircraft which
it turned out our soldiers needed for air cover a couple
of years later in Korea.

It's a sobering thought to the veteran and sportsman
today, to consider that his buddy may be dead from lack
of support in battle caused by fear of "killing the job."
Unquestionably, a new sentiment will have to be born
in the machine operators and the assemblers in our great
gun factories if they are to survive. If obsolete firearm
types are to continue to be built, they must be built with
old-fashioned methods and ways of thinking about the
job that somehow seem to be also "obsolete" today.

The most important direct threat to the U.S. gun firms
is the imported rifle and shotgun. The cheap centerfire
military rifle has affected sales very little. But the foreign
factory competes not on prices of labor alone, but upon
quality. By the time an imported rifle or shotgun has been
placed on sale before you, the (Continued on page 43)

Borchardt designed WRACo test revolver (top left) in
Buffalo Bill days but arm was never made. Cylinder
latch had odd influence on latest Hi Standard, Burgo
foreign revolvers. Above, Marlin side-swing 1874 had
Chamelot & Delvigne lockwork still used by some today.
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GAME CALLS AND A RIFLE-

MOUNTED SPOTLIGHT TURN TABLES ON

NIGHT-HUNTING MEXICAN CATS

Big cat is held by Winston Burnham who shot predator
at close range by 'calling it into (right) spotlight
view. Night rifle shooting affords unusual excitement.

By HART STILLWELL

I N THE RAYS of my head-light, I saw two green specks of light.
.Here wa~ game, a killer sneaking in to "rescue" that dying rabbit.

This moment was the big test, the objective of our trip into the jungles
of northeasr6rn Mexico. Could we bring the cat on in close? Among the

. millions of"'Americans now turning the woodlands' into a bedlam of
dying rabbits at night, practically nobody has had much luck at luring
the cats in close enough to get a clean shot.

The famous "Calling Burnhams," my companions on this trip, said
they had solved the mystery and were ready to demonstrate that they
could conquer the killer cats.

The cat was on a bluff about seventy yards from us. Murry Burnham
might have picked him off at that distance with his rifle, especially since
the Burnhams have developed some new techniques that make their
night shooting deadly. But the job was to bring the cat into the open,
so we could be certain of a clean shot at short range.

As I held the light steady, slanting the main beam upward to avoid
scaring the killer away, the Burnhams suddenly launched into their new
technique designed to outwit the cats. For a moment I thought they had
gone mad. Both of them began calling at the same time, and instead of
lowering the call way down to a sad little moan, the accepted procedure,
they started screaming and shrieking like (Continued on page 53)
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Drive-'em-crazy calling technique requires light
to be held high until cats are in view.
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EVERYBODY WANTS A PLACE TO

SHOOT: THIS COLORADO COMMUNITY DID

SOMETHING ABOUT IT. YOU CAN TOO,

IF YOU'RE WILLING TO WORK

Sig Palm points out to Gurney Crawford cavity from
heavy use of backstop log. Tree section can be re
placed from log supply cut by local volun·~eers.

Below, officers using range keeps vandalism down.

BUILD THAT RANGE



Vast open spaces surrounding new three-butt Fort Collins. Colorado. range were as closed
to shooting as kiddies' playground till farmer, iaw, conservation teamed up in gun program.

By ROBERT K. BROWN

THIS nEASY" WAY

W HERE CAN WE SHOOT? In a nation that likes to boast that
it is what it isn't, "A Nation of Riflemen"-in a nation of

bigness and of "wide open spaces"-the problem of finding a satis
factory answer to that where-to-shoot question has become increasingly
difficult. It is particularly difficult in the eastern states and around
all of our urban areas; surprisingly enough, it is becoming more
and more difficult also even in the west.

But it is a problem that can be solved, and various communities
throughout the nation are solving it in various ways. In some
instances, the solution is in the form of a commercial range-a
"shoot for pay" project along the lines of the increasingly popular
game farm hunting preserves, but on a target basis. Other groups
are solving the problem the old-fashioned get-together-and-help
each-other way, by community effort.

An example of the latter method of solution comes from the
Larimer County Small Arms Range, near Fort Collins, Colorado.
The range observed its first birthday in October, 1960.

The scarcity of shooting room in the Fort Collins area had
worsened over a couple of decades. Nobody was happy about it.
Target shooters and hunters alike were incensed. Income from local
and "foreign" hunting licenses was cut because less land was open
for hunting. More and more highway maintenance money was going
for the replacement of shot-up road signs and markers-shot up,
apparently, in sheer resentment and frustration. And the Sheriff's
office and the Colorado Game and Fish Commission were wasting
more and more time, in response to calls at all hours from irate
land owners, trying to stop trespassing and malicious shooting.

Every range built wholly or in part by
Government funds is according to law
open to use by any civilian gun clubs
when not otherwise in use by military.
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The reduction of shooting area was primarily the simple
(and general throughout the nation) result of long-suffer
ing farmers and ranchers getting fed up with the depreda
tions of a few careless, ill-mannered, or trigger-happy
hunters. Result: land posted against all hunting. Nobody
blamed the land owners; they were as unhappy about it
as others. It was a farmer, actually, who took the first
long step toward a solution.

Norbert Grase had carried patience with hunters to the
point where it was no longer a virtue. He had granted
friends the right to hunt his land, but friends had invited
friends, and friends of friends had invited their friends,
until the place teemed with hunters-most of them perfect
strangers to the owner. The place also began to resemble
a city dump, littered with ammo boxes and tin cans and
busted bottles and other evidences of hunting bad manners.
Grase talked the matter over with Gurney Crawford, vet
eran Conservation Officer of the Colorado Game and Fish
Commission. Grase offered to provide land for a shooting
range if Crawford, or somebody, would stop the promis
cuous shooting elsewhere on his property.

"That land solved our biggest problem," says Gurney.
"We had no funds to buy land, and even if we did, it is
damn near impossible to find a place around here now
where stray shells wouldn't endanger either four or two
legged critters. It was a bit of luck to get a range site with
no pasture land anywhere near it."

Gurney quickly enlisted the help of Sig Palm, fellow
Fish and Game Conservation Officer, and they started to
spread the word. County Sheriff Ray Scheer had recognized
the seriousness of the problem and was more than ready
to co-operate, hoping to cut down the number of malicious
shooting complaints. County Commissioner Lic Allen,
long-time sportsman, gun-collector, and rancher, was eager
to help. Others joined in as the project gained momentum.

The first move was to let the public know, by radio, news
paper, and word of mouth. An article in the Fort Collins
paper, explaining the nature of the project, asked for
volunteers. Shortly thereafter, 40 men with rakes and
shovels removed several truck loads of tin cans and assorted
trash from Grase's land. "We agreed to fix up his fences
and gates, and keep the public off his land other than the
range," says Gurney. "I asked my boss, C. E. Till, if .the
Game and Fish could help us out."

Till, Regional Game and Fish Manager in the Fort
Collins area, agreed to furnish fence wire and posts. A
range would work in with the Hunter Safety Program that
he sponsored. ~_

After the fencing was in, Lic Allen convinced the other
county commissioners of the value of the project. The
county provided two bulldozers and two "maintainers"
which dug out and leveled the first of three firing pits,
working at a time when weather conditions prevented
scheduled work. Others volunteered their services, helping
put up more fence and soil retaining walls.

Gurney and his cohorts, with the foraging skill of Army
Supply Sergeants, continued to cast around for more
goodies. Gurney heard of large cottonwood trees that the
city was cutting down and depositing in the city dump. Why
not salvage them for backstops?

Now the community really got into the act. A local firm
provided a man and a power saw to slice the cottonwoods
into 2 ft. by 4 ft. slabs. The local Chevy agency donated
the use of a wrecker, which loaded the trunk sections. A
Ford' wrecker lowered them onto (Continued on page 45)

Cops and competitors get together on San Diego police
range. Opening existing civic ranges increases shooting.

Commercial ranges afford local solutions to where to go
for shooting fun though most are indoors and suitable
for only small bore and lightly-loaded pistol competitions.

Boost to range use is given by fun and luck target shoots.
Sighting-in. Hunter Safety, are important uses of ranges.
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Th.e Story Of

THE WALTHER R 38
SIDEARM OF THE WEHRMACHT. TOP SECRET TO SOME ALTHOUGH

KNOWN TO MILLIONS. THE P.38 NOW APPEALS TO COLLECTORS

By MARVIN LESSEN

W EAPON OF THE WEHR
MACHT and of today's Bundes

wehr, the Walther P.38 automatic
pistol was adopted in 1938 as the
German standard pistol to replace the
Luger. It was the standard pistol also
of the Swedish Army, and was pro
duced in limited numbers at the Tur
kish Arsenal at Kirikkale. Although
U.S. Ordnance classified the pistol as
"Top Secret" in 1942, catalogs of the
Stoeger Arms Corp. for 1939 pictured
the gun and its workings, described
models "to be available" not only in
9 mm Parabellum caliber, but in 7.65
mm Luger, .38 Super Automatic, and
.45 automatic cartridges as well. Prob
ably unique, too, is an alloy-slide .22
P.38, and variations of the basic pistol·
are known with shoulder stocks and
long barrels resembling the better
known Luger and Mauser carbines.

But in the relatively new field of
automatic pistol collecting, there is a
glaring lack of published information
regarding the P.38. This summary of
the P.38's history emphasizes !Ie vari
ous markings and the more common
external mechanical variations. Oth~r
minor variations, (perhaps major vari
ations also) undoubtedly do exist.

Prior to 1937, Walther co'mmenced
designs for a military-type pistol for
both commercial and military sale. A
series of various prototypes was de
veloped and designated "Modell MP."
Included was an enlarged version of
the Mod. PP in 9 mm Parabellum
caliber, hammerless models, some of
which were in .45 caliber (identical to
what later became the Armeepistole),
and several exposed-hammer models
similar to the future "Mod. HP".

From these original design~ there
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evolved, in somewhat parallel planes of development, the
Armeepistole which was a hammerless (enclosed-hammer)
double action model, and the exposed hammer double
action Mod. HP. Production of the Armeepistole was ex
tremely limited, although various models were manufac
tured with long and short barrels, and standard steel and
lightweight frames in 9 mm Parabellum caliber.

Eventually, in 1937, the Mod. HP was "frozen" for
commercial manufacture in 9 mm and 7.65 mm. Later,
samples were supposedly made in American calibers. It is
uncertain during what period of the HP's further develop
ment these samples appeared. The original HP, which is
quite rare, differs from the more common later models
by having a concealed extractor, a rectangular firing pin
which retracts when the safety is lowered, checkered wood
grips, and a very fine finish.

At Zella-Mehlis, Walther made P. 38s
for Wehrmacht, Polizie, Waffen-SS.
Today's Walther works in Ulm builds
now (rt.) for Bundeswehr and export.

American Colonel Jarrett was among
the first to enter Walther factory at
end of war but orders were to give plant
to Russians when Germany was split.

During war, codes replaced names stamped on P. 38 pistols
for Germany government. "ac" was mark of Walther fac
tory. Sought for is P .38 with Belgian FN-made parts.

Scarce "Zero" series was made concurrent with commercial
guns but stamped P.38 for· government use after pistol
was adopted to replace the Luger 9mm in German service.
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Basic P. 38 was made for test in
.45 (above), hammerless 9mm( I),
.22LR and 7.65mm hammer types.

Ulm brochure shows slide stamps that do not
exist as picture was made for publicity, and
not to give collectors information. Pistols
for Bundeswehr have dull finish, special
marks; commercial guns are polished blue.

GUNS JANUARY 1961

The first production run of the P.38, the Zero Series, is
distinguished by the "0" which precedes the serial
number. There were four stages of development in this
series alone. The first thirty pieces (01.030) incorporate
the mechanical characteristics of the original Moll. HP;
whereas the final ten thousand pieces, except for the
checkered plastic grips and markings, are identical to the
common wartime models.

The distinguishing feature most useful in differentiating
between the original Mod. HP and the later more common
Mod. HP, is the rectangular firing pin, as viewed from the
rear, of the former, and the round firing pin of the
latter. Similarly, the first fifteen hundred of the Zero

. Series of P.38's will have the rectangular firing pin, while
all other P.38's, including the later models in the Zero
Series, have the round firing pin.

Although the original Mod. HP was at best very limited
in production, the HP, as modified similar to the later
P.38's, was continued in production at least as late as 1944.
There was also produced, possibly in 1943 or 1944, a
Walther designated as "Mod. (Continued on page 60)
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MANUFACTURER
Walther
Walther
Mauser
Mauser
Spreewerkcyq
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The evolution continued, predominantly with regard
to minor mechanical variations and simplifications. In
1938, the modified Mod. HP was adopted by the German
military as its official pistol, in conjunction with the Luger,
and designated "P.38" (Pistole Modell 1938).

The various types of HP's and P.38's with their approxi
mate production dates are shown in Figure A. Figure B
illustrates the different slide markings, and is referenced to
Figure A. (Chart on continued pages.)

At the beginning of the war, in September, 1939, coding
was ordered for all military arms, and the P.38 was
manufactured under the following codes for the duration.
In general, the letter following the serial number on the
coded pistols refers to the month of manufacture. For
example, a=]anuary, etc.

CODE
480



THE STORIES BEHIND THOSE

Ships in battle were on cyl
inders of earliest Navy Colts.

SCENES ENGRAVED ON OLD COLT

CYLINDERS PUZZLED MANY, BUT EACH "TIED IN"

WITH COLT HISTORY, GRATIFIED COLT'S LOVE OF DRAMATICS

By ROBERT DENNING CLARK

T HROUGH THE MUD of a Union cavalry camp, a mob
of rookie troopers struggled tentwards under bulky

burdens of newly-issued gear.
Once under canvas they pounced, whooping, upon Uncle

Sam's "presents" like boys on a Christmas morning. Rakish
kepis· were clapped on. Sabers flashed out in mock duels.
But to most of these skylarking recruits, the jim-dandy
prize of all was each man's brand-new six-shooter. Some
never had seen one outside a Wild West woodcut. Even in
slushy packing grease, the big 1860 percussion Colts were
bully to flourish and admire.

Swabbing the pistols clean revealed new surprises.
"Hey! There's a picture on mine," a sharp-eyed trooper

yelped, pomtmg. "Mine too!" sang out a comrade. Sure
enough, a detailed, deeply-stamped illustration girdled
every cylinder. Squinting rookies could make out two
square-rigged ships shooting up a fleet of assorted sail
and steam. Tiny block letters above the smoke-puffs
said "E 'GAGED 16 MAY 1843."

"Was these gun meant for the Tavy ?" a perplexed
redhead asked.

"It's the Monitor and the Merrimac," offered his
neighbor, recalling an historic naval clash of a few weeks
before.

"Monitor, my foot," hooted another. "Sails and paddle
wheels on an ironclad? Oh, Lord!"

The Monitor-Merrimac fan groped for a suitable reply.
"I dunno about no paddlewheels," he complained, "but 1
do happing to know we wa'n't even at war in 1843."

For a fact, we wa'n't. And the seafight scene, with its
unfamiliar date, no doubt mystified many a Civil War
fighting man. It was die-stamped onto a quarter-million
Colt Army .44s and Navy .36s used by both North and
South. The fictionalized interlude just recreated is im
aginary, but identical discussions (Continued on page 46)

Pocket pistols from M49 to M62 (circle)
had stage coach robbery scene while all
Dragoons featured Rangers and Indians.
Right, counterfeit detector showed all
so buyer could check to see if genuine.
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COLT CYLINDER ENGRAVINGS
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Blind built high in flooded woods is alreadr ten yards
closer to ducks at any range. Hunter is wei concealed.

any duck pass for fear somebody else would get it. Or
maybe a few crazy fools started shooting at ducks in the
dim distance and the others joined in in sheer desperation,
figuring that, in a fool's world, we might as well all be
foolish.

If that sounds bitter and critical, it's only because it's
meant to sound so. I don't even believe that the fault was
chargeable only to a few. The plain, sad fact is that the

Author proves validity of short
range argument by downing goose
off shotgun's muzzle. Dropped
foot indicates a hit. Below,
decoy sets should bring birds
in close for effective shooting.

Camouflage suits, head covers, break outline of hunter
to color-blind ducks just as dazzle paint does in war.

great host of wildfowlers are wild-eyed sky-blasters who
spoil the sport for sane hunters.

I could cite instance after instance. Several years ago, I
was shooting geese near Cape Girardeau, Missouri. There
were 17 pits in a SOO-acre cornfield along the west bank of
the Mississippi. There was ample room for all, and plenty
of geese. But I sat there day after day, when all pits were
filled, and marveled at the stupidity and greed of the hunt-
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"The flocks are but a remnant of what they once were,"
says Dalrymple in deploring greediness of so-called
sportsmen today along the flyways. New methods, a new
approach is needed to take game limits fairly, easily.

ers hidden in those pits. If a flock let down to 200 or 300
feet altitude and set wings, heading toward a group of
decoys across the field somewhere, hunters rose up and
smote the air with shot. The result, time after time, was
precisely what most waterfowlers are used to witnessing
and sharing: nobody got a killing shot.

But my intent here is not simply to chew out waterfowl
ers in general. I would like to point out to them how they
can improve their duck and goose hunting, both sport and
for meat, and improve also the future of this wonderful
sport-a sport which, right now, has fallen upon precari
ous times.

I have been reading recently about Winchester's attempt
to design a new kind of shot to save ducks from lead
poisoning. Our marshes get so full of lead that ducks in
advertently scoop it up with their feed, and die from the
effects. I am all in favor of research, but, in my opinion,
there is a better way to arrive at the same end: simply quit
spewing so much lead into the marshes! Kill each duck
you shoot at and, with limits as low as they are today, lead
poisoning will soon fall away to an unimportant factor.

Ever since I can remember, I have been reading about
duck and goose guns that "really reach way out" for them.
During recent years, we have seen new loads devel't5ped
and improved to try to lengthen shotgun killing ranges. No
one in his right mind will decry improvement in arms and
ammunition. But even progress can be in the wrong direc
tion-and times have changed even more than ammunition.

Years ago, this continent teemed with waterfowl. Limits,
when they finally came into existence, were high. Even I
can recall as a kid the 25-a-day limits on ducks. And I also
recall during the last war (I've forgotten which year it
was) a limit of 12 a day. I would bet that just about as
many ducks per shooter were wounded then as now. May
be not quite as many, for several reasons. Waterfowl shoot
ers had more to shoot at in those days, and many of them
thus became sharper shots. In addition, waterfowl, being
less shot at and more plentiful, could be more easily ap
proached, or would approach more naively within closer
range of the shooter.

Nonetheless, there was a welter (Continned on page 56)
Most birds are taken at short ranges, veteran
waterfowler proves though limits are fewer now.
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By HOWARD BRAY

T HRILLING CHAPTERS of American history were
written at sea in the thunder and flash of naval can

nonading. The. whine of shot ripping through canvas, and
the steel panoply of a swift task force low on the horizon,
were the elements of glory in war at sea. But behind this
high drama, far from the fury of battle, were the inventive
genius and industrial capacity that provided the fleet with
its punch-the big guns.

For more than a century, the Navy has stowed the
original plans for these historic weapons in the cluttered,

Delicate watercolors worthy of Winslow Homer tint this
sketch from which naval ordnancemen worked to make gun.

musty confines of the Navy Yard in Washington. Recently,
the drawings were moved to temperature-and-humidity
controlled fireproof vaults at the Naval Ordnance Plant in
Louisville.

Among the hundreds of thousands of linen sheets, which
have resisted the decaying and obliterating hand of time,
and the turning-brown paper plans, are initialed original
drawings by John Ericsson, the Swedish-born inventor
whose screw propeller revolutionized naval warfare, and
John A. Dahlgren, Civil War (Continued on page 60)
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Civil War shipwrights were clued in on mounting 15" guns by photo-like drawing.
Turret detail of Miantonomoh left much to Navy contractor's skill, imagination.
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MEN LOVE GUNS FOR MANY REASONS. BUT COLONEL LARSON

USED SHOOTING AS A THERAPY FOR POLIO-AND A CAREER By JOHN KUHN

I F EVER A MAN lived who has reason to be eternally
grateful for the invention of the gun, it is Colonel

Larson, of Whitehall, Wisconsin. (Colonel is a proper
name, not an Army rank.)

Incredible as it may seem, his love for guns played a big
part in his recovery from an attack of polio so severe that a
notice of his death was published in the newspapers and
was announced over the radio. By the time he was well
again, he had become so skilled with guns, and so con
vinced of their place in American life, that he turned his
hobby into a means of making a living. What's more, his
guns have brought him honors that no other man in the
country holds today. He is the World's Indoor Champion
Rifleman.

But honors don't mean as much to Colonel as does the
pleasure he derives from his work, which is a sort of

crusade, to teach children and their parents the proper
relationship between a boy and his gun-or a girl and her
gun, as the case may be. He does this through the enter
tainment medium; but the real motivation for his changing
from a job for which he was college trained, to become an
entertainer, came as a result of the illness which led to his
interest in guns and a genuine belief in the value of gun
own'ership.

"It is as natural for a child to love guns as it is for them
to like candy," he says, "and it is a wholesome and valuable
instinct, for both boys and girls. The only danger is in the

• failure to teach them to handle a gun properly and to
respect it as a useful tool and a means of bringing much
pleasure and relaxation into their lives."

He chides parents who tell their children, "Don't go near
guns; they're dangerous." "This," he says, "is a mistake
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that can lead to tragedy. It is only elementary that, when a
child is very young, you keep them away from loaded guns,
just as you keep them from fire or acid OJ; anything else
that might be harmful to them. However, as they grow up,
fire and acid will have no appeal to them, since there is no
pleasure potential involved. But guns will. Kids are quick
to learn that daddy's gun brings him pleasure and pastime,
and it is only natural that they want to take part in the fun.
It's a crime not to teach a child gun safety and let him
enjoy the many pleasures gun-ownership has to offer."

Larson believes that when the average child is nine years
old, he is ready to own a gun. "Start with a BB, and take
the time to show him how to handle it as cautiously as if it
were a deer rifle," he says. "Get a good one, with an
authentic rifle action. I like a Hahn, and Crosman-Hahn
puts out a free booklet that will help any child get started
in the right direction."

Colonel's wife calls him the Pied Piper because, wherever
he is, he's always surrounded with small fry. "Recently he
tried to do a little painting on our house," she smiled. "I
counted twenty-four kids out in our yard. I wasn't sur
prised when he came down the ladder and brought out the
BB gun, so they could each take a turn at target practice."
A gimmick Colonel thought up that has proved safe and
functional, is to place targets on an ordinary jute doormat.
This stops the BBs, and when the practice is over, they
may be shaken from the mat and used again.

It is only natural that, with his past experience, Colonel
Larson has another angle that makes him value gun owner
ship, and one that he always stresses to the children. "If
you expect to get anywhere, as far as shooting skill is
concerned, you must abide by the laws of good health. A
fit body is vital to accuracy in shooting." He concedes that
quick reflexes and coordination are inborn for champions,
but good health habits are a must for both pros and
sportsmen.

It is quite understandable that a man with Larson's his
tory has strong convictions about guns, and gets a real thrill
out of spreading his philosophy to school kids, as well as
their parents, all over the country. (Continued on page 50)
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Former All-American football star does not play up
case history of polio but attributes much of his
recovery from severe illness to therapy with guns.

Dash of ham, larson says, makes him work hard
for achievement in entertainment field. Whip
is spectacular way to trigger shot at moving
target. Special bullet backstop is own design.
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Ye Old Hunter is all heart!

Ye Old HUJlter illudratu all weapO'I. bv actual "ftre·
touched pllotoDraph• • 0 IIOU can .eIl how thell RE:ALLY loti"!

*
* AMERICA'S GREATEST SHOOT
SANTA ALWAYS ADMIRI
The greatest step of the century to relieve world tensions-perpetual peace now in sight for the
next millenium as arms from all corners of the globe return to civilian control. TH INK 0 F IT!! No
need for munitions control-No need for international arms inspections-No more irresponsible
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BLOCK RIFLES!

The late Model 1911 still in use in Switzer- $1395'land. Extremely accurate and fast with its
straight-pull bOlt. Supel"b workmanship-,::ood to very
good condition. This rifle SwlLZerland invasion proof. •

The finest specimens ever! Probably the last $1495,
opportunity to purchase one of these historical

gems. All completely reconditioned and complete down . .•
to the ramrod. When not in use the perfect mantel piece.

M1 GARANDS!

A professional military conver- $2°2NL9Y5' [
sion by the world, famous COl'!:s

well & Harrison lrUnmakers of London and at a fan-
tastically low price. Insist only on this superb model. • !

JOHNSON SEMI-AUTO!

MODEL 1911 SWISS RIFLES!

Genuine. original (made at Springfield
Armory). All milled parts-all matching

numbers. V.G. to Ex. A few near mint $10.00 addi
tional. New Leather Slin~s $1.95. Kew Web SlinJrs
$1.00. B-Rd. Clips .IOc ea. Kon-corrosive .30-06 ammo

$1.00.'"'8-Rd. Clips .IOc ea. Non-corrosive .30-06 ammo $6.00 per 100.

nare. original. The greatest or them all according' to $5995 '
m3.ny experts. V.G. to Ex. A few near mint only S10.00

additional. Now available-bargain .30-06 non-corrosive ammo $6.00 per 100. • I

Cal••30-06
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IMPORTANT SALES INFORMATION - PLEASE READ CAREFULLY: All enns and ammo shipped
RAILWAY EXPRESS OR TRUCK (Shipping Charges Collect) from Alexandria. Va. or Culver City, California.
(California residents include 40/0 State Sales Tax on Cuh'cr City shipments.) Send check or Money Order.
DO NOT SEND CASH. Sorry no COD's. "Money's Worth or Money Back" guarantee when gbnds are returned
prepatd within two days after receipt. Ye Old Hunter will not answer ascriminoneolls letters. Send them else
where. Sales limited to continental United States! World's Biggest Arms HOllse - World's Lowest Prices.

Now! Genuine, original, rare.
Mann Ucher Automatic Pistols
at only $19.95 in very good con
dition. A few excellent $24.95.
The nlost racy auto design e\'er.
7.65 Mannlicher Pistol ammo
only $4.00 per 100 rounds.

l~tI prices below (except Soft Pointl per 100 rounds.
Shipped RR. EXPRESS. SHIPPING CHARGES COL-

. LECT. Sensational New prices! Save, save, save.,.
PISTOL NEW REDUCED PRICES
7.62 NAGANT (M.C-l $ 5.00
7.63 MAUSER (PISTOL) (M.C-l $ 5.00
7.65 MANNLlCHER PISTOL (M.C.) $ 4.00
9MM LUGER (PARABELLUM) (M.C-l $ 4.00
9MM LUGER (NEW, NON-CORROSIVEL $ 6.00
9MM F.N. STEYR PISTOL (M.C-l $ 4.00
45 (ACP) COLT AUTOMATIC (M.C.>. $ 5.00
RIFLE
6.5MM JAP (M.C-l .................•.•.... $ 6.00
6.5MM ITALIAN IN CLIPS (M.C-l' $ 5.00
7MM MAUSER (M.C.) $ 6.00
7.35MM ITALIAN IN CLIPS (M.C.) $ 5.00
7.62x39MM RUSSIAN SHORT (M.C.) (20 rds.) S 4.95
7.62MM RUSSIAN (M.C-l $ 6.00
7.65MM <.30) MAUSER (M.C-l $ 6.00
30 M1 CARBINE $ 5.00
.30-06 U.S. M2 BALL IN 5 rd. CLiPS $ 6.00
.30-06 BLANKS $ 4.00
.30-40 KRAG (M.C-l , $ 5.00
.303 BRITISH MILITARy $ 7.50
.303 BRITISH BLANKS $ 4.00
8MM GERMAN MAUSER ISSUE (M.C.) ...•..... $ 6.00
8MM LEBEL (M.C-l $ 6.00
8x56 R MANNLlCHER .................•..... $ 6.00
.42 COLT BERDAN RIFLE (M.C.)' $10.00
.43 (llMM) REMINGTON (M.C.J* $ 5.00
SOFT POINT
6.5 SWEDISH SOFT POINT (40 rds-l S 5.90
7.5 SWISS SOFT POINT (20 rds-l $ 4.45
7.62 RUSSIAN SOFT POINT (45 rds.) S 6.65
7.65 MAUSER SOFT POINT (20 rds.) S 3.45
.303 BRITISH SOFT POINT (45 rds-l $ 6.65
(ThOle few with olterilk '(') obove ore portiolly
Ihootoble but fully componentoble.)

Just received-fabulous
shipment of the world
fomous Colt M 1917 .45 ACP Re
volvers. Very good or better con
dition only $24.95. 50me excellent
only $5.00 odditional. (Why pay
more elsewhere.) Half-moon clips

i1~ er~·u~~.A~~d:rmf,':m$~j,~:d~ $24.95
SEREnA .32 AUTO PISTOLS

Today's top pistol bargain.
Absolutely In excellent
condition. Beretta .32 Auto
Pistols complete with
leather holster only $22.95!
Incredible but true. Now.

First time available at
less than collector
prices! Italian GlisenU
Revolvers in both the
folding trigger (Police)
type and also the mili
tary ('VWII) type only
$17.95! for the PAIR.
Order tod~Y while t.his
super bargain lasts!

COllECTORS! SPECIAL!
PAIR-ITALIAN GliSENTI
REVOLVERS CAL. 10.3SMM





TWO SHOTS FOR PRICE OF ONE IS CURRENT GOAL

OF MULTIPLE BULLET LOADS THAT COMBINE

INCREASED CHANCES OF HITS WITH ACCURACY

,

FORSINGLE

Non~e swedged re~ular .30 cases lrt.) t? long-neck form
holding two 90-grafn bullets. Shoulder IS NATO length.

T o FIRE MORE than one bullet at each single shot from a conventional rifled
arm has intrigued ballisticians for many years. Practical aspects might be:

to double the firepower of a soldier without adding to his weight of a~mo,

without altering or reducing the caliber or power of his standard weapon. Giving
a bolt-action rifleman the short-range salvo effect of a scattergun is a useful
capability. Such ammunition might help cancel out the numerical superiority
which we encountered in fighting the Chinese Communist Forces in Korea, and
may expect to find in future "brush fire" campaigns.

There is nothing new in the concept of firing a salvo of projectiles at one
shot. The buck-and-ball loads for .69 caliber smoothbore muskets were especially
suited to such Indian warfare as the short range ambush fighting in Florida
swamps. A cartridge of three round balls was made for the .45-70 Springfield
rifle. With the adv~t of the Thompson Submachine Gun, a special guard and
riot cartridge was produced, tested, and rejected. This load contained a single
lead ball in a copper cup shaped to the ogive (nose) of the standard bullet,
backed up by three lead washers of about 50 grains weight each. Spread was

By CAPT. GEORGE NONTE. JR.
and HERBERT J. ERFURTH

German two-bullet rifle missile
was too costly to manufacture.

SALVO LOADS

BARRELS
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German work appeared sparked by Brunn-Czech three bullet loads which were not
legal according to Geneva convention because lead slugs were exposed in flight.
Both 1945 German, and U.S. tests by Nonte's pal, Taylor, used jacketed bullets.

ideal, and the washers would penetrate a I-inch pine board;
but it was felt they were so lacking in "shocking power"
as to be almost without value.

More recent attempts to discharge a number of shots at
once include a modernization of the Peiper (Liege, Belgium)
goose gun. Peiper's plan was itself an improvement (1880)
over the British Nock volley gun which fired a salvo of
seven musket balls from seven separate barrels, in naval
wars of the early 1800s. The Peiper gun had seven rifled
barrels bored in one block, adapted to .22 LR or .30 RF
cartridges. A circular steel plate held the rims, and loading
was accomplished in one motion. Pulling the plate out of the
gun (a rolling block of the Remington system) removed all
cases simultaneously. The modern design, which was not
followed up very far, seems accidentally to have been almost·
the same dimensions as the Peiper gun designed to shoot
geese. At least, steel goose gun loading rings from Banner
man's scrap pile are said to have fitted the newly "invented"
U.S. experimental military volley rifle.

Another approach toward more firepower has been to fire
a salvo of steel darts or needles, flechettes, tiny vaned metal
shafts. About 36 are said to cluster inside a cartridge some
what the same dimensions as a shotgun shell. High velocity
is possible at short ranges, and penetration is great because
of the terrific load on the tiny area of the steel points.

European attempts to achieve the same results have also
had limited success. Three basically different ideas have been
applied. The first, and perhaps earliest, consisted of machined
double bullets, one inside the other. Although this design
existed by May, 1938, in rifle-caliber projectiles, it was also
tried in heavy machine gun or small artillery sizes of 2 centi
meters. A drawing dated Kolleda, the 4th of May, 1938, by
engineer H. Winzer, is titled "Infanterie-Zwillingeschoss," or
Infantry Double-Bullet. The rear bullet is a sleeve retaining
a moveable plug. As the projectile rotates, an inner locking
ring like those in fuses is swung aside, and bore gas pressure
forces the moveable plug forward. (Continued on page 47)
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Recent target showed two groups; Germ~n tests
of 1945 gave about 3"x4Ih" dispersion at 100 yds.
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Tbe Barest
Bebel af Them All

By JACK MALLOY

T HE MOST AWE-INSPIRING handgun ever made,
especially inspirational of awe to the Yankees who

faced its formidable twin muzzles, was the "grapeshot
revolver" of New Orleans physician Dr. Jean A. F. Le Mat.
Adopted as standard issue for the Confederate cavalry and
later by the CS Navy, this huge one-hand shotgun carried
nine .40 caliber bullets, three more than other cavalry-size
pistols, and a final coup de force of nine or more buckshot
loaded into a central 18-gauge shot bore. The large cavalry
holster size pistol is much prized by the collector. A fine
specimen carried by the dashing Jeb Stuart is preserved in
lhe "Confederate White House" in Richmond. Lately a
cartridge-converted Le Mat has astonished gun-weary TV
viewers in the hands of Don Durant, CBS' "Johnny Ringo."
But the savvy collectors search for yet another Le Mat, the
elusive "Baby" Le Mat. So scarce as to rate as experimental,
only six specimens are recorded, five of them percussion
cap firing and one the later metal-cartridge pinfire system.

The Le Mat revolvers were patented first by Dr. Le Mat
in New Orleans in 1856; later in England and France ca.
1859. Initially expecting to fabricate his arms at the New

Baby Le Mat cap revolver has
the lines of the bigger model,
second type, with loading lever
on left. Bottom bore is rifled.

Orleans factory of Cook & Bro., the good Doctor left the
South on the famed steamer Trent to arrange for produc
tion in France when the key Southern port was threatened
by Yankee gunboats.

It is said that while Confederate commissioners John
Mason and James Slidell were aboard the Trent, and taken
off by the Federal gun boat, Dr. Le Mat's name escaped
notice on the passenger list (Continued on page 52)

Number 35 is stamped on many·parts.,
but French-made pistol is not proof
tested. Typical of Le Mats is barrel
engraving. Small gun by CS contrac
tor could be a model or prototype.
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M ORE AND MORE communities are
giving boys and girls a taste of the

great sport of clay target shooting. The kids
take to it like ducks to water. Juniors are
now capturing perhaps more than their ex
pected share of clay target tournament
awards, and with the increased exposure
that youngsters are getting to the flying
clays, especially in the Midwest, the percent
age can only go up.

Over in South Bend, Indiana, home of
Notre Dame and some great football teams,
also the home of the sportsman's car, the
Lark station wagon, over one hundred boys
and girls each recently fired at five 16-yard
trap targets. Only a handful of the young
sters had ever smashed a clay target, and
more than a few of the boys and girls' aged
14-19 had never pulled the trigger on a shot
gun. You can guess the result. Not over
half a dozen young shooters failed to score
at least one hit. The average went easily to
three out of five, and several four out of fives
made the youngsters e'cstatically happy. As is
usually the case, one of the 4x5 shooters
was a 14-year-old girl, whose parents told me
had never pulled the trigger on a shotgun,
nor even seen a clay bird before that day.

Host to the South Bend Teen Hunters
Club shotgun clinic was the famous Chain
0' Lakes Gun Club, scene of the 1959 State
Skeet Championships, as well as many an·
other spine-tingling shooting event over the
past quarter-century. Sponsor of the program
was South Bend's public-spirited WSBT-TV
and its radio affiliate, who gave the program
the full publicity and promotion treatment
as a public service to the stations' listenina

an~ viewing areas. WSBT-TV, WSBT, and
theu newspaper affiliate, have scheduled the
experience again for 1961, and expect to host
twice the number of junior target-busters.

.C~ose on the heels of the WSBT shooting
climc for members of the soon·to-be national
Teen Hunters Club was a similar clinic co
sponsored by U.S. Steel's Goodfellows Club
and. the Gary "Post-Tribune," in the Gary,
IndIana, area. The Gary program mixed rifle
shooting with the clay target experience,
and for this fine program, the youngsters of
the Teen Hunter Club invited Dad to come
along and make it a Father-Son shooting
day. So that Dad wouldn't be shown up, the
program was arranged so that both young
sters and Dad shot until they hit.

The number of both adults and youno-sters
who hit the first target thrown for the~ in
most cases the first target they had ever s~en
was amazing to all the observers includin~
the writer and a crew of Indian; Conserva~
tion Officers, along with Gary "Post·Tribune"
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outdoor columnist Jack Parry, who staffed
the program. Ed Mitchell, recreation direc
tor for US Steel handled the details of the
program, and provided attractive door prizes
which, along with the fine shooting, sent all
the participants home happy. The fine 10
point rifle range of the Goodfellows summer
camp served the rifle shooting portion of the
Gary program, and an adjacent open area
gave throwing room for hand-trapped clay
targets.

One week after the youngsters of Gary
had learned about wing shooting, the setting
moved across 'the Hoosier state to LaGrange
County, and the Pretty Lake Conservation
Club's. rifle and trap range. Here again, boys
and gIrls aged 12-18, under the sponsorship
of the LaGrange County Conservation Coun
cil, shot both rifle and shotgun in an all-day
program. Instructors for this program were
a group of Indiana conservation officers un
der Lt. Al Watson. Here also, everyone of
the 100 plus youngsters broke at least one
clay bird, girls and boys alike.

Broken clay birds were all over the ranges
when the recent annual Kalamazoo "Gazette's"
shotgun clinic for 125 boys and girls was
concluded at the Stevens Gun Club. Two
traps, and 10 top·flight instructors from Mark
Stevens' Gun Club, moved the 125 youngsters
quickly, easily, and happily throuo-h a taste
of grinding up 16-yard trap target;.

The "Gazette" clinic had been announced
for the first 100 registrants; but when an
additional 25 or so youngsters appeared on
the scene, they were not turned away. Deen
Malotte, promotion manager of the com
munity·service-minded "Gazette," announced
that the limit will be removed for 1961's
shotgun introduction. Added traps at the
Stevens Gun Club, host for the shoot and
scene of an extremely active industrial league
program, will facilitate handling all the
youngsters who want to shoot at and break
16-yard targets. Door prizes were auto·
graphed Detroit Tiger baseballs and 1961
"Gun Digests."

At Lincol~ Par~ skeeters AI Shuley,
Harry AltIce, Bob Shuley, Joe Bullaro
and Jay Schatz set world record. Rt.,
kids get shotgun fun at South Bend's
WSBT-TV shooting clinic promotion.

Participants and spectators at the "Gazette"
shotgun clinic were treated to exhibitions of
both trap and skeet shooting by club memo
bers and arms company personnel, plus an
exhibition of live firing of military firearms
by U.S. Navy personnel.

A number of parents who were watchino
their Marys and Johnnys break clay target~
?ad the chance, at the close of the day, to
Judge whether or not it was easy for their
offspring to score. Naturally, some of the
Moms showed up best in the whole family;
but the Dads and kids didn't seem to mind
judging from the shouts of encouragemen~
when relays of mothers were on the line.

One of the happiest youngsters on the
range was 14-year-old Bob Grawatt who rode
his bicycle 13 miles to reach the' gun club.
Shooting a shotgun for the second time in
his life, and for the first time at clay birds,
Bob broke four of his five targets. Judging
from, Bob:s reaction, that 13-mile return trip
wasn t gOIng to seem long at all.

In all of the Teen Hunter Club programs,
~he youngsters receive a thorough grounding
III good gun handling before stepping up to
r~cord their shots. Each shooter is super
VIsed and helped by a competent instructor.

The crop of junior shooters is destined to
be swelled even more before we reach print.
~s .we go to press for this issue, programs
SImIlar to those described are scheduled for
Crawfordsville, Indiana, sponsored by the
Kendallville Boys Club at La Porte, Indiana,
co-sponsored by the De Molay Club and the
La Porte Police Dept.; at Auburn, Indiana,
sponsored by the Noble County Conservation
Council; and the Hobart, Ind. Hi-Y Club.

• • •
GUNS, and this "Pull" column, get around!

A recent Micro Trap Range monthly news
letter reports that Bill Prelletz, who lives in
El Paso, Texas, read about the Micro range
in "Pull," and made the 45-mile jaunt over
to the field to get in on the fun.

• • •
At the Annual Illinois State Skeet Cham-

pionships, held at the Lincoln Park Gun
Club over the Labor Day weekend, the Knox
Investing Company team tied a World record.
and broke the State record, in the 12 gaug~
event. This record was originally set in 1939
was tied in 1951 and 1958. The old Illinoi~
State record is 495, set about five years ago.

Our long run of 469 is a World record for
long run by a five-man team in a single
event. A 474 long run was posted in 1958 at
the Nationals, part of a 1250 bird event.

The picture of the team, reading from left
to right, shows Al Shuley (99), Harry Altice
(l00), Bob Shuley (l00) , Joe Bullaro (100)
Jay Schatz (99). Bob Shuley went 150
straight in the shoot-off, to win over eight
other straig~ts. The entry of 150 wa~ ~

the largest III State history. ~
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GRAND
OLD
MEN OF TRAP By DICK MILLER

Perennially at Grand, Ralph Jenkins
(right) now shoots alone, brother Rock having
passed on. Sharing honors and fruit baskets
with Doc Alford, Ralph is among friends.

40

Orleans, Ind. trap field is run by Ralph
now. At the rise George Heany shoots;
baseballer Paul Derringer waits turn.
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ROCK AND RALPH SHOT AT MORE TRAP TARGETS

THAN ANY OTHER MEN. AND WISHED THEY COULD HAVE SHOT MORE

"I SHOT A MILLION targets at traps, and I would do
it again, if I had the chance," R. C. "Rock" Jenkins

told me. Brother Ralph smiled; he'd done almost as much.
A million shots at clay pigeons is a lot of shots, but I

don't question Rock Jenkins' statement. Before this grand
old man of trapshooting passed away, he had recorded
more targets than anyone in the long history of the great
sport of trapshooting, and had traveled the United States
and several foreign countries in the process of amassing
his staggering total of shots expended. Rock was ready
to shoot trap any day of the week, any time of the year,
and as often as anyone present at the club was willing to
make up a squad.

You may ask what Rock Jenkins got in return for all the
money those million targets must have cost him-for guns,
shells, fees, and travel. In his own words, Rock made
thousands of friends he might never have met except by
following this hobby. To him, the smiles and handshakes
of shooters from every corner of the land, in all ages and
income groups, was good and generous payment for his
investment.

I didn't ask Rock his opinion of the life after this one,
when material for this story was being assembled, but I'm
sure if I had posed the question, his conception of Heaven

would surely have included daily trapshooting matches.
A line of clay pigeons laid end to end stretching for

twenty miles would barely include all the targets shot
by Rock and his brother, Ralph, of Orleans, Indiana.
This Hoosier brother act recorded the impressive total of
395,700 clay targets in the files of the Amateur Trap
shooting Association of America, governing body of trap
shooting in the United States. This was by 1959. And
this astonishingly high figure includes only registered
targets, (targets fired under tournament conditions). It
does not reflect other thousands upon thousands of shots
fired in practice, at non.registered matches, and targets
fired at over a seven-year period before the ATA began
the practice of keeping permanent records.

Rock and Ralph were born in Chicago. They began
shooting at the Watson Park Gun Club, and at the Garfield
Park Gun Club, in Chicago. The family moved to Orleans,
in the rolling hill country of downstate Indiana, during
1909, and the Jenkins brothers continued their trapshooting
activities in that area.

Like the caddy who takes up golf after his caddying days
are past, the Jenkins brothers graduated to trapshooting as
a result of an interest developed while they were employed
as trap boys-boys who place the (Continued on page 42)

21 st b!rthday thi, Grand
says sign on Marg and
Ralph's trailer, at same
spot in 1956 at Vandalia.
Gun is classic Ithaca trap.

"Divided loyalty": Ralph
holds Remington 37 while
Rock fired WRACo M 12
in later years. Above, his
M 12 gets check-up at the
Grand Winchester booth.



THE GRAND OLD MEN OF TRAP
(Continued from page 41)

The New Model 65
SCHULTZ & LARSEN SPORTER

clay targets on the trap which throws the
clay discs into the air. Kindly shooters would
let the boys try a few shots at the close of
the day, and here Rock and Ralph caught
the bug that was to result in the largest
total of shots fired by any shooters in the
game, as of this date.

Ralph's first gun of his own was the
hammer-model Winchester 97, no longer
widely used in the game of trap. Rock
began shooting with a fine Parker single
barrel trap gun, a gun still highly popular
in the trap game, but no longer manufac
tured.

Ralph recalls with amusement that when
he, as a sixteen-year old lad, took up the
sport of trap in 1909, big brother Rock had
to stake him to a gun, and that because he
had no regular income, he loaded his own
shells, for economy's sake. More prosperous
brother Rock shot ready-mades.

Since these two brothers fired at more
clay targets than anyone in history, the
question was asked them, "What gun do
you recommend for the beginner"

Out of that wealth of experience came the
answer that almost any gun and almost any
ammunition is better than the shooter. They
recommended seeking ~he counsel and coach
ing of a well-known shooter, factory repre
sentative, or retail store employee who is
well-informed in the practice of fitting the
gun to the shooter. "Then start young,"
they told me. "Start young, and shoot a lot.
A twelve-year-old of average size and build
is not too young. Let him start younger, if
he can handle the gun. New shooters should
start with the small gauges anyway, and then
work up gradually to the twelve gauge trap·
shooting gun. But don't 'burn·out' a young
ster with too much shooting. Too much
shooting may act like too much candy, or
too much of anything; a kid may lose his
taste for it. Not many do, when it comes
to shooting-but it's better to keep them
wanting more."

Ralph Jenkins spoke with authority on the
problem of junior shooting. He launched son,
Bill, into a career of shooting at twelve, and
saw Bill win five junior championships. Bill
was one of the "not many" who lost interest
because of too much shooting, and Ralph
regrets it.

Over 50 years of trapshooting have taught
these two men other valuable lessons from

NOW!

CALIBERS 7x61 S&H
358 NORMA MAGNUM

A completely new departure in bolt action
rifles . . . four locking lugs ••. shortest
bolt travel ... bolt cocks on opening ...
hinged floor plate on magazine permits
loading from bottom.

which others may profit. Ralph holds firmly
10 the opinion that many shooters favor too
heavy loads for breaking trap targets. He
holds that there is no need for the three
dram load, and that even the light 23/4 dram
load is unnecessary, since some experimental
2lf2 dram loads have done the job well.

Trap has been good to Rock and Ralph
Jenkins. When the question, "What has shoot·
ing brought you?" was asked of Rock, he
answered almost with the speed that a trap
load reaches its target: "A host of wonderful
friends, and a sport I've enjoyed all my life."

The Jenkins brothers joined in making one
observation which may, better than any
other, reveal what kind of men they are.
Over the years, they have heard first one
and then another man brag of what he had
done for the trap sport. Rock and Ralph feel
that trap has done much more for them than
they have done for trap. Yet the record reveals
that each has served two terms as national
president of the Amateur Trapshooting Asso
ciation, and each has held many other state
and regional offices of great responsibility
but with little or no financial reward.

Trapshooting records have not eluded these
Hoosier hot-shots, Rock won the difficult
doubles championship, while Ralph has, over
the years, won all of the Indiana titles: 16
yard, doubles, and handicap. Both have
ranked high in the Grand American, na
tional championship event of trapshooting.

Just after his 76th birthday, Rock entered
a SOO target marathon 16 yard event at the
Vincennes Gun Club. He broke 98 targets in
the fifth hundred, a feat which would tax
many much younger men and be out of the
reach of most.

After Ralph had recorded 153,300 of his
total 170,000 16 yard targets, his average
over the entire sum of birds was 95.51, an
almost incredible average for such an ex
tensive run of clay targets. Few men in the
game can boast of a 95% average on a single
year's performance, averaging around two to
five thousand shots fired. He set 2 records
in 1959: 1st man to reach 200,000 targets,
and 25,000 targets in a year with .9462
average.

Not all of Ralph's shooting activities have
been confined to the United States. He has
competed in flyer and clay target matches
in Spain, Italy, Portugal, and other areas
of Europe.

$160.00
(Without scope)

NORMA 7 x 61 SHARPE & HART CARTRIDGES
loaded to our specifications ore sold exclusively
through Sharpe & Hart Associates dealers in the
U.S., Canada and Alaska. Primers are of the
American type cnd are non-corrosive and "on
mercuric. 160-grain, pointed soft-point boattair
bullet at a muzzle velocity of 3100 f.s. and aver
age pressure of 51,730 pounds.

See your Dealer or order direct

THE SHARPE &HARf ASSOCIATES, INC.
EMMITSBURG 3, MD>.

DISTRIBUTED IN CANADA BY BARCLAY & CO., INC.
1142 HOMER ST., VANCOUVER 3, B. C.

As if the hobby of trapshooting, and of
shooting more than anyone else, was not
enough, Rock and Ralph held other hobbies
closely allied with shooting. Ralph fashion~

beautifully carved stocks and forends for his
collection of fine shotguns. Before sitting
down and writing him with regard to fur
nishing you with one of his handsome crea
tions in rare woods, you are warned that
Ralph makes stocks for himself. and a few
old and close cronies. He is not in the
stockmak ing business, and does not aspire
to be.

Rock treasured a collection of authenti
cated weapons formerly used by gunfighters,
badmen, and desperados of the Old West,
plus some of more modern times.

The combined experience of years of shoot
ing and observation of shooters and shooting
equipment has produced two it.ems mar
keted commercially by the Jenkins brothers.
One of these is a recoil pad, and the other
is a shotgun front end sight, reversible for
two colors, red and ivory. These items are
marketed by extremely low pressure methods,
and chances are that you will never be asked
to buy one, no matter how well or how long
you might have known the Jenkins brothers.

Naturally enough, Rock and Ralph were
gun club operators in their own right. Their
shooting park, located just out of Mitchell,
Indiana, draws shooters from near-by areas
and distant states in anticipation of receiv
ing the brand of Hoosier hospitality invari
ably dispensed there.

For a word of advice to shooters, or would
be shooters, born out of the richness and
wealth of their half·century of experience,
the Jenkins brothers counsel the beginning
shooter not to lose heart if his or ber scores
remain low for the first few years over the
traps. They have observed that most of us
gradually improve, in proportion to our abil
ity and desire, while only a few of the so
called "natural" shooters can shoot >to the
top in a hurry.

They have learned too that fame and for
tune elude some shooters of shooting ability
equal to that to the winners, but who lack
that special trait of performing well when
the chips are down.

Altering somewhat the late Dale Carnegie's
formula for better human relations, Rock and
Ralph Jenkins say, "If you want to make
friends and influence people, take up trap
shooting. The more you shoot, the more
fine people you meet." .-

Both Rock and Ralph Jenkins learned early
in their shooting careers that the plea ure
of seeing clay targets smashed into smoke
was but one of the joys to be obtained from
actively following the sport. They, like others
cast in the mold of trapshooters, soon learned
to anticipate the renewing of acquaintance
ships as they reported to gun clubs for the
business of the day.

The numerical records, and no small por·
tion of the performance records rung up at
trap by t.he Jenkins brothers, may never be
surpassed by anyone in the game today. The
passing of Rock Jenkins, and a reduction in
participatitm by Ralph Jenkins, now signal
the end of personal careers that have lent
luster to the sport. But their records remain
as a tantalizing goal to shooters in the
game today, and to those who may ~
join the ranks in years to come. ~
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(Continued from page 18)

lead the field. Pollard lived to see this pre
diction fail. Why?

Perhaps a clue to this is found in the
current popularity of replica firearms. The
collector of stamps could comprehend the
collecting of old firearms. But it is doubtful
if a stamp collector would get all pushed
out of shape over the sale of replicas, unless
of course he got stuck with one at genuine
prices. Yet while some collectors scoff at
the replicas, it is worth considering that in
one year of 1960 approximately 5,000 rep
licas of old Colt revolvers have been sold
by two firms and a third making replica
Remingtons. And though mass production
from Navy Arms, from Centennial Arms
Corp., and Whitloe Precision lead in replicas,
Tingle and three or four smaller shops are
also working to capacity and expanding their
lines to build copies or arms similar to
those our grandfathers retired from service
as mantle piece ornaments. Why?

Does it again hark back to the "good old
days?" Think for a moment what marked
those good old days, in' gun designs. The
Remington Rolling Block, of which 2,000,000
were sold in about 4·0 years, was a prett:y
solid litt:le rifle. Lacking the glamour of
winning the west, though Remington his
torians have tried to associate it in this era,
the rolling block found its niche as a war·
weapon so utterly foolproof the simplest
pelado could ear back the block and shove
in a thumb-long .43 UMC cartridge. And
Remington, failing in 1888 to get the Iucra
tive Lee contract with the British govern
ment, failed in business as a consequence.
Lee took his designs with him when he re
turned to England, and the Enfield govern
ment factory, not Remington Arms, made the
millions of rifles for the Empire. Though
thousands of the Remington Lee were sold,
they missed out on the main deal: the British
Empire.

Winchester had also been "typed" with
one major form-the lever action repeater.
Created during the Civil War, virtually the
first breech loading repeater in history, the
old Henry .44 is still with us in its modern
dress of "94." Did the men of Baker's D. C.
Cavalry come back today, they would pick
up their 94s with all the assurance of being
issued Henry rifles.

With these strong, strange hold-overs from
the past century of guns, what can be said
lies ahead? Where is there any field for
creativity, for development, for evolution
among armsmakers?

Finest bolt jeweling $6.50
New low bolt handle for low scope $7.50

Both for $12.50

Black MyrtlewoQd Streamliner stock, pret
tiest wood that grows.
Sporter style stocks of many different kinds of wood. Custom rifle
building and custom gun work. Send 25efor illustrated 1960 Catalog.

ANTHONY GUYMON • 203-G SHORE DRIVE •

1960 TO 2060

confl,lse the forecast. Both the old favorites,
and the dolled-up newcomers, seem to have
their places in the market:.

How new you can go and still not be so
jazzy as to shock the conservative gun buyer
into not buying, is a difficult problem to
solve. The fine Whitney .22 automatic pistol
should have had a terrific market potential.
In many details it was head and shoulders
above the competition. Its price was too
low, perhaps. Maybe people couldn't believe
that quality could be produced to retail at
$39.95-inferentially, costing about $8 to pro
duce. (As a standard economic rule, a man
ufactured article costs about 1/5 of its
retail price, to build at the factory.) The
Whitney saw brief prominence; then died.
Why didn't shooters buy more of them? The
receiver was a cast hollow shell. The barrel
cheaply made (entirely adequate, mind you,
but negligible cost) by a lathe operation and
broaching; the springs wire and stamped,
and the magazine spot-welded up from sheet
metal components. That it was the best
magazine ever to be put into any automatic
pistol didn't seem enough to make the gun
"go." The pistol is now off the market:.

Novelty alone isn't enough. The Dardick is
proof of that:. Exotic in form. its basic design
is far more valuable in high rate of fire air
craft cannon, than in a hand gun. It doesn't
look right and it feels awkward. Ballistically,
the plastic cartridge case has its merits, but
the gun is not and probably never will be
produced. The Dardick Corp. interests were
closely allied with the proposed missile to
mis'sile project of our Defense establishment
and cancelling that project may have been
a set-back to the Dardick program. Com
bining precision machining with many small
parts, the Dardick pistol as of now is market·
able only at an excessively high price, or at
a bankruptcy price. Its ammunition is not
generally distributed, a defect in any fire
arms sales program.

Yet the bitter irony is, that both Dardick
and Whitney were in the mainstream of
future arms development:. The metallic cart
ridge case is on the way out:. On this arms
design experts are fully agreed. There is
only one trouble about that. Back in 1900,
then-leading arms expert Major Hugh Pollard
wrote that by 1950 the revolver would be but
a relic and the "new" automatic pistol would

AMERICAN GUNS:

final judge, its price is less of an object in
purchasing than its form and finish. "Rugged
as the Rockies, smooth as silk," you can
justly mutter at the quiet "snick" of the
barrels closing down on a Browning Belgian
made Over/Under shotgun. Why is this such
a solid piece of machinery? It costs a fair
amount, n'early three times the price of the
Marlin over/under of game-killing equality.
But back in 194.6 the Browning people got
together at FN and had a long thinking
session. Would they engineer a shotgun to
be produced at low cost? Would they go into
a direct competition with sheet-metal and
die-casting processes? Or would they con
tinue to produce by the primitive, but precise,
methods of a half century ago?

Their answer was reflected in continuing
sales for somehow they touched that spark
in the shooter's breast which lights up at
the sight of a machine-made and hand fin·
ished gun. Whether it is an expression of
yearning for the "good old days" that makes
a current Browning, drop forged and ma
chined from big lumps of solid steel, so good
a gun, or simply a lifetime of promotion of
the name. is difficult to assess. Maybe the
two go together.

But this machining from'solid steel has its
drawbacks. The Colt .45 is a Browning de
sign, and the old reliable Government Model
frame starts out as a die-forged chunk of
steel weighing about 40 ounces. Machines
reduce this to about 12 ounces. When told of
this, one of the new crop of precision casting
engineers upon whom the gun industry is
starting to rely for salvation snorted, "Man,
they don't make pistols that way, they pro·
duce chips. Firearms are the by-product."

That is good sense there. Ruger is point
ing the way in engineering. Precision or
investment cast alloy steel frames on their
big .44 Magnum revolvers permit making a
product of strength and quality, but rela
tive low cost. The form of the gun? Well, it
is a recreation of an antique, slightly modi
fied but not materially so, in the lockwork.
Again, does it solace those who long for the
"good old days?"

Modern methods plus antique look are also
combined at Savage in their new single-shot
Frontier-styled .22 pistol. Savage once made
a top-notch pocket automatic in .32 and .380
caliber ("Yes, and damned expensive to
produce, too" Jack Knode told me) but
today's handgun retails at just $19.95-costs
about one fifth at the factory.

These things pose a strong challenge to
the domestic maker. Comparisons ri fie by rifle
between domestic and foreign makers, in the
same price range Stateside, show the foreign
rifles in a bett:er light:. Even with the old
Mauser action, they have achieved some di
versification and novelty to tickle the fancies
of shooters. The Sako with its square box of
a bolt plug is at least different from the
myriads of Mausers around; the Browning
with a side bolt release catch resembling
those of some Mannlichers at least causes
you to take a second look, is something you
haven't seen in a thousand captured enemy
small arms dumps before. Yet the same old
favorites in some lines, like that of Win·
chester whose 94 sales, though increasing,
reflect the strong competition from abroad,
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The military contracts remain significant
in any large factory's picture, though less
so than formerly. Once, Colt's shipped their
drawings for the Browning Cal Fifty rna·
chine gun off to General Motors. A few
engineers went along to show the auto
makers how to set things up. They came
back goggle·eyed: "Those car fellows can
really show up what mass production is,"
they exclaimed. Management didn't listen to
them and, in 1946, Colt, a million dollars in
the red from machine gun mismanagement,
lay idle for nine months while General Mo·
tors, fat from five millions of machine gun
profits, on a relatively slim margin, snapped
again into automobile production. But mili·
tary arms could be a major factor in our
domestic gun company sales, if progress and
salesmanship are united into one plan.

It would seem that a look at the Arsenal
System might better be in order. Certainly
an encouragement of defensive small arms
is essential in the next century, for times

. and people move faster now.
We have been coasting on the epitomes of

military arms design of the 19th century
Mauser, Winchester·Henry-and the next 100
years will not be so patient with us.

Sports will be the main alterations in
times to come: tbe pattern of sports contests
in the shooting game, and the pattern of
hunting. Greater variations and diversifica·
tion will occur. If gross national product,
and personal income, rise, then the indi
vidual shooter must broaden his interests.
The smallbore rifleman, notoriously a mono
maniac on .22 Long Rifle Rim Fire Paper
Target Punching, must take up the shotgun

duce duck poisonings from waterfowl scoop
ing up lead shot as they feed. Biologically,
this is true. But iron shot will end one prob
lem of lead shot: it will deform less under
acceleration than do lead shot, of even the
hardest chilled kind. Iron shot will permit
shotshell velocities of 2,000 feet per second
and higher, eliminating lead, and with "rifle
like" precision, eliminating a good many
more ducks per box of shells, too.

Conservation has its future-a future based
on more restrictions on so-called public
hunting, and increased hunting by permis
sion or on game farms. The latter will ex
pand the length of the seasons even more;
might even be extended to big game such as
the present special buffalo hunts, or the out
of-season deer cropping now done by some
game departments, as necessary. Ultimately,

Designing in a vacuum, Springfield
Armory produced fundamentally
wrong Garand gas cylinder (with
1903) that cost million dollars to alter.

Needed in this century is new
gun system for new cartridges
and new technology as sound
and simple as Rolling Block was.

For example, the Fabrique Nationale, the
Armalite, the CETME, and others, are all
light automatic rifles built on foreign shores.
Credit to Browning is given in the design
of the FN, but profits from its sales do not
benefit American firms. The Armalite is lin
American property, and Colt's has taken up
the task of production and distribution of
one model. But the main sales have been by
the foreign producer of the larger model. The
CETME is linked to the Mauser firm in
development, is being made in Spain and
Germany today. Our own Arsenal System,
whereby Springfield Armory dreams up the
design and does the development work, is
a great inhibitor of military research among
our own factories. In Marlin's back room
one day long ago I looked at a natty gas
operated autoloading sporting rifle designed
by the late Gus Swebelius, when with Marlin
Rockwell Corp. "Looks like it would make
a nice military rifle," I ventured. Veteran
metalsmith and idea man Tom Robinson dis
gustedly retorted, "We'd never put money into
such a thing-Ordnance wouldn't even look
at it."

The runaround which Ordnance has often
given outside inventors is in itself an oft-told,
and frequently misunderstood, story. But it
is true that the military market, which was
once the mainstay of the domestic manu'
facturers in America from Simeon. North's
time to the Civil War, has decreased.

Yet it is this very military capability which
the country draws on so heavily in war. In
recent complaints about surplus military
.rifles being imported, a few of the domestic
makers have complained that their readiness
for defense production had been impaired.

and go afield. The Center Fire Rifleman must
consider the handgun. The pistol shooter
must broaden his range: from double action
revolvers, he must add automatics. Pocket
pistols and revolvers should be added to the
three-pistol courees of fire. Inevitably, with
the rest of the world issuing light automatic
rifles to its citizens and militia, sports-shoot
ing programs for burning ammo in machine
guns will be instituted. Switzerland's change
over to the automatic AM-55 rifle, Sweden's
popular field shoots with auto rifles and sub
machine guns, even the staid English marks
man's exposure to the Sten, Sterling, and FN
auto rifles, at the Bisley shoots, is broadening
the base of shooting interest.

Arms design must not stagnate in coming
years as it has up till now. Ribs on slides,
a change in caliber, substitution of "1955"
in the barrel stamping die or "1960" on a
substantially M1903 sporting rifle, do not
constitute modern design. The arms designer
will have to link hands with the sales pro
moter and psychologists, if he is to learn
what shooters will buy, and why. You will
read in coming years more praises of cast
ings and stamped metal components. The
introduction of Nylon and plastics (Reming
ton's .22 and Colt's Armalite) and the use
of fiberglass (Winchester's M59 Shotgun)
will open new fields for development. Shot
gun types will grow wider and wider
apart-the conserva6ves will adhere to the
"rugged rockies" models-whether Brown
ing, hand-made .English doubles, or similar
arms. But Winchester's fiberglass job tips off
one glimpse of the future, when taken with
their parallel work on iron drop shot for
shotshells. They claim it is research to re-

hunting by permISSIOn might lead to ex
tended hunting seasons on farm land, while
at last the only "public" hunting grounds
would be government-owned land.

Gun laws are the foundation of the gun
business, as design and development are the
blocks with which the gun trade builds.
Present trends in legislation are static; re
cent trends have been to actively restrict
the gun business. In the words of Alcohol
& Tobacco Tax Unit special agent Thomas
Brenan of Chicago, to one leading gun dealer
in the area, "As the popuJation gets bigger,
we will have to take the guns away from
people." One bureaucrat does not a statute
make, but he does have influence. Perhaps
on rationalizing gun laws with the needs of
business and an ever-expanding market, con
flicting interests in the gun trade ~can find
a common meeting ground. Certainly existing
gun laws are in many cases far outmoded in
terms of the times, and nibbling away at them
doesn't produce the major reforms needed.

It's wise for the American gun trade in
the next century to remember its origins:
it is American, and bound up in the mythos
of the formation of our country. It was born
in the Revolution, and it will only die when
Americans let our own great Revolution
pass into history as of no importance to to
day's living, nor tomorrow. There is no single
industry so vitally American as our gun
trade. It has its new names; there is a
change in its ranks. But shooters continue to
want the quality and the precision which
marked its products as its members fought
their way to the top. Those firms who give
shooters these features in the years to~
come will survive to see 2060 A.D. ,..
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plished. Then get pictures in the local paper
telling what has been done, what future
plans are and what donations are needed.

5. Get as many people as possible to par
ticipate in the actual building of the range.
People who have invested physical labor on
the range will take pride in it and in pro
moting it.

6. Invite local and state law enforcement
organizations to use the range. When it be
comes common knowledge that the law is
using the range, you need have no fear of
petty vandalism, for one thing. Anyway,
officers who are shooters are good friends
for shooters to have.

Anyway, this is how one community got a
$5,000 range for a cash cost of less than
three hundred dollars.

Other communities have found other means
of acquiring shooting facilities. In Albu
querque, New Mexico, a city that has grown
so fast that it has eaten up the "wide open
spaces" that used to surround it, a com
mercial range has been' built well within
the city limits. The New Mexico Gun Works,
Inc., recently opened a $60,000, 8,000 square
foot, 12 position, 50 foot indoor range for
.22 caliber rifle and pistol shooting. A re
tail store carrying full lines of guns and
shooting equipment, and a well equipped
gunsmith shop, operate in connection with
the range. The range is open seven days a
week from 8 A.M. to 10 P.M., with range
fees of fifty cents an hour for members, a
dollar an hour for non-members. Instruction
classes are offered, rental guns and equip
ment are available.

In-city facilities like this require careful
planning to insure safety, but both the Na
tional Rifle Association (1600 Rhode Island
Ave., Washington 6, D. C.) and Sportsmen's
Service Bureau (250 East 43rd St., New
York 17, New York) offer willing aid in
such planning; aid to and including work
ing plans and specifications. Either of these
agencies will also assist in planning, pro
moting, and carrying out a community shoot
ing program.

Many other communities have found still
other solutions. Some have worked out pro
grams for civilian shooting on existing police
training ranges. Forward looking police de
partments are enthusiastic about supervised
shooting programs, both as a means of better
relations between police and civilians and
as an effective deterrent to juvenile mischief
and crime. These programs are helping solve
major crime prevention problems in some of
our cities where other measures have fa:led.

Still other communities have found nearby
military facilities that have provided a place
to shoot for civilians. Here too, the mingling
of personnel has worked for better relations
and better understanding on both sides of
the reservation barriers. Public relations offi
cers on such posts are quick to see this, are
often eager to go all out in promoting shoot
ing programs once the idea is presented to
them.

One way or another, shooting facilities
can be provided in almost any community if
the community will work for them. No com
munity will move spontaneously into such a
project; it must be stirred up, guided, led
by one or two or several enthusiastic indi
viduals. Shooting facilities, properly guarded
and controlled, could be a major feature in
t~e recreational life of your commu- .~
mty. What have you done about it? ~

ities .to sight in their rifles. . . . County
Commissioner Allen says the County is sav
ing several hundred dollars a year in road
sign replacement.... Lie says, "Ranchers
and farmers are continually telling me that
this range is the best thing that ever hap
pened in the county." ... And, of course,
hunters and target shooters now have a con
venient place to shoot.

Enthused with their success, the backers
of this project have some suggestions for
other communities.

1. You must, of course, have a few dedi
cated individuals to "fire up the furnace and
keep it going."

2. Talk up the benefits a range will bring
to local law enforcement officials, county
commissioners, city officials. Ask them how
much they lose a year on shot-up road signs
and on answering malicious shooting com
plaints. Don't forget your game warden,
conservation officials, leaders of hunting and
fishing clubs. These people will know where
support can be obtained.

3. Find suitable land. This is probably
the most crucial and most discouraging ob
stacle range builders will face. It must be
conveniently located, should permit prefer
ably a minimum 100 yard range, must be
so located or so constructed as to eliminate
danger to people or stock.

4. Don't start soliciting help from the pub
lic until you have something already accom-

C5'o

"Out of ammunition? Here, try some of mine."

concrete footings. These backstops can be
replaced when they get chopped up or when
they ingest more lead than they can handle.

While the range was being built, Sheriff
Scheer sent out letters to all service clubs in
the area, outlining the details of the project,
the benefits it would provide, and (of course)
material needed. Donations began to flow
in-money, labor, and material. The Opti
mists provided and painted trash barrels.
Gurney and Sig, with help, installed an out
door plumbing unit. Azinuth Sign Company
made and painted signs. A large national
concern donated $350 worth of labor when
business was slow. Another concern donated
railroad ties to anchor the soil retaining
wall. Other service clubs and individuals
donated $291 to pay for gas used by county
machinery, paint, additional signs, and other
essentials. During the winter, some 40 odd
volunteers contributed Sunday afternoon
labor in cleaning rock off the range to pre
vent richochets. By early March, three firing
pits, embracing 25 firing points, had been
completed.

But the benefits had begun in October,
when the first pit was completed. It was a
politician's dream come true! Everybody
was happy. Sheriff Scheer reported that
malicious shooting complaints dropped from
about 15 a month to one or two. And no
longer does the sheriff have to turn away
out-of-state hunters when they ask for facil-

BUILD THAT RANGE THIS EASY WAY
(Continued from page 22)
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non out-ranged his.
The steamers Guadeloupe and Moctezuma

(cq) pounded the pursuing Texans with 65
pound balls from fat·bellied Paixhan guns.
The other sidewheeler, Regenerador, and the
schooner Aguila blasted away with 32-pound
ers. Some accounts say Don Tomas' other
three vessels left before the figbt broke out.
The Colt panorama shows the Texas Navy
chasing all seven craft.

For 14 miles, Moore pursued his foes. The
600-ton Austin, in tbe vanguard, took 17
hits. These cut up her sails, killed three
bluejackets and wounded 21. Aboard the
400-ton Wharton, two hands perished when a
gun blew up.

Don Tomas' estimate of his casualties isn't
available, but he reported six balls crashed
into the Guadeloupe and four hit the Mocte·
zuma. Mexican fishermen who visited Moore's
ships soon afterward told him the Guade·
loupe lost 70 killed and wounded.

When it appeared Moores' ships were being
outdistanced, the Texans broke off the pur
suit to enjoy being cocks-of·the-walk deep in
Mexican territorial waters.

The big Dragoon Holster pistols-from
first issue of the Walkers to the last 1860
vintage No. 3 model-also had an exciting
cylinder battle scene. It will be remembered
that the first of this model was designed
through the assistance of Captain Sam H.
Walker, formerly of the Texas Rangers and,
in 1846, commanding C Company, First U.S.
Mounted Rifles, in the war with Mexico.
Walker, in New York in 1846 conferring with
Colt over production of these big cavalry
pistols, sketched out for inventor Sam a
picture of an important Indian fight in which
Walker had taken part. Known as "Hays Big
Fight," after Col. John C. Hays, Ranger
commander, this action took place in June
of 1844 along the Perdaneles River in Texas.

Hays, Walker, and 13 other Rangers had
just obtained, possibly from Texas Navy
turn·ins when the Navy was beached' in 1844,
a supply of the Texas Paterson Colt revolvers
used the year before by Commodore Moore's
men. The new five-shooters gave the Rangers
such confidence that, spoiling for a fight,
they took off after a large band of 80 rna·
rauding Comanches and attacked them in a
hell for leather charge. Their great firepower
shattered the Comanche band, and a reported
38 Indians lay upon the field after the Rang·
ers' charge. Gillespie, a famous Ranger, was
speared in the encounter. Hays sometimes
rode a white mule, and in the scene which
Walker sketched, a couple of light 'colored
horses are shown. The happy owner of a
Dragoon with the cylinder scene clear enough
to study may make up in his own mind which
of the figures shown represents Hays and
Walker.

The engraver who cut the roller dies with
which these pictures were stamped on Colt's
cylinders was a one·time neighbor of Sam's
in New York, W. L. Ormsby. It is said that
Ormsby is responsible for the scene which
occurs on the smallest size Colts, the Pocket
Model-a picture of a stage coach hold up.
The exact incident in which Ormsby, travel
ling in the west, may have saved a stage
coach from robbery by a blast from his Colt
"travelling companion," is not recorded now.
But it was these exciting incidents, memor.
able of exciting times, which Sam chose as
decorations for his most famous Civil~
War revolvers. ~

603-01

He had given up a U.S. Navy career to head
the navy of Texas, only to find that the Lone
Star republic couldn't really afford a fleet
in its running wrangle with Mexico. The

. Texas Navy's credit sank so low in Gulf
ports that Moore had to cruise to New York
for recuits. He supported his decaying fleet
for awhile by renting it out at $8,000 a
month to protect the inhabitants of Yucatan
from raids by their fellow·Mexicans.

Even if Texas wouldn't pay its navy's keep,
it apparently was willing to go progressive in
the armament line to a limited degree. Moore
decided Colt's products were indispensable,
and the inventor thankfully sold him more
than 180 revolving pistols and 180 carbines.
The little contract prolonged the Paterson
enterprise. The latter eventually folded, but
its output helped Colt when he sought orders
from Texas and the United States for the
1846-47 war with Mexico.

By then, Texas was a state and its navy,
like Colt's Paterson production, was only a
memory. Before Moore's rickety two-ship
Texas fleet was junked, however, the thread
bare commodore led it into a creaking final
f1ing-a slam·bang fight with a bigger, better·
gunned Mexican squadron.

On May 16, 1843, Moore's full-rigged flag
ship Austin and his brig Wharton jumped
j\'lexican Commodore Don Tomas Marin in
the Gulf of Campeche, off Yucatan.

Don Tomas commanded three sidewheel,
steel·hulled steamers, with auxiliary sail; two
brigs, and two schooners. But to the Texans'
amazement, the Mexican squadron hauled
away when the Austin and Wharton opened
up with their 18 and 24-pound carronades.
Even worse-Moore found the Mexican can·
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THOSE COLT CYLINDER
ENGRAVINGS

(Continued from page 26)

(lCCur at gun collectors' shows all over the
CJOuntry as young collectors see their first
Colts.

Today, engraving on GI weapons probably
would trigger a Congressional investigation.
Not so a hundred years ago in the age of
knobs, tassels, and gingerbread. The early
revolvers' unfluted cylinders presented a
tempting surface to embellish and Samuel
Colt, showman as well as gunmaker, would
have been the last to resist the urge. His mas
ter engravers produced spirited scenes in
keeping with the pistols' use. Some shrewdly
pointed up the advantages of multi-shot arms.

The Colt Dragoon Model's cylinder showed
troopers gunning down redskins. On the pock.
et model, a lone pistoleer slaughtered stage
coach robbers under a lady passenger's wor
shipful gaze. But on the 1851 and 1861 Navy
models, and the 1860 Army, Colt depicted
an actual naval battle and paid a debt of
gratitude as well.

This debt was incurred during Colt's hand
to-mouth Paterson, N. 1., period when his
infant arms·making enterprise was running
up plenty of debts of the financial variety.

One wintry morning late in 1839, a harried
young man of industry-Sam Colt-and a
harried young man 'of war-Edwin Ward
Moore-dickered for revolvers for the shaky
Republic of Texas.

Colt, only 25, was promoting his gun like
mad to stave off failure. He desperately needed
a substantial order. Moore, also in his 20s,
faced just as formidable financial problems.
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bore walls, introducing irregular variations
in burning.

Along with the Germans, the Czechs, Amer
ican Ordnance, and soldiers fighting In
dians, we found it interesting to fire more
than one bullet per shot from a conven
tional rifled arm. Last year, a cartridge for
this purpose was designed (the term is used
loosely) by simply sizing the .30-06 case to
7.62 mm NATO dimensions, leaving the case
full length. This long-necked number per
mitted seating more than one bullet in the
neck, accomplishing what the Czech drilling
geschoss had done by deeply seating a bUllet
carrying cylinder back into a normal case.
A few two-bullet rounds were made up ami
circulated among friends in and out of the
shooting fraternity.

Reactions ranged from a sad, silent shake
of the head to half-hidden snickers. Two
choices remained after this, build a gun and
shoot some of this stuff, or leave town! So
a Springfield barrel was chambered and fitted
to a 1939 Mauser 98 action by Al Freeland's
shop. A lOX Litschert scope went on top
and "the beast" (as tagged by a friend)
was ready.

The first load fired contained only a single
Norma 93 grain full patch bullet backed by
39 grains of 4895. Accuracy was only fair,
averaging around 4 inch 5 shot groups at
100 yards. The second load consisted of the
same powder charge behind two of the
same bullets. The rear bullet was seated in
the conventional manner, then pressed flush
into the case mouth in a small arbor press.
The front bullet was then seated in the
conventional manner, forcing the rear bullet
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ATTENTION COLLECTORS:

loading for greater firepower.
Studying Salvo ammunition is a natural

for the handloader. But, before you dash
down into the cellar to whip up a batch,
PLEASE take warning: very heavy pressures,
up to 90,000 pounds per square inch, were
recorded in the German-Czech tests. Guns
were damaged and blown up repeatedly.
GUNS Magazine and its staff and writers
positively disclaim any and all responsibility
for any damage to gun or firer or anyone
else resulting from further tests with loads
which we shot. We did fire double bullet
loads; did achieve some good results. The
exact loadings are listed later on, but no
guarantee is implied or given in any way as
to their safety. We did fire many of these
loads from the shoulder, with no damage or
trouble of any sort, and primer flattening
was moderate and extraction easy. Trying to
increase the velocity a little above the very
moderate 1800 fps level achieved by the
Czech ammo, we pushed velocities to per·
haps as much as 2000 fps, but without much
success.

Trouble seems to occur with uneven ig
niting of the head charge between bullets.
Obviously, it makes a good deal of differ
ence just where this charge ignites in the
bore. If it burns near the breech it is work
ing against a back-pressure on the base
bullet of some 35,000-40,000 psi; if ignited
near the muzzle, against less than half that
force. An undetermined amount of this
powder may have been pulverized against the

(Continued from page 37)

SALVO LOADS FOR SINGLE BARRELS

The plug, in contact with the base of a nose
cap piece that shrouds the main proj ectile,
forces the nose cap forward and separates
it from the main projectile. Mass of either
portion is of course less than half that of
the normal bullet, and exterior ballistics
such as range, sustained energy, and trajec
tory, are adversely affected. The 2 cm.
Double Bullet was of similar construction,
evidently for Solothurn cannon use. Rhein
metall-Borsig cannon makers refused to de
velop the work further because they claimed
infantry ammunition was not properly the
work of their concern, though suitable gas
pressures had been obtained in the 2 cm.
development.

A rifle-caliber three bullet or "Drillings
geschoss" load was also made in Czecho
slovakia. Work was carried out at Brno at
the Czech company known under German
rule as Waffenwerke Brunn, A.G., and today
as the CZ factory. Firing tests were com·
pleted at Kummersdorf. The purpose was to
use components requiring no changes in the
mass-production loading techniques. But the
velocity achieved 0200 to 1800 feet per
second) was insufficient to make the D bullet
effective for all infantry. weapons. The cart·
ridge resembled a conventional 7.9 Mauser
round, but the bullet jacket form was hollow,
and served only as a ballistic nose to a minor
degree and as a guide in feeding into the
chamber. Below was loaded a cylinder which
contained three lead plugs.

The lead plugs were exposed on leaving
the muzzle, and the secret report prepared
by the SS Feld Heeres Ampt (Field Army
Department), Technical Bureau VIII, dated
30 January 19405, explained that these were
Dum Dums contrary to the Treaty of Ge
neva. "This Dum Dum Ammunition can only
be used in close-in fighting and therefore
does not promise effectiveness in its tactical
use," the report stated. Accordingly, the two
bullet design was reverted to, "whereby
avoidance of Dum Dum action is accom
plished." Instead of large shattering holes in
the target paper, end·on holes much like
ordinary bullet holes were made and at a
range of 100 meters, from a "Block" action
or test action, some interesting targets were
obtained.

The top bullet was the regular spitzer Ss
form, the underneath bullet was designated
"K". Between each was a tiny charge of
powder somewhat like our Unique pistol
powder. The main charges were all reduced
loads, and the experiments were inconclusive
and incomplete. It is possible that the de
velopment of the automatic Sturmgewehr 44
rifle seemed to satisfy the need for firepower
by the Nazi armies. It is reported that a
lot of StGew 44 ammunition of the special
7.92 Kurz or short type was loaded with
double bullets. The unconfirmed report is
that this ammunition was all unloaded acci
dentally at Aberdeen Proving Ground in the
Foreign Materiel Section by an unsophisti
cated technician seeking to learn how many
of that lot had been loaded with two bullets
"before the loading machine was repaired."
Breakdown of this 'ammo precluded any
extensive testing by our experts, and it is
only recently that attention-official and un
official-has been turned to double bullet

/
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deep into the case neck at the same time.
There was no head charge, and it seemed
advisable to insure solid contact between
both bullets at the time of ignition. Any
appreciable gap between the bullets would
cause the same reaction as a bullet stuck
in the bore ahead of a fresh round. The Ger·
man report of Z ammunition referred to
compressing the charges.

Out of ten rounds, only four bullets
printed on the paper, and one of these was
a key·hole. Other powders and loads were
tried, but no improvement noted. Apparently,
the bullets were tumbling erratically in flight.
The most logical explanation for this tum·
bling can be clearly illustrated by attempt·
ing to balance a flat base bullet on top of a
round nose bullet. The single motive force
applied by the powder gases through the
rear bullet probably accentuated normal yaw
of the front bullet to the point where both
bullets became unstable. This is pure con·
jecture now, since time did not permit high
speed photos of the bullets in flight. This
will be done later.

It appeared that if a cushion could be
inserted between the bullets, one that would
prevent direct contact and also prevent
transmission of yaw and other variables from
one bullet to the other, then both bullets
would remain stable. A gas or air cushion
seemed the best solution, so to achieve it, a
supplemental powder charge was chosen as
the simplest solution. Using the same main
charge as before, the rear bullet was seated
deeper into the case mouth. A charge of 1.3
grains of Bullseye was then placed on top
of the rear bullet and compressed by seating
the front bullet.

Of the next ten rounds fired, all twenty
bullets printed on the paper at 100 yards.
Sighted with the front bullet striking point
of aim the second bullet struck some 8 inches
below it and with little horizontal displace·
ment. Bullet identity was maintained by
coating the point of the front bullet with
tacky lacquer which marked the target. At
this point it might be wise to point out that
sufficient burning gases escape past the rear
bullet before it takes the rifling to insure
ignition of the supplemental charge. The
case neck expands, opening a gap between
the neck wall and the bullet before the
bullet has moved any appreciable distance.
This permits the powder flame to reach and
ignite the charge between the two bullets.
None of the rounds fired to date show any
indication that the supplemental charge did
not ignite.

Two typical targets are shown: one fired
with our long.necked NATO chamber rifle,
the other fired in 1945 with double bullet
German ammo. The German target is one
of the best they obtained. At 100 meters,
from the single bullet Ss spitzer aiming shot
to the low 9 measures about 5%". The test
load was two Kurz bullets spaced by .7
grams 'of nitrocellulose powder and a pro·
pelling charge of 1.6 grams of an Italian
powder. Lateral deviation is larger than ver·
tical. This is characteristic of all double
bullet loads we have tested. The rear bullet
may spiral around the trajectory of the
front bullet. A close group, this would be
off the paper at 200 yards. Some loads we
tested rarely printed every bullet at 50 feet!

Additional shooting (39 grains 4895 and
0.5 grain to 1.5 grain charges of Bullseye be-

tween bullets) produced no improvement in
accuracy·and no reduction in spread between
prints of the front and rear bullets on the
target. Groups printed by the first bullet
remained large and erratic, averaging around
8 inches for 5 shot groups. Apparently, the
velocity of the front bullet was so much
greater than that of the rear bullet (no
chronograph was available) and accounted
for the large vertical displacement. Slower
burning powders were indicated for both
charges. 40 grains of Du Pont 4350 was
next tried plus 0.6 grain of Western ball
Type C, that just filled the space around
the point of the rear bullet when it was
seated flush with the case mouth. At this
time only a 50 yard range was readily avail·
able so this 4350/Ball load was tested only
at that range. This load shows promise.
Sighted with the first bullet striking point
of aim, three round groups averaged 11/4
inches for the front bullet only. Rear bullet
groups were larger and vertical displacement
varied from 1 to 3 inches. A new factor
reared its head in the form of horizontal dis
placement to the right. The rear bullet in
variably struck in the 4 to 6 o'clock sector in
relation to the front bullet. An explanation
suggested for this is that it ties in with barrel
whip. The barrel incidentally, is free float·
ing, and the stock is cut down military. This
is not necessarily the most accurate combi·

FOR CHRISTMAS
GIVE YOURSELF THE 1960

BOUND VOLUME OF GUNS
Send your 12 issues to Publishers'
Authorized Bindery Service. 430 W.
Erie. Chicago 10. III. Get them back
hard-bound in fine red cloth. with
your name gold-stamped on the
cover, GUNS logo in gold on spine.

Price: $5.35

nation. Stocking has nothing to do with
this displacement. The lower linear velocity
of the rear bullet, and its lower rotational
velocity may tend to disrupt or change the
frequency and pattern of barrel vibration
at the instant the first bullet cleared the
muzzle. This combined with a lesser magni·
tude and rate of yaw in the rear bullet, could
easily cause it to strike in virtually any
direction from the front bullet. In any event,
it should be possible to counteract the dis·
placement by selection of loads, proper
bedding, or even possibly by damping barrel
vibrations. Then, the second bullet center
of impact could be brought directly under
the first. This would give us two trajectories,
one above the other.

At this point it appears that such a loading
may have a useful purpose, rather than
remain just a play thing with which to con·
found and confuse the pit detail. Given
these two trajectories in the same vertical
plane, possibilities rear their heads. Sighted
in on the rear bullet center of impact at a
given range, you will find the front bullet
also striking point of aim but at a greater
range. Sighted in midway between the center
of impact at a given range, the front bullet
will strike point of aim beyond the zeroing
range and the rear bullet will strike point
of aim short. This characteristic will com·
pensate to a considerable degree' for the
errors in range estimation we are all prone

to make but slow to admit. This won't appeal
to the man who consistently explodes chucks
at 350 yards, but nevertheless it will defi·
nitely increase the probability of a first shot
hit on a target at an unknown or incorrectly
estimated range. Most riflemen will agree
we need all the help we can get to hit
what we shoot at.

Loading this double ammo is ticklish and
time consuming, requiring at present three
additional operations to deep·seat the rear
bullet, throw the supplemental charge, and
seat the front bullet. There does seem to be
a method of loading that will eliminat.e this
problem, but it has not been tried. If the
rear bullet were provided with a passage
through which gas could be bled. into the
gap between bullets, the front bullet would
be accelerated ahead of the rear bullet. Gas
would replace the mechanical piston con·
struction of the Rheinmetall 2 em projectile
idea. This would provide the additional ve·
locity needed to keep the front bullet tra
jectory above that of the rear bullet and also
eliminate the direct contact between bullets
that completely destroys accuracy. This has
not been tried but will be included in future
firing. Should it prove practical, then loading
of a two bullet round will be no more com
plicated than a single ball round.

Actually, the real value of this type am·
munition does not lie in hunting, nor in
target shooting, even though an interesting
rapid fire match could be devised for it. It
could, though, greatly simplify the soldier's
problem of hitting his target quickly, expend
ing a minimum number of rounds. Great
range is no longer considered a requirement
in the military rifle, so t.he lesser range of
the lighter bullet.s required for this type of
ammunition would not constitut.e any great
disadvantage. Given a rifle zeroed at. 300
yards, the rifleman could be assured that.
anywhere from muzzle to about. 450 yards
at least. one or possihly both bullets would
hit. his foe. No thought would have to be
given t.o range estimation or holding off.
Added t.o t.his factor, the simple arithmetic
of the matter tells us that double the number
of projectiles would be in the air at any
given time. In the event of an enemy
assault upon their posit.ion, a given number
of troops could place double the volume of
fire into an area without any increase in
the number of rounds expended. We do not
advocate massive, poorly directed fire for the
sake of volume alone; but when the volume
of fire may be doubled without. any reduction
in accuracy and without any inhease in
ammunition expenditure, it becomes a most
attractive proposition.

Using automatic weapons, it is elementary
that a 20 round burst with single ball am·
munition will place 20 projectiles in the
beaten zone. Equally so, t.he same gun will
place 40 projectiles in that zone when the
hurst is fired with D ammunition.

Whether you consider multi·ball ammu
nition of interest for sporting, or for military
purposes, it does have definite advantages.
It has, also, disadvantages; but the value
of two shots for the price of one outweighs a
number of other problems. And as are
loader's joy, a problem to solve and in the
doing consume untold pounds of powder and
bullets the like of which you never thought
to fire in a shoulder rifle, it has its fascina·
tion. Here's hoping it has some· ~

thing to offer you. ~
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adjustable for windage &
eleVation, fits all U. S. Car
bines. slides intl;> receiver
dovetail - 2 minutes to tn·
stall, as issued. $1.85 ppd.

brings long mimeographed list
of guns, modern & antique,
edged weapons, weird acces·
sories, etc., for sale at our
new retail store. If you can't
visit us personally, here's the
next best thing. Prices lower
than any we've seen.

CARBINE REAR SIGHTS

U. S. CARBINE
MAGAZINES

FREE Water (& dirt &
tobacco) proof rubber call
aiven wlea. magazine•

NEW LOW PRICE
.22 CONVERSION KIT

Numrich Arms

RETAIL OUTLET
West Hurley, N. V.

OUR "NO ADMITTANCE" SIGN IS DOWN! !
You are welcome to visit our new retail outlet
-whether to buy, look, or just talk guns with
"Kindly Paul" our store manager. """ .

ON~Y
) 90 minutes from NewYorkCltyviaN.Y.S.
,Thruway; 6 miles west of Exit 19 at
" Kingston, N. Y.

Store open daily. Tues. thru. Sat. -:'1 P.M. ti119 P.M.

BUY· SELL· SWAP CRAZ~
BRING TRADING MATERIAL BARCAINS!

• 5 shot capacity-required by law for hunting, fits
flush with auard-streamlines appearance. Solid
machined bottom-not "raw" appearing oversized
fold overs that some are selling S"2.45

• 15 shot, in original wrap. only $1.00 ea. or 2 for $1.75
• 30 shot. "banana" clips only $4.95 or 2 for $7.951

FOR ALL 1903 SPRINGFIELDS
Handsome conversion unit allows year 'round use ot
your favorite rifle, even after big game season is past.
Inexpensive practice (or hunting- & plinking) now pos
sible with a real, man sized .22 whIch not only shoots
better hut feels better while shooting. (Just slide out
unit to chang-e hack to .30·06). Full sized. but short
acting" bolt, with precision rifled barrel liner gives
super accuracy. Each unit, in display box, contains
.22 bolt, barrel liner, trigger guard & 7 shot magazine.
Bolts have adjustable headspace feature guaranteeing

t~~~~::fs;l~~u~~~bISeh~~~~~gto:i'v~~w~'~~~h$fg:95us:;~:
Extra magazines $1.75 ppd.

.30 CALIBER MUZZLE BRAKE

ORDNANCE TOOLS fa,.r~ui\.1'@s~, illc~a~rb~i~ne~s_O- j
CAS PISTON NUT
WRENCH. essential for reo
moving gas piston forcleaning $1.00

BRAND NEW U. S. CARBINE BARRELS
limited supply ..... . .. $19.95 postpaid
OTHER CARBINE PARTS: Gas piston,
50¢, gas piston nut. 75¢. front sight, 75¢,
front band w/ swivel. 40¢, operating spring,
40¢-most other parts, write for quote.

In field or on range, this ordnance tool may be needed
at any time-for bolt disassembly, because of poor extrac
tion with fouled chamber or for rifle takedown "Similar
to Hlus., only latest model with bronze bl'ush end". Fits

~~:~n1;~V~u~~,b~~1/$to~e:i.!s~Gg~~nto ~ar~~o~it~v~~
-new firing pin_$1.25. new extractor-$1.2S'

GARAND~
TOOL ~~~

WORTH ANYTHING WHEN NEEDED

I

Probably the most
tested 1wd effeetive re
coil redueer and muzzle
brake ever made. De
signed for the U" S.
Carbine. it is easily
adaptahle to any rifle

.30 caliber or smaller.
Simple wing nut and hinge

pormits quick installing & re
moval-on or off in about 3 seconds.

or rugged steel but still very light weil;ht
_will last a lifetime of shooting AND l;"lve
more accurate, more comfortablo shootu:Jg.
. • • Special Price only $3.95 ea. (SAVE

TWO FOR $6.951

=

BROKEN
INCOMPLETE GUNS

design __$2.75 ppd.

SILVER BEAD FRONT SIGHTS
made by Savage. Standard dovetail.
Note attracti\'e design. Special! 50¢
ea. or $5.~0 per doz.

"FORMULA 44-40" NOW USED IN EVERY
U.S. GUN PLANT AND MANY ABROAD. New
industrial uses found daily in aircraft. sub
ma-rines, clocks. etc.
NEW HIGH·SPIEED FORMULA' gives even
botteor results • • • takes seconds to apply
••• beautifies, protects. Used cold, nothmg
complicated. Deep blue permanent finiSh.
Actually penetrates the steel. Used by gun

~~1~:Jestoab~ fg~sb~:~scoi~e~~~er:ouG~:;
used-or your money back.
3 GUN SIZE $2.00 ppd.

INDUSTRIAL GUNSMITH SIZE.1 pint $7.50 ppd.

WANTED!
All kinds for remaining usable parts. We buy lots
of one to one thousand pieces and at Quite high
prices. We must have parts and the only way to
get many of them is by breaking up used guns.
Ship off for our offer. Check airmailed day shipment
received-merchandise returned prepaid if offer not
satisfactory.

STANDARD DOVETAIL<: ~
OPEN REAR SIGHTS =::::::J c::::::::J
one folding with windage ad· /l:l n~
just.• other regular. Both __$1.00 '-U ?~

Speed Lock-Safety Pin
IIAs recommended in Guns and Guns & Ammo."

~JJJ]JJ)))JjjjjjjJJj}1J&at;r I~~~::es
FOR SPRINGFIELD 1903 RIFLES

One piece safety firing pin, with crisp speed lock action.
Just seconds to install, no iaborious taking apart of old

~i~~nS~ .f:~e r,.i':}~Kr ~~;;e ~?t~ s~Yi~ ~~~:ryd sg~UI~~~. ~~~~
time reduced by nearly 500/0. Speed mainspring of
special Austrian steel $3.75

THOMPSON BARRELS
New, .45 cal.. 10',4" long, $10.95 ppd. Magazines,
30 shot, $4.00, 20 shot, $3.00. All other pa.rts and
service available, write for quote.

~~~,IO~~/';io~5/J?~~d~~ioyu:;1~ef~rad~~t~~l~ci~ ~~:i:
chester '92, 1873, Marlin models. 6 t"rroove rifling,
ideal for custom pistol barrels etc. $8.50 plus 70¢
post.

RUGGED MILLED REAR SIGHT
Throwaway your Htinney" stamped rear
sights and install one of these for both dur
ability and superior sighting. Standard dove
tail with elevator. $1.00 ea. or
$9.00 per doz.

.44 CALIBER BARREL BLANKS

::~Et; f':'- -tiGf
auto, 1911 & Al $6.95

NEW REMINGTON MATCHMASTER BARRELS, for use
as barrel bianks or on Remington Fns in tbe 500 series.

~g~'m~~~~J f~~/~26~' l~i~~e~r,grg~veP~:h~~~~ i~~ ~~~~~i
trued. tested and serial numbered by Hemington. The
pride of Reming1;on's barrel makers. Even if you do not
NOW have a A'un for rebarreling, you will in the future
-may we suggest you pick up 1 or 2 of these at this
exceptional price before they are gone? High strength
steel, suitable for center fire calibers, fine for target
pistol barrels. Originally made for the 513 Targetrifles Special $4.95 plus SO¢ post.
(Ramp & front sight for above _ $1.25)

EXTRA HEAVY .22 CAL. BARREL BLANKS
(d

ANOTHER NUMRICH SUPER SPECIAL
HEAVY-LONG SUPER TARGET

•22 BARRELS

Full 11/16" diameter, straight, rifled blank-6
groove for super aCCUl·acy. 27" lon~-Iarge diameter
makes adaptable for most rim or center fire actions.

1 tU%~:;m~~;initf;;;-:22-L:-ri:~~gr::; :lci9:1~Jb~ 70¢

•38 SPECIAL-.357 MAGNUM-9 MM
LUGER BARREL BLANKS

BeautifUl 6 groove. .357 groove dia., 1 tum in
16". full 26" long, .940 o.d. Used for converting
old 92 Winchesters into .357 magnum rifles (or
.38 special), custom barrels for CoIt. S&W,
Lugers, etc. $8.50 plus 70¢ post., or 12" lengths
$4.95 plus 40¢ post.

FRONT SIGHTS

,'?7

~J~?

NUMRI(H ARMS ~E:::~~::
CORPORATION --

NOT $5.00
ONLY $7.49
HOODED TARGET

BREECH OIL ",
& THONG SET.· i P

For Springfield. Garand, Enfield &; Krag, fits in butt,
nickeled brass, not plastic. as issued, excellent. complete
'With cleaning brush, thong, oil applicator $1.00 ppd.

Standard dovetail-interchangeable inserts included.
For Hi·power or small bores. From discontinued
Target rifle of largest U. S. maker. At a 700/0discount! $1.49 ea. $12.00 per dozen

WINCHESTER '73 PARTS
Winchester 73 Extractors - new, $2.50
ppd.; 73 firing pins (state caliber) $3.75.
(Write for other 73 parts)

LINKS FOR
'73 WINCHESTERS

Brand new, either right or left. State
which. $3.75. SPECIAL! Pair far $6.50.

WINCHESTER MODEL 73
DUST COVERS

MAINSPRINGS FOR 45/70~
SPRINGFIELDS, 50/70
SPRINGFIELDS and 1863
MUSKETS. Our make, iden-
tical to original. $2.25 each
or $20.00 per doz.

Got to have guns of all types, fine to poor.
antique to modern. While there are over
1,000 guns in our new retail store (have
you visited us yet?). we still need 3.000
more. Write us. Attn: Kindly Paul. giving
full description with your best price post
paid to us.
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He didn't even own a gun at the lime. The
decision was made because it seeIl\ed to him
that expert marksmanship was a perfect sym
bol of the muscular control he soug~t.

It didn't happen like a miracle. Tqe process
was slow and painful and full of bI,lCk days,
but the muscles finally began to reJpond. He
bought a Marlin lever action We~tern .22,
with enough ammunition to shoot ~ hundted
rounds a day for a week. He coul\:! pull the
trigger only with his right hand at first, but
the day finally arrived when be ~ould pull
that trigger with his left hand too, and hit
a target! j

This could have been the happy ending to
the story, if Larson were not posse~sed of the
dogged determination to accomplikh the im
possible. But he is. He was not satisfied with
being able to shoot a gun; he wanied to be an
expert. He was out of the whee;chair "now,
much to the amazement of the medical en.
After doing that, nothing seemed impossible.
Besides, he had fallen in love witl) guns. The
sport of shooting for pastime was' a thrilling
one and he was convinced of its therapeutic
value.

"Every muscle in your body has got to re
spond. You can't have a slacker ih the bunch,
if you are to attain mental and I1uysical coor
dination. By now, I realized my guns eould
do more for me than give me shebr pleasure,"
he says. "But they did that too-and fun has
real value to a man crippled as I was."

The following fall, he was abl? to go back
to work. He took a job as coach fqr the White·
hall High School. In a general ~'ense,he was
a well man; but Colonel wasn't taking any
chances on letting his muscles tighten up. He
kept up a vigorous daily routide of practice
with both hand guns and rifles':· He mastered
a few trick shots, and for good ~easure went
into trick roping, whipcrackini, boomerang
throwing, juggling, and even riding a uni
cycle. He says having been an ;All-American
made him a bit of a ham, and 'it also estab·
lished his firm belief in physical fitness, both
of which were necessary to attain his ultimate
aim. .

Quite naturally, as he ma~tered various
feats, he was called upon t? entertain at
community affairs. His popula\,ity as an en·
tertainer quickly spread throughout the state,
and resulted in his resigning f.s coach and
signing a contract with NatioI1'al School As
semblies as a one-man lyceum {or schoor=ehil
dren. You guessed it: his best aet was 'trick
shooting, although the ropes pnd whips and
boomerangs were part of his show.

This was in 1955. Since that time, a list of
his accomplishments would fill a bushel bas·
kct. He has written books on 'tFick shooting
and fancy roping, and has apf,eared in five
movies. The first, made by Kraft Sound Pro
duction Company, was the stiJry of his own
recovery from polio. Two of: the movies he
produced himself, on color 35 mm film.

He travels all over the co~tinental United
States, with his 27 guns in II trailer behind
his car, lecturing and entertaining at schools,
fairs, rodeos, on TV and radip, and for serv
ice clubs. To round out his program he is a
great one for competitive mepts.

These have brought him el).ough awards to
prove to Colonel that he hl/-s accomplished
his aim. He became the Wqtld Indoor Rifle
Champion in Iowa, in 1956,: by making 2726

HE SHOT FOR LIFE
(Continued from page 33)

THE MEC..•

Price Complete

'2. , 6 and 20 Gauge On'~

HAS PLENTY

.

• MAYVILLE
ENGINEERING COMPANY. INC.

Dept. 29. Mayville. Wis.

His personal story starts back in 1938,
when he was an All·American football star
and suddenly became stricken with polio. Be·
cause of his athletic fame, the news of his ill
ness spread quickly, and somehow the report
got out that he was dead. He heard the an
nouncement over the radio, as he lay paralyzed
in a hospital bed in Rochester, Minnesota. Be·
fore it could be retracted, a notice appeared
in the papers, and his petite wife, LaVerle,
was deluged with cards of sympathy. She still
has them.

About a year later, Colonel was dismissed
from the hospital, in a wheelchair. He was
told he would never walk again without some
mechanical device to aid him, as his left side
was paralyzed. This was pretty black news
for a young man with a wife and two small
children, but Colonel would not accept it as
a final decision. He was determined to get out
of that chair. When the doctors gave up, he
took over. Having been an athlete probably
served two purposes; it made the tragic ill·
ness more of a heartbreak and made his will
to recover stronger, and the training had
taught him the imporotance of physical fitness
and exercise.

For three long years he endured a struggle
of self-administered exercises that, to many,
would have seemed pathetically hopeless. The
first real encouragement came when he was
able to pick up a rubber ball and squeeze it
in his left hand. From then on, recovery came
more quickly as he persistently stuck to the
daily therapy of simple exercises.

One day while Colonel was sitting in his
wheelchair squeezing the rubber ball, an ex·
ercise he practiced two hours each day, he
made up his mind that some day he would
hold a gun in that left hand. He reasoned
that to shoot expertly would require his com·
plete recovery, and this was the goal he had
set for himself. It was a high mark to aim at,
but he was encouraged by the small progress
he had made and didn't want to stop short of
perfection. At this point, his love for guns
was no more than that of the average man.

44 W. Putnam Ave., Dept. G·t
GREENWICH, CONN.

A. Featured in LIFE and TRUE

New, Exciting, Illustrated
Catalog Every Six Weeks
Now 64 Pages Each Issue!
Thousands of antique Colt
revolvers, Kentucky rifles,
pistols, muskets, swords,
daggers from all over the
world: uniforms, helmets,
gun books, etc. - all differ
ent each issue. Widest se

r-'.=--"- lection available anywhere!

Subscription Just $1.00
per Year. Send now to:

NORM FLAYDERMAN

If you want a shotshell reloader that has speed,
get the facts on the totally new ME C 250. It's
the fastest by far of all conventional reloading
tools. And it's priced to make shotshell reload
ing really economical. See your dealer, Qr write

22
CUSTOM RUGER
My guns have been winning
many first places, including' the
U.S. Coast Guard's Perrlllo's
phenomenal 299- 14X NMC. Barrel di·
ameter, length and sig-hts optional.
Prices $105.00 to $120.00
Send stamp Jor details and priC86.

CUSTOM GUNSHOP l~an~~~~:"l1.:,;ejerse..

38 SUPER CONVERSIONS
Shoot the New
Fast Action
Conversion
with the speed of
a 45, but han·
dUng' the standard
Midrang-e 2.7 .
load. Xtended front site, Doug~
las barrel, weights, rear site
optional. Price as shown $210.00

Deal with Confidence

GFAMOUS GERMAN AIR PISTOL

.177 Cal. rifled BBL.
Adj. Sights and Tngger.

Comes Attractively' Boxed
w/200 Pellets. $19.95 ppd.
OUR FIRST LIST OF RARE, UNUSUAL
AND CONTEMPORARY FIREARMS ... SOc

THE ARMS LOCKER Dept. W.
2027 Harbor Blvd. Costa Mesa, Calif.

AMERICA'S
FINEST

ANTIQUE
ARMS

SERVICE

~F



Manufactured in Sweden for
the German Arm.y in \VW IT

.... :j;:i.OO ea. ppd.

==---,

HAND GRENADES
The famous PINEAPPLE
of World Wars 1 and 2
new but unloaded. ,Price
-$3.00 ea. PP. The new
U.S. offensive type grenade
-smooth body (new un
10aded)-$3.00 ea.

GERMAN EGG GRENADES

FINNISH 20MM ANTI-TANK GUN
Get this semi-automatic weapon in "1i1te
new" condition, cOlnplete with piles of extra
goodies ..... $200.00 ea. F.O.B. Bogota, N.J.

FLARE PISTOLS

SPENCER CARBlliE - The
saIne gun that Lincoln chose
to ann the Union Cavalry
these historic arms were re
marked at the Spencer fac
tory and shipped to South
America for various rebellions
- good mechanical condition
...................... $24.95

BRITISH SNIDER CARBL.~ES- Altered
froln percussion to cartridge for world ex
port trade - the pI.ide of the British Navy
and Confederate blocltade runners. Good
nlechanical condition $19.95

GERMAN RHINEMETAL 37 MM
ANTI-TANK GUNS (PAK38)

In excellent condition, complete with spare
parts kit, telescopic sfghts, & n1any other
accessories. Ideal for shooting or display.
Weight approx. 900 Ibs. Length 12 ft ....
$300.00 FOB Bogota. K J.

RIFLE GRENADE PARACHUTE
PLARES to be launched from M-l
grenade launcher, complete with
launcher cartridge $1.50 ea.

FLARE SPECTACULAR

*

PISTOLS

• U. S. M-8 Flare Pistols, 37MM-New .. $7.50 ea.
• BRITISH WEBLEY Flare Pistols.

:17MM 7.50 ea.
• 25MM Webley Flare Pistol. 7.50 ea.
• Special coll~ction of 5 different Flare

Pistols-complete with 2 flares $211.115 [or group
• 37MM Parachute Flares 1 0 ea.

"NEVER BEfORE OffERED

SUCH LOW PRICES!"

*

25 1\:Il\I STAR SHELLS

$5.00 Dozen

Ma Hunfer Pre~enf~

*

~ >~

M~~-

Manufactured by Bofers for the German
Army in WW II. These light weight guns
were the pride of the Africa Corps and
went with the German paratroopers into
Crete. The gun is easily disassembled for
transportation and is ideally suited for
towing behind vehicles. Rubber tires are
in excellent condition-overall condition
of guns is GOOD. Complete with spare
parts kit (may be missing a few parts or
tools), sllb caliber lInit for firing rifie
cartrIdges, and telescopic sights Weight
approx. 700 lbs. length 12 ft. PRICE ... .'
$.100.00 FOB Bog'ota, N. J.
Ammunition available-Armor piercing
or ball .... $2.50 per rnd., Blank ammo
.... $1.50 per rnd. .
Approx. shipping charg·es. East coast
-$2...00; Rocl,y Mts. $3:>.00; West coast
$50.00.

GERMAN 37 MM ANTI-TANK GUNS

* * AMMO SPECIAL * *.455 WEBI~EY A~DIO $6.00 per 100
9M.lU LUGER $4.00 per 100* Hunting Ammunition *
The Following Ammo in Soft I't. Hnnting Lds.
6.5 x 55 Swedish 7.65 :Mauser } S~95
6.5 Italian 7.62 Russian 6-
7.35 Italian 8 ~DI Mauser

.303 British
43 SI'ANISH HIJNTING LOAD

43 Spanish-full m~tal jacltet,_ hollow point
hunting load. Spanish :Mfg. $4.00 per 20 rnds.
:i03 ENFIEI.D 5-SHOT CHARGER CLIPS ...
3 for 1.00 ppd.
SPECIAI~ KRAG rear sight and safety-
complete kit $1.75 ea. pp.
SWEDISH ~[AUSER. n!M CARBINE-"ery
rare, only 50 Inade-original 17%-" bbl. _ I'::

Price-excellent to new $a4.9.!
Price-very good $49.9"
FOLDING STOCKS ~nAl for 30 cal. Army
Carbine--new ..... Limited supply $15.00 ea.
NEW I<;NFmLD (Sante Fe) Jungle Carbines
.303 cal. $29.95
NE'V ENI<'mLD (Sante Fe) Sporters .303
cal. $27.50

consecutive trick shots, which included roily.
polly, upside down, standing on cars-and
many of the shots were made with his left
hand.

He is the holder of Inter·~Iountain, Mid·
American, United States, Wisconsin, and
Nebraska championships for fast draw, with
an official time of .095 seconds, won at Chip.
pewa Falls Northwestern Fair in 1959. At
this meet he set a new record of five hits in
five draws, with an average time of .12 of
a second.

He defended his title and took the trophy
at the World Meet, on :Memorial Day this
year, at Rockerville. S. D.. where he again
took first place in a rifle contest for trick
shooting and fast draw. These pro meets take
place every three years.

The two top tricks that won him 3600
points and made him champion over the other
26 finalists, were made with a Marlin 39A
smallbore rifle, loaded with Remington Rock·
ets. In one of the tricks, he triggered the gun
with a bullwhip to hit a moving target at 25
feet, something no one else has yet attempted
at the meets. In the other, he split a playing
card lengthwise at 52 feet, also' triggering
with the whip. He was the only artist at the
meet who did this one.

Since the Memorial Day performance, a
new tr'ick has been mastered and was per·
formed before the public for the first time
on July 16th at Elroy, Wisconsin. For this
one, a match and a candle are placed side
by side against a background that makes
them visible to the audience. The first shot
lights the match, the match lights the candle,
and the second shot puts the candle out.

Colonel dreams up these tricks himself.
"Then it's up to me and my guns to figure
out how to do them. Believe me, it took more
than one try before I figured out that the
bullet must pass a sixteenth of an inch from
the match," he smiled.

Half the fun of his work is dreaming up
trick shots that no one else has thought of.
The more difficult they are, the better he
likes it. New tricks keep his act fresh and
exciting, and require extra practice to keep
his skill at top level. Between practicing and
performing, he shoots up 100,000 rounds of
ammunition a year.

Colonel finds that if one is seriously striv·
ing to become a professional, there are other
factors to be considered, over and above body
fitness, endless practice, and muscular COOl"

dination. "Everything about you contributes
to your success or failure in making a difficult
shot. Accuracy may be affected by the thick·
ness of your shoe soles, or the height of your
heels, or the length of your fingernails; even
by the clothes you wear. Don't practice in slop.
py slacks, then expect to do as well in tight.
fitting Western pants," he points out.

Larson has many "second·love" hobbies
that fit nicely with his way of life. He designs
and builds all the props and equipment used
in his acts, and has several patents on various
contraptions for use in trick shooting. One
is a metal target frame so scientifically accu·
rate it must be set according to the altitude
at which it is used.

He enjoys leather tooling and makes every·
thing from saddles to purses. This is his way
of relaxing when there are a few extra hours
between shows. His hand tooled holsters and
belts add a great deal of eye appeal to the
fancy Western costumes he and LaVerle wear
during a performance. She appears with him
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1127 - SPECIAL: SWORD-CANE, RIDING-CROP

RAREST REBEL OF THEM ALL
(Continned from page 38)

and he was permitted to proceed unmolested.
Later, Mason and Slidell were released and
arrived at the Court of St. James where in
their job of securing recognition by the
British for the South they were wholly un
successful. Le Mat, on the contrary, secured
the cooperation of C. Girard, formerly of the
Smithsonian Institution, and they set up C.
Girard & Co. in Paris to contract for the
fabrication of the huge revolvers-and the
elusive "baby" ones.

Baby Le Mat shown, No. 35, from the
collection of W. H. Bacon in Richmond, Va.,
may for all intents and purposes have "re
turned home." Speculation as to the purpose
of the small pistols, calibers about .36 with
shot bores of approximately lh", suggest they
may have been pocket presentations to South·
ron notables in the course of Dr. Le Mat's
doing business. 'Equally, they may be sur·
vivors of token production of a pocket model
arm, never prosecuted commercially. The Ba
con "Baby" has a flat-rifled or Whitworth
type shot bore; others known are smooth.
There are no proof marks. The barrel mark,
Systeme Le Mat Bte sgdg Paris reflects the
special patent laws of France at the time.
"Bte" of course is short for brevete, meaning
patented. "s.g.d.g." is abbreviation for "sans
guarantie du gouvernment," meaning that
unlike one form of French "brevete," Le
Mat's patent would not be protected in the
courts by the government of France. If in
fringed, he had to do his own law work. Al
though French proof houses operated in
Paris and at St. Etienne, it seems that few
if any of the Paris-shipped Le Mats of
either size carried proof marks. Guns for the
CS Navy, according to contract, were fabri
cated in Paris, shipped over to London for
finishing and proof testing, and there ac·
cepted for the CS government. None of the
Baby Le Mats show this re-shipping.

No. 18 of this small type is profuseiy en·
graved, one of the few Le Mats so decorated.
However, one numbered 20 in the Golden
State "World's Guns" catalog is a pinfire,
though conforming in major parts to the
type of No. 35 illustrated. No. 72 has a 47],"
full octagon barrel, with 2%' unrifled shot
bore. It is unmarked, and in the Nllnne
macher collectiCJll of the Milwaukee Public
Library. At the Military Inn, Dearborn,
Mich., Andy Palmer's collection contains one
that has seen better days: high number of
1327 or 1527 (uncertain stamping), wi'th no
marks, loading lever missing, octagon barrel
almost 4" long, and no butt cap or lanyard
ring. Bill Locke also owns one, in poor shape,
bringing the grand total of this super rare
Franco-American collector's "dish" 'to six
guns. The arm pictured, No. 35, conforms
generally to the Navy Style Le Mat with
round trigger guard. Those of the large size
with spur guards are conceded to be the
cavalry model.

The Le Mat during the early cartridge
period was sold in France as a pinfire arm
in pocket and military sizes. It is said the
French Navy used them. Today's U.S. col
lector will have to await the researches of
some French scholar to dig out the whole
fascinating story of this important link be·
tween the arms connoisseurs of
n~o continents.

WHITCO
P. O. DRAWER 1712

BROWNSVILLE 18, TEXAS

BeautifUlly made, hand-plaited. gen
uine leather riding crop. with 18 inch
dagger hIdden inside. Practical col
lector:s item. $5.00 PP.

ural love for guns, which most of them do, it
is a pity for them to be denied the pleasure
and wholesome fun a gun can put into their
lives."

.Colonel works constantly to promote this
idea. Through his efforts, the first organized
groups to promote gun interest and safety
have appeared in Wisconsin. Last year, over
250 "Buckaroos" took part in the shooting
exhibit at the Chippewa Fair, representing
not only Wisconsin, but Minnesota, Iowa, Illi·
nois, and the Dakotas. It is noteworthy that
a girl took second place in the contest, which
substantiates Colonel's belief that girls are
often as interested in guns as boys, and that
pastime shooting is a family affair. This is
certainly true with the Larsons. Colonel's two
year old granddaughter, Elizabeth, has al
ready appeared on TV where she hit a rather
large target, at rather close range, with
genuine wax bullets!

Both his adult and child audiences are
cautioned never to practice with live am·
munition and not to attempt trick shooting
until straight shooting has been thoroughly
mastered. "Guns are made for one purpose
and one purpose only," Colonel tells them,
"and that is for pleasure. You don't have to
be a sportsman to enjoy your gun. I'm not,
because I must still be careful of exposure or
over-fatigue. The hunter's gun-fun is seasonal;
I enjoy mine the whole year round."

He goes on to say, "You don't have to be
an expert, either, to get a lot of pleasure out
of shooting a gun; but if you do attain skill,
you'll have to form good health habits, be
cause if you don't, your marksmanship will
suffer."

Colonel makes it clear that he is not ad
vocating the gun as a sure-fire cure for polio.
"I don't intend to give that idea, at all," he
says. "But I am certain that, in my partic
ular case, shooting strengthened my muscles
and was the leading factor in bringing about
my recovery. My guns have meant a lot to
me, and I am indeed ~

grateful for them." ~_

1144. BLACK BEAUTY GUN BELT
Fast draw type holster with soft glove leather white lin
ing. Belt and holster in black cowhide only. $8.99 PP.
Send waist size. caliber. model and barrel length of gun
when ordering. Double gun set available @ $13.95 P.P.
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2% oz. top grain
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ervation with horns;
from high desert cli

mate in Michoacan, Mexico..Make spectacular
wallhangers and conver~a,ion pieces, particular
ly with modern decor. Horns to 8" $6.95 ... to
12" $9.95 ... and over 12" $14.95, F.O.B. Browns
ville. Texas. Satisfaction guaranteed.

NEW IDEAS IN TOP
QUALITY HOLSTERS

(Continned from page 51)
on many of his free-lance bookings.

It isn't often that a man gives up teaching,
a profession for which he has been college
trained and at which he is successful, and
strikes out on the road as an entertainer and
lecturer, with no background for show busi
ness and nothing more than a self-developed
hobby to present to an audience. And it isn't
often that such a man would soar to the top
in so competitive a field.

Colonel explains it this way: "A decision
made by the heart is better than one made
with pencil and paper. Everything fell into
place to bring about this change in my life.
I became so consumed with interest in my
gun skill, everything else seemed dull in
comparison. As a result of my victory over
polio, I had a message to tell. Add to this a
dash of ham, which I don't deny, and my
pleasure in working with children, and it all
adds up to make the decision a logical one."

Certainly his interest in mastering the gun
is apparent, or he could never have attained
such heights of success. What part of the
motivation is for self-fulfillment and what part
for the therapeutic value, even he isn't sure.

Everyone gets pleasure out of encouraging
another person who has had tough luck, es
pecially a child. Colonel seldom mentions his
battle with polio, but if there is someone in
bis audience who has a physical problem, he
always manages to get acquainted with that
person after the show. His story is bound to
give them courage.

Another pleasure bonus is teaching gun
safety, because he feels it is a service with
far reaching effects. If both the parent and
the child are well informed, it solves many
problems.

"I don't say that every child should have
a gun, or access to one. Not by any means.
In the first place, there are some children
who have no interest in guns, and there are
definitely others who could never be reliable
in handling them. But I do say, barring rare
exceptions, that if a child does have a nat-
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CATS KILL AT NIGHT
(Continued from page 19)

mad men. To top it off, Winston nudged me,
a signal that I should join in. I did, and the
three of us turned the night into a wild
conglomeration of hysterical calls.

This was plain screwball. Any man with
any sense knows that when a killer comes
fairly close, you ease way down on that
noise making and talk to him in whispers,
just as you ease way down and talk soft to
a mallard that's about to move in.

Or do you?
According to the Burnham theory, and

according to a lot of other theories de
veloped recently as a result of experiments
in the art of calling the wild, you do not
ease down.

"What you do is drive them crazy," Win
ston explained to me in advance. "You
scream at them and get them so worked up
they don't have a second's time to think.
You pull them right on in, whether they
want to come or not."

We would see. About the time we all got
going with a full head of noisy steam, the
tiny green specks vanished. The bobcat had
eased oi,t. So I resumed the business of
turning from side to side, all the way
through an arc of 180 degrees each way,
examining the ground for more specks of
light.

I was glad to be covering the brushline
again for, along with bobcat tracks, we had
spotted mountain lion tracks near our stand.
They were old ones, yet I know a mountain
lion usually roams the same territory, and
that one might be on' the backswing now.

When you're holding the light steady,
watching those two little dots. anything can
sneak in on you from the side or rear and
start gnawing on a leg or arm. Yes, I know
mountain lions are not supposed to attack
human beings. I also know that foxes aren't
supposed to, either.

Yet Morton Burnham, father of the men
I was hunting with, has a fox fang that he
dug out of his arm as a souvenir of a fox
attack. The little animal came racing in,
during daytime, leaped over Morton's shoul
der, and got a solid grip on his arm. Wild
critters do strange tbings in response to
that dying rabbit cry.

For two minutes or so I kept swinging
the light back and forth, and all three of
us kept up the wild calling. Then I picked
up those spots of light again, moving in
from our left.

The spots were a lot closer, and a little
red was beginning to show along with the
green, a sure sign that the cat was getting
close. I held the light steady, watching
carefully. I knew that the Burnham brothers,
amazingly skilled as a result of thousands of
hours of night calling, could see those little
specks of light even though I had the head
light. Few other people can do that. Ordi
narily, only the man with the light on his
head can pick up the reflections clearly. The
specks of light moved closer, slowly but
steadily. I continued calling, even though I
kn.ew we ought to ease down some on that
infernal racket. The Burnhams kept going
strong.

Finally, I could see the outline of the
cat, and at that instant Murry nudged me.
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the gun. I decided not to join in the calling.
Even though I've been calling predators for
twenty years, I am no match for. the Burn
hams, and I didn't want to take a chance
on one false note.

The Burnhams had hardly started calling
when an owl swooped low and almost
touched Winston's hat. The owl is a real
threat to the night caller, for he might sink
a talon into a man's eye.

Then something else approached, and Win
ston held the light still. He didn't hold it
still very long. As soon as he "read" the
eyes, he lowered the full beam on tbe ani
mal. A big coon blinked into the light and
hustled away.

After about fifteen minutes of calling,
with the Burnhams alternating, Winston
stopped moving the light for the second
time. Although I couldn't see the tell-tale
specks, I sensed that this was something
important. The Burnhams knew what was
out there, and if yo.u're going to do much
calling at night, you must learn how to
"read" those specks of light.

The eyes of the canines usually shine red.
A fox's eyes are close together and close to
the ground, and almost invariably the little
spots bob up and down as the fox bounds
in. Watcb your feet, or he may start chewing
on them. I've had foxes race in so close I
was getting ready to deliver a kick to the
ribs before they finally turned.

A coyote's eyes are a bit farther apart
and a bit higher off the ground. And tbey
move up and down more gently, for the
coyote lopes with a longer, smoother stride.

A coon's eyes are fiery red and close to
gether, steady and close to the ground.

Cats' eyes usually shine green. They're
farther apart, and they move in slow and
evenly, never any loping or running of any
kind. They start reflecting some red as the
cat gets close, if he does.

So the Burnhams knew what was out
there, and I sensed from their manner that
it was something big. Then they went into
their hysteria act.

Tension really builds up in a man when
he knows he's in lion country and feels sure
one is moving in; maybe, more than one.
How about all that space behind us and to
the sides? Some big killer of the night
could ease up close, make a grab for tbat
rabbit, maybe get me by mistake.

The tension kept building. Then it let go
with a bang, and I bounced five feet in the·
air when there was a whistling sn~t right
in back of us, followed by the crashing of
a big animal lunging through brush. '

A deer, acting in the silly manner that
deer follow when they hear the death cry,
had eased up behind us. Then htl winded
us, and away he went. And away went the
killer that had been sneaking up on us
from the front.

It was a mountain lion. We found the
tracks, about eighty yards away, behind
some scrub brush. Another three minutes
without interference from that infernal
deer...

Oh well, when the cold weather comes and
puts the rattlers back in their holes at
night, we'll be back down in that jungle
country, after mountain lions and maybe
jaguars. Until then we'll remain satisfied
with the two bobcats we got later that night,
calling them up for their brief ~

performance in the spot light. ~
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gun, before you get a line on thc C:lt, he
slips behind brush. You have to lure him
into the open, a lot closer.

Although our major objective on that trip
into Mexico was to bring bobcats up close
and into the open, we had high hopes of
calling in a mountain lion. The chances for
a jaguar were pretty slim, for we were hunt
ing north of the good jaguar country along
Mexico's east coast. No jaguar, the ranch
hands said. But a mountain lion had killed
a calf about two weeks before we got there.

We scouted the ranch, carefully inspect
ing soft earth around every water hole.' All
we found was some tracks that were old-a
week, ten days, we couldn't tell for sure.

On our second night out fog closed in and
ruined the hunting, so we caught up on
sleep. Even if you can see far enough to
spot the eyes of game on a foggy night, the
light plays such odd tricks as it bounces off
fog banks that hunting is likely to be punk.

The next night the wind fouled us up. In
a strong wind, the killers upwind from you
can't hear the cry, while those downwind
from you get your scent no matter how
much you annoint yourself with skunk juice
or some other similar perfume.

The next day we spotted fresh mountain
lion tracks. Man, this was it! We'd drive
that lion stark crazy. We planned to work
that spot for at least a half hour. Where most
hunters make a mistake in cat hunting at
night is abandoning a stand too soon. The
Burnhams did that until recently.

"We used to quit after seven or eight
minutes," Winston said. "We figured any
thing that was going to come in would come
by that time. We were right on foxes and
coyotes and coons. They come in a hurry.

"But the cats are slow hunters. They never
go racing after game until they're close
enough to charge it. Now we call twenty
minutes or more at a stand if we're in cat
country."

We settled in the biggest opening we
could find near the fresh lion tracks, and
the Burnhams started calling. Winston had
the light that time, with Murry handling
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I turned the full beam of the light on the
killer. He paused for an instant, his eyes
shining a brilliant red. Another strong beam
of light hit him then, the light from Murry's
.244 Remington. Then the gun boomed and
the cat dropped in its tracks.

The bobcat was seventeen steps from us!
The Burnhams had proved the soundness of
their hysteria theory. Drive those wildcats
crazy, man, drive them crazy.

So, a new system of calling the wild
comes into being.

It is based on a new theory, one I choose
to call the hysteria theory. I first came in
contact with this theory three years ago in
duck hunting, and what I saw and heard
started me analyzing this whole business of
the response of wild creatures to calls.

I went so far as to take a psychiatrist
with me, to see if he could psychoanalyze the
game that was going gooney when the hunt
er began screaming his head off. The psy·
chiatrist is still mulling over the oddball
happenings.

Simmered down to its basic elements, the
new system is this: As the game moves
closer, get wilder with the calling instead
of easing down. The game seems to lose all
power of resistance. Pintails that would or·
dinarily circle out of range until they made
the hunter dizzy, turn loose all holds and
buzz down among the decoys. Crows turn
and come right smack into gunfire they've
just escaped.

And the killers of the night move in.
The Burnhams have also made vast im

provements in their techniques of shooting
at ni ght. Onto the bottom of the barrel of
the .244 they clamp a spot light. The light
is operated by a mercury switch, which turns
on the light when. the rifle is brought into
shooting position. They have rigged a camera
tripod on which to rest the rifle, and can
hit an animal at a hundred yards or more
without difficulty, IF they can get a fair
shot. But at that distance, a bobcat just
doesn't give you a clean shot. Invariably he
approaches the caller with some brush be
tween, and if you turn on the light of the
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Just released!
Sem i-automatic

U. S. Air Force Car~

bines. Very good condo with
new barrel and brand-new receivers.
Comes with barrel extensions to lnake
it legal for sale. Only $79.87. ammo
5c per rd. Extra magazine $1.50.

MAIL COUPON

Of WWlI
fame, this is

the British
rifle that dr()\·e

HOlllmel out at Af
rica and saw service

on the Continent & in
the Korean conflict. Has

simplified bolt release &
a peep sight Illounted on

rear of recei\'er. CaL .303
British. BbI. 25th", 10-shot

magazine, positive thumb safety.
Good inside lind out, only $15.n5. With

new 4X scope $22.95. Custom Enfield
Sporter $19.95. 'Vith 4X scope $25.95.

AMMO: 100 Rd8. $7.50 15 Rd,. Soft Pt.
-$1.95

SEAPORT TRADERS. INC. Jie2p\. :L?ta't. Neeallt.
Gentlemen: Please rush me the following: ~-
Quan-

tity PRODUCT Price

==:gg/~~,~p~~r:Jil~eRevoivei-:::::::::: :$~g:~~
==:~~3s~~;~e~i~ef3Jc.":~s.C?:~:::::::::: 2§:~~
__.22 Long' ]{osco. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. ] 2.!la

~~~XiW~ble~n\~~n"I::::::::::::::::::it~g

:~i~~~:~~~.i~~e.r~~l::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :' i1:ig
__lAX Hand~u~ Scope ..........•..•... 14.9;';

_C~;'t~d~n~I~O~~~~a~.~~.. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~:gg
__Gun Rack ................•.....•... 6.95
__.45 Colt Revolver ..........••.•..•... 29.9!'i

~b ~~s~~eerg"' : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: Ig:~A
__Colt .45 Snub ..............•..••.•.. 39.95
-Handcuffs.......................... 5.75
o Note: Please enclose 1 box of FREE Military ammo
with purchase.

TO'l'AL PRICE _
Enclosed cash, check or _
M.O. (CODs require 106 deposit.) (Be sure to spec
ify & give complete ordering info.) I understand all
items are to he shinped FOB L.A., express charges
collect. Calif res. add 4 % state tax. For fast service
tollen ordering pistols, please siun statement: HI am
not on alien, hOt'6 never been convieted 01 a crime
of violence, am not tmder indictment or a !«viti"e.
1 am 18 vears or over."

ITALIAN
POCKET AUTO.
.25 CAL. - $19.95

•45 COLT
SNUBNOSE
RevolveL.$39.95

Imported direct by us from Italy's finest
gun manufacturer. Brand new! Trim. com·
pact weapon fires powerful and easily ob·
tainable .25 Cal. American made ammo. Also avail. cali.
bers .22 long or .22 short ... only $22 .. 50. Have origi
nal factory blue finish. 6-shot capacity makes excellent
plinking and home protection weapon. Fixed sights.
Weight approx. 13 oz. Only $19.95. Holster $2.25.
25 Cal. ammo, box of 25....$1.85. Extra magazine. $2.50.

Bayonet only
7Sc with
rifle purchase.
otherwise,
$1.00.

U.S. .30 CALIBER

M-1

.22
DOUBLE

DERRINGER
ONLY $17.50

FREE
AMMO! ~-::~Box of military ammo included [

FREE with rifle purchase. _
Note, Offer valid only it coupon
below is enclosed with order.

Save $12!
Small lot

of war surplus
American - made

Mossbergs issued to
\V'V II British troops

for special training. Bears
British lloyal Proof House

marks. Ramp front sight. 'Yalnut
stock, 8-shot clip. Fires .22 shorts,

longs, and L.R. ammo. 'Veighs 7 lbs.•
20'" bbl. Good inside & out. Bore good. Only

.> $16.95. Combination oft'er: Scope, mount &
Mossberg onlY $22.95.

Imported from Europe. It Is an exact
copy of famous Remington Derringer
popular in the late 1800's. Valuable

collectors· item. Fine "old world" gun craftsmanship has
been employed to give you a superior handgun & sUI! retain
all the features of the original Derringer. Accurate. Shoots
.22 short, long or long rifle. Checkered black grips. Only
$17.50. Sparkling chrome-plated model onl~t $21.50 "~estern
hand tooled holster $4.50..38 Special nitkel Derringer $34.95

VOLUNTARY CONFINEMENT
Genuine Police Handcuffs feature deluxe chrome finish with
doUble lock. Light, com·
pact & flexible (equipped
f~~thp:ac~eYgliic~~~Vj~r1~i~
or for the man Who has
everything. Foolproof, ex
citing'. Only $5.75 ppd.;
$1.25 ppd.

'I'his Quick-draw, double action revolver was
the sidearm of Britain's famed Commando
Raiders of lVorld 'Var" II. Exceedinll"h'
accurate, packs a powerful punch with light
recoil. Easy handlinA". thumh rest grips. Good condition.
Specs: o"erall length 9%"', bbl. 5". wt. 28 oz., capacity
6 rounds. A collector's find 4'" Model $12.95. Snub nose.
$16.95. For select models add $3. 2" nickel-plated model
$26.95. .38 Cal. ammo., box of 25....$1.80. Holster....$3.95 .

.38
Scotland
Yard
Special

BARGAIN
OF A

LIFETIME!

Better buys from

SEAPORT---

HIGH
NUMBERS

Guaranteed very good
inside & out. This 6

shot bolt action makes a
fine hunting rifle. Has new

walnut sporterlzed stock. 4·
groove bbls.; fires military 30/06

cal. . ammo, or hunting ammo.
Specs: 24'" bbl.; muzzle vel. 2800 fps.;

combo. open & peep sights, funy ad
justable windage & elevation to 2850 Yds.

Wt. approx. 7'h lhs. Only $39.95. AMMO:
100 rds. military $7.50. 40 rds. 80ft pI. $5.90.

NEW MODEL
.22 LONG
ROSCO

$12.95
ti~~iSSi~~~:g~l~itdr~\I~Cf~~;~r~~~ \Yith adjustable hammer

27" round, tapered proof marlred This 'sensational- NE'V·· 6-s11ot Rosco Vest
harrel crowned at muzzle. Front & Pocket .22 long revolver would be a tremen- .... ..J

sporting fcaf sights & short compact dous value at 3 times its price. Made in "T. Germany. it
bolt with pear shaped bolt handle. is a tight, well-made, exceedingly accurate handgun. Fires

Military safety lock. Am. walnut 800rt- .22 Long & Short ammo. Features side gate loading,
ing type pistol grip stock with serni- trigger adjustment, screw-in ejector rod. Has STEEL

beavertail fore-end, automatic ejector. 'Vt. RH'.LED BARREL with blade front sights. Terrific for
approx. 5 lbs. Shoots .22 shorts, longs & target shooting, varmlOt huntlOg or home defense Only

L.R. ammo. Good inside & out. Only $9.D5. $12.95. Gleammg nickel-plated model only $14.95.
Special .22 Savage 4X scope & mt. only $15.95. Leather holster $2.25.

RED HOT SPECIALS!
Sensational new.22. with 22" eye relief (1.4X). Fits

iWO ~d~?~~ short' FRENcH' bail' amnlo·. : :: : ::~1t~~
u.s. Army surplus holster for all 4 revolvers,
brand new, heavy tan cowhide $2.25
Gun Rack in fine imported woods, holds 4 rifles. $6.95

WEBLEY
MK. VI
.45 REVOLVER
Latest model adopted by
It is extremely accurate, has exceptional smooth
action. Fires either as a single or a double ac
tion. Specs: Overall length lIlA."'. barrel 6"', wt.
12 lb'. GOOD CONDI'l'ION. .45 Cal. $14.95.
with handgun Scope onl~' $24.95. (Choice of 38 En:fl.elds
or 45 'Vebleys $17.95.) Holster $3.25. Specially
selected like new $11.95..45 Ammo, box of 24 $1.50.

Last Known Supply
Model 1917 Cal.. 45 A.C.P. Blued finish: tight
actions; 5%'" barrel. Free Box 45 Ammo. Add'l.
ammo-$1.50 for box of 24. Select Models add $3.
Colt .45 with handgun Scope only....... ....$39.95

TERRIFIC BUY!

SAVAGE
.22 only

$9.95
With 4X

Scope
$15.95

30/06 $39.95
Sporterized
SPRING·
FIELDS

GENUINE MEXICAN LONGHORNS CAR8~INE
These wild·eyed critters were introduced to the Ameri- All sets are approximately 5 to 6 Teet wide. $19

cas back in 1521 at Vera Cruz, Mexico. Horns ar.! Each set has its own individual markings yet
hand-polished to a smooth-as-silk surface. Leather appears approximately as set shown. Makes a

centerpiece is genuine hand·tooled cow- ·wonderful conversation piece when
hide. Choice of dark or placed above fireplace, mantel,

light brown leather. over bar or in den.

GENUINE

.45 COLT
REVOLVER

NAME __" ..
(please sign)

ADDRESS _ .
.. ILC~y:::::...=..=..=..=..=..=..::: ::.A~..=.=.:.J
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ILLINOIS

SECRET FORMULA FOR HITS

Rifle Stock

(Continzted from page 30)

. of wounding then, just as now. The differ- There is no bird a-wing that is harder to
ence was, of course, that in those days the kill "way out," and easier to kill at proper
national flock, with vastly more nesting and range, than a duck or goose. I have hunted
resting grounds and far fewer shooters, pheasants for a good many years. They are
could stand the losses. Those lost were not a tough bird. In some ways, they are
noticed, nor counted seriously. They were tougher to keep down than a duck. I sup-
but a few more feathers in a skyful of pose I have hunted pheasants with hundreds
wings. of other gunners. I can recall only a very

Today, things are drastically changed. The few instances of seeing anyone try a pheas-
flocks are but a remnant of what they once ant at 60 yards. But gents who wouldn't
were. Limits are low, and the number of dream of trying the pheasant at 60 will
hunters is vastly greater. Meager limits, eagerly blast at ducks or geese at 100. Most
meager flocks, and hordes of hunters, are of them don't even know they're doing it!
influences that contribute to the "get.it- But they do it.
first" attitude of greed and wild, competi- ow let us move both the duck and the
tive shooting. pheasant up to close range. I will bet any-

But while all these changes have been body that I can kill a wagonload of pheas-
coming, what has happened to waterfowl ants at 20 yards with puny little old No. 9
hunting methods? Have they changed? low-base hulls. I'd personally prefer to
Hardly at all. Have we made any attempts have broadside shots to do it. And I will
to fit new, different shooting methods to the make the same bet with broadsides on ducks
changing conditions? None whatever. The at the same distance. You can even drop a
emphasis still is on reaehing out, reaching honker stone dead at 20 yards with the
out-get a lot of shot way out yonder-out same shot, if you place it properly.
there a whale of a lot farther than any of I am not saying one should use tiny shot
it will kill, and farther than more than one like this, pushed along by a whiff of pow-
man in a million can aim it properly. And der. I'm simply saying that all tbere is to
so we hear the annually rehashed lament killing any bird is having it in range, and
about how many birds are wounded. It's all hitting it solidly. "In range" means at a
too true. distance where the shooter of average skill

What I have never been able to under- can be sure of hitting. The lonaer the ranae

h the greater the mathematical "'problems in:stand is why we place so much emp asis on 1
vo ved in getting a lethal hit. Very fewmaximum range. Has it never occurred to h

anybody that we don't have to reach way s ooters are capable of solving those prob-
lems instantaneously, and most of thoseout? Just because a duck is flying over, we
who are shoot with an instinctive skill.don't have to shoot at it. Why not learn to

My first premise is that we should foraetjudge range accurately, how to shoot to '"
k II hI d l all about long-range guns for waterfowlin!!:.-i at reasona e ranges, an earn how to -

We should begin to understand that 25 orget closer or bring the birds closer?
30 yards should be accepted as good water-
fowl range. It always was, for that matter.
The old market hunters knew it. They
looked at the eyes and the colors before
they shot--two items practically impossible
to see past the distances mentioned. Any
duck or goose can be killed at 25 or 30
yards with modest loads. At sane ranges, we
don't need heavier and heavier loads; the
ones we have are good enoagh.

For example, the load Winchester dubbed
its "Dove Load" a couple of seasons back
the short magnum No. 7%-is a brute on
close·in ducks, when properly used. The
2%" magnums in No.6 are pure murder at
the ranges suggested. And the No. ~- short
magnum is all that is necessary for either.
ducks or geese, at the ranges given.

Let us back up a moment and see why I
claim that 25 to 30 yards-no more-should
be considered proper waterfowl range. There
are several reasons. First there is wind.
Open marshes are more often than not windy
places, much more so than forest terrain.
Shot has enough steam at modest ranges to
pretty much overcome drastic wind influ
ence. But as it slows down, it becomes
more susceptible to the whims of the breeze.
There is also the matter of fall. which of
course is great as distance lengthens and
velocity lessens. These are portions of the
mathematical problems previously mentioned.
At long ranges, one cannot be consistently
sure if he is going to make a hit, or where
he'll make it if he does. Keep that "where"
in mind, too.

More important, there are no places on

"SCOUT"

PISTOL SHOOTERS!
It's Ready! 1960-61 Pistol Shooters

Reference Book. and Catalog.
l?~~~~ ~~~~t~~Se~~I~s~~~r;Of~P~:gc';;map~1Irl~t;e£l;rot:;irie~: : i}e~64i5aOmilf:;t~i~
¥g~~i, ·ca~m~I~~~.re~?Pvlgft~~I~e~[(,~.r'ilg~gf~;, a&fg~i,lttre:b~;~~t~~~~l~i:e
worth many dollars If published in hook form National records ... 2600
Club. etc. All the'latest products and prices hundreds of score Improving
Items and tips ... Clark, Shockey, Pachmayr custom guns ... Ruger,
Hammerli, HI Standard. S&W, Colt target guns.

The pistol shooters "Bible" and standard reference book. No catalog like
it! A MUST for competitive plstolmen or anyone Interested In handgunnlng.

Double your money back guarantee If you aon't agree it's the hlggest pistol
shooting value ever for 50c. Mailed Immediately In protective envelope ..
POSTPAID 50c.

Lnncnster, Cnlifornfu

Fajen

SAVE $2.50 ON YOUR
GIFT SUBSCRIPTION

TO· GUNS-
SEE PAGE 66

OVER 175 IN STOCK
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

JACK FIRST

24·HOUR SERVICE!
FIREARMS UNLIMITED 6~~~:b:.:~n6. ~~.

u. S. SNIPER SCOPES

GUN B·OOKS

Box 542-G

ORDER YOUR COpy NOWI

GIL HEBARD GUNS KNOXVILLE 6,

the

SHOOTERS-COLLECTORS here'. a top Quality orlg.
G.!. S:"IPER SCOPE ror ,ptg. or mllitary rltle. 2'hX
coated opt1cs. 5%" eye relief post & cross-halrs. hydro~en
IIlled. "," tube $22.50 ppd.

SANTA ANA CUNROOM
P. O. Box 1777 Santa Ana, Calif.

l00~ Shaped- Ready for Sanding ""
100~ Inletted-(To our Shop Rifle)
Black Tenite Fittings - (Supreme Grade with White Spacers)

For British SMLE Also Available for following Rifles
ovailable for these models : '03 and A3 Springfield - Russian 7.62

Models-No.1, Mill, I 1891 Argentine Mauser-Jap 6.5-Jap 7.7
No.4 MI and No.5 I Italian Carean? 6.5 and Terni. M38

I M-94 SwedIsh Mauser Carbinesupreme$1995 Utility $1645 :supreme$1495 Uti,ity$1145 A~~r ~or~~~e
Grade. Grade I Grade Grade from your Zone

Reinhart Fajen Inc., Dept 26 Distributed on GUNSTOCK SALES, INC.
•• 20 Loma Linda Court

Box 338 Warsaw, Missouri West Coast by Orinda, California

RELOADING SUPPLIES
--IIiJ)~ at WHOLESALE ....(1---

Norma - Speer - Hornady - CH Die
- Pacific - )IEC - Deitemeyer 
SAECO - R.C.B.S. - DuPont - Her
cules - Alcan - Redding - Hunter 
Lyman - Markell - Federal Ammuni·
tion & Primers - eel Primers. e01n
plete line .. tools, powder, bullets. All or
ders over $10.00 prepaid.
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-------------------------------------,
**TOP GUN BARGAINS**,

Sculptured, highly engraved walnut
stock, 30" bbl .. inlaid patch box, ram
rod. Each an excellent shooter. Only
$29.50, 2 for $50.00. Also. 38"
bbls. Only $33.50. 2 for $60.00.

~~rlish$I~~:O~~ ?0~U\~5.~8~cussion
Flintfock guns-Bbls. from 35" to 50".
Only 539.50. 2 for 570.00.

CANADIAN
BUYERS:

Issued to police and crack Ber.
sag-Bert outfits. lO.4MM with
deadly 4-~ve detachable bay
onet. Recognized by the "Italian"
Cayalry as being' '·indestructible".
An excellent decorator and con.
versation piece. Good condition.
While they last only $9.95. 3 for
825. 5 for $35.

P. O. BOX 5327
EL PASO, TEXAS

• CUSTOM MADE

• THE BEST
SINCE 1897

GOKEY'S Famous •••

CHAMOIS CLOTH SHIRTS
Perfect for Hunting and Fishing!

Warm and tough •••
yet soft! Designed hy
Gokeys and made from
heavy double-fleeced
cotton flannel. Sanfor
ized and gets softer
with repeated washing_
Sizes 14-18, half sizes

Colors: $6 95
Tan or *
Scarlet POSTPAID

Send for Fru Gok<y Sports-

GOITEY CO. 1IIen's Catalog. Dept. G
n St. Paul 1. Minnesota

FREE CATALOG

S. D. MYRES SADDLE CO.

BUSCADERO OUTFITS
"RAPID FIRE" HOLSTERS
SHOOTERS' ACCESSORIES

DALE MYRES CO.
BOX 7292-l, El PASO. TEXAS

·'Qu ick -D raw" Holsters

IMPORTED MUZZLE LOADERS
PERCUSSION & FLINT

Easy to Rea Plans & Ready-Cut Kits
NOW AVAILABLEl Complete plans and kits for
these and 20 other handsome Gunberth* models.

Quick Answers on How to Select
the Gun Cabinet Best for YOU!

Which type of gun cabinet is beost for :rou f Should
you install lights? Should It be "solid" lumber?
Exactly what do :rou need? You'll have clear-cut
,answers in the New and Exclusive •••

"Handbook"-CATALOG on Gunberths*
Gh'es rou complete details on all Plans. Kits
and Hardware •. , a big and beautifullY lUus·
tl'l.lted "Handbook"-Catalog. Finished cabinets
in 82 different styles and finishes also available.

W'rit;' 'or your Copy NOW! Only $1.00 ppd.
($1.00 is refundahle in credit with first order!)

COLADONATO BROS., Dept. G4F, Hazleton, Pa.

.42 Caliber. 331/2" bbl. Finest pre·
cision long range rifle of its day.
Captured from tho Italians and Ger·
mans in Russia in World War II.
Each an excellent shooter and col·
lector's item. Only $12.50 ea,; 3
for $30.00. 5 for $45.00.

AMMO SPECIAL: .30·06 Ball M2,
U. S. Mfg. factory packed. 56.00
per 100; $49.50 per 1.000; (6000)
$42.50 per 1,000; (12,OOO) $37.50
per 1,000.

ORIGINAL RUSSIAN BEROAN II RIFLES

.22 L. R. SHORT LEE ENFI ELD

~ 4 -=wA
~" The rarest of all

Lee Enfields. Only a few of
these custom-!n"ade .22 sing-Ie-shot Tar-

~~~o~if~r: s~'i:"Jar3v~~2~~~~~ct~~~
is precision finished to the hig-hest
Government specifications. Only used
in advanced mark.~manshlp training
and for reg-imental matches. (V.G. to
Ex('cl.) Only $19.95-2 (or $35.00 _
5 (or 875.00. Selected models $2.50
('Reh additional.

shooting, so that the birds ffy within easy·
kill range. Operating within this range re
quires less shells, clutters a marsh floor with
less lead, puts more meat into the oven.

Now comes the most important point of
all-and it is a point strictly dependent
upon close-range shooting. When a shooter
points a shotgun at a dove, a quail, a wood·
cock, a grouse, he thinks in terms of "whole
birds." This works all right, because these
birds are small and blocky and short
necked. But I have often pondered the
curious fact that, while in big-game shooting
with a rifle, we select a specific spot for
aim, in swinging a shotgun on waterfowl
we still use the bird-shooting tactic of think
ing "whole bird."

The neck of a goose is a long piece of
machinery. So, comparatively, is that of a
duck. Watch a pintail drake go by some
time. Look at that long neck-as long as
the rest of the bird. And the neck and head
of a goose or duck forms, in total, a target
as large as a mourning dove, or a woodcock,
or a bobwhite. In addition, up here in this
six or eight or twelve inches is where the
bird truly lives. This is an area reasonably
easy to penetrate, and the place, when
struck, that kills 'em dead. Even a single
pellet through head or neck will usually
do it.

But waterfowl gunners establish their lead
from the body of the bird. The body bulks
large against the sky; the head and neck
seem inconsequential because they lack bulk.
Thus the bird the hunter sees is a bird
body, not a body-plus-head-&-neck. The
shooter, pointing out and swinging with "the
bird"-which translates to "body of bird"
has a very excellent chance of missing the
head and neck, of putting shot into the rear

(Continued on page 60)

earth where distances are more difficult to
judge than over the normal habitats of
waterfowl. But one can learn by various
tricks and by serious practice precisely how
far 25 to 30 yards is. Past this arbitrary
point, errors in judgment are compounded
in direct proportion to the lengthening of
the range. To put it another way, what we
generally term "lead" is not hard to figure
at 25 or 30 yards. But because, past that
point in waterfowl-land, few of us are ever
sure just how far out we actually are point
ing, lead judgment is badly impaired.

There are a number of ways one can
learn where the imaginary in-range circle
around the hunter is located. The easiest is
to pace it off in several directions before
taking up the stand. Almost all shooting
places will have some kind of markers-a
bush, a tree, a snag, a cattail clump, a rock,
a shallow patch of water where bottom shows
-that will act as boundaries. Easier yet,
the fellow who truly wants to do better can
simply set out a few light stakes around
him-four to eight of them if necessary
each denoting the 25 (or 30) yards line.
Any bird that ventures inside that line draws
shot. Any that passes outside, even though
the shooter thinks maybe he can make it,
goes free. You see, the crux of the trouble
today is that ill-judging shooters think
"maybe" _they can scratch that one down.
And so, if you "think maybe" at 35, it's
easy to "think again" at 40, and so on and
so on. A rigid personal rule of staying with
in the range boundary will work wonders.

All of this presupposes that you must get
yourself within that important 25 or 30
yard range, or must somehow entice the
shot-wary birds within it. I can already
hear the moaning, "If we waited for 'em to
get that close," the mob wails, "we'd never
get any shots at all."

There are two glaring fallacies here. One
is that 90 per cent of waterfowl killed are
actually hit within this prescribed range
already. It is only because shooters so poor
ly judge range, and so avidly love to ex
aggerate it, that they think they are killing
at 40 or 50. Measure off an honest 40 and
an honest 50 sometime, and have a good long
look at it. Even 30 yards looks rather far
down a shotgun barrel, and it is confused
with 50 more often than you think. Also
confused is the difference between where a
bird fell, and where it was hit. A duck
traveling at possibly 40 or 50 miles per
hour, and hit 25 yards up in the air, may
hit the water a long way off. This assists the
illusion that the bird was really far, far
out, or high, high, high.

The next fallacy is that the long shots a
waterfowler thinks he must be prepared to
accept are purely and simply poor excuses
for inexpert or lazy hunting. It is no more
difficult to set up a waterfowling situation
so that birds move just within good range,
than it is to arrange one where they move
just outside it. The eyes of a goose or duck
are so very sharp and alert that they can
see danger from a hundretl yards away just
as plainly as from twenty-five. Sloppy camou
flage, poor blind building, inexpert decoy
placement, showing the face, moving and
itching around, jumping up too soon, and a
jillion other faults of the hunter are what
make long shots seem necessary. A really
good waterfowl man can jump shoot, or
decoy shoot, or even place himself for pass
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AUTHENTIC REPLICAS of Civil War's
famous weapons. Both Navy and Army mod
els of 1851 Colt pistol are featured with
44 cal. Army Remington revolver, and 58
cal. model 1863 Remington "Zouave'''· 1'1~·

Highly prized by Civil War enthusiasts and
sportsmen. Firm's accessories include bullet
moulds, powder flasks, holsters, presentation
cases. Illustrated brochure available from
manufacturer: Navy Arms Co., 8 East Fort
Lee Rd., Bogota, N. J. (See this issue for
advertisement.)

BIRD-LOK GAME CARRIERS for water·
fowl and upland game. Device holds birds
securely once inserted into the carriers. Easy
to load and unload. Convenient, field-tested
for two years. Available in the Belt Carrier
for the upland hunter and the Twin Carrier
for the water·fowl hunter. Strong web strap,
spring steel locking feature. National sales
offices: H. N. Gilman & Associates, 2010
Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn., represent
ing manufacturer: Outdoor Products.

MARLIN GOLDEN RIFLE is special com
memorative presentation grade .22 39A,
bright plated like fine rifles of crack shots
of yesteryear, with gold trim and special
custom·carved walnut stock.· Only 500 of
these rifles made, just a few left. Collector's
item. Available from your Marlin dealer or
write to: Marlin Firearms Co., 79 Willow St.,
New Haven, Conn., and enclose 25c fo~
tifully illustrated all·model catalog.

"COIN-SLOTTED" MOUNT SCREW de
veloped for Balvar 24 rifle sight. Now pos
sible to fasten sjght to a rifle, or to remove
it, using a coin instead of a screw driver.
Hardened screw designed so that enough
torque can be supplied with a coin to assure
firm grip on rifle mount. Screws standard
equipment on new Balvar 24's. Orders should
be addressed to: Consumer Products Dept.,
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 635 St. Paul
St., Rochester 2, N. Y.

ARTILLERY for the gun crank. Service
Armament Co. stocks a wide variety of un·
usual old cannon projectiles from the fab
ulous Bannerman Civil War collections,
among those from other sources. Recently
arrived, German and Swedish mountain or
light anti-tank artillery, WWII types, in
cluding shooting ammo. Prices for complete
cannon in shootable condition (generally
serviceable for the enthusiast, but with no
product liability guarantee), range from
about $300. Also modern arms, surplus rifles
and pistols, and stock of shooting ammo in
many calibers. Send 50c for catalog to Serv
ice Armament Co., Dept. G-l, 8 E. Fort Lee
Rd., Bogota, N. J.

SHOPPING

U. S. SPORTSWEAR HIT! Famous German
Mountain Ski Cap with "high uplight front"
is original "Mountain" style of last year's
popular Afrika Desert Cap. Made of soft
European wool felt, with full lining and flaps
for both neck and ears. Available in moun
tain green, navy blue, field gray colors. Priced
at $5.95 plus 35c postage. (Genuine Edel
weiss mountaineer's cap-insignia, in gold and
silver toned metal at $2.50.) A product of
Ainsworth Co., Dept. G-l, 158 E. 38th St.,
N. Y. 16, N. Y.

FULLY TRANSISTORIZED RADIO plays
on long-life transistor battery. A perfect
electronic model to play at your campsite,
home, office, cottage, or while travelling. No
wires, no plug in, no aerial, no ground con
nections. Fully guaranteed. Available in
ivory, beige, blue or pink. Send check or
money order for $14.95 to: World Wide Radio
Corp., 6533 No. Sheridan Rd., Chicago, Ill.

COLLECTOR'S GUN CASES designed for
dramatic display and secure mounting.
Measure 2lfs"deep, will also accommodate
the average Flintlock. Lid opens and closes
on solid brass hinges and locks with a hasp
and padlock. Deep pile non-crush velvet used
on padded background. Brass spring clips
included with each case. Oval plate and two
screws packed with each case so that col
lector may properly identify gun. Available
in three standard sizes: Small 8" x 10" x 3"
Deringer; Medium, 10" x 18" x 3" Standard;
Large, 13" x 22" x 3" Multiple. Other sizes
available on special order. Free catalog avail
able from manufacturer: Hudson Bay Fire
arms, Ltd., Oak Park, Ill.

COWICHAN MITTS - SOCKS of Indian
make hand knit of raw wool. Shades of
brown, gray, black make original distinctive
designs. Perfect outdoor wear for sports
men and women. Socks sell for $4.50; Mitts
for $5.00, postpaid. 48-page equipment cata
log available from the manufacturer: Alaska
Sleeping Bag Co., 334 N.W. 11th Ave., Port
land 9, Ore.

BUGLE HUNTING HORN crafted from se
lect steer horns. Imported item. Horns hand·
polished, come equipped with leather shoul
der thong. Measures 18" along curve. Priced
at $3.95 ppd. from Madison House, Inc., 305
Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

PRIZE PISTOLS. Hammerli match pistol
available in handsome Walther-designed .22
rapid fire, with inlaid in gold-silver-platinum
striping. A fine finish for a fine self-loader.
Available with carved thumb rest grips, or
adjustable grips according to latest I.S.U.
regulations. Prices and detailed description
of extra engraving furnished upon request.
Hammerli match pistol available in the U.S.
from H. Grieder, P. O. Box 487, Knoxvillf:,
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NEW P ACHMAYR FIELD MODEL DE
SIGN. Deluxe white stripe recoil pad field
models to have a lacy, scalloped stipple
effect on the butt end of pad. Enhances
appearance, offers sure grip surface against

GUNBERTH-BRACKETS made of rubber
covered steel, are screw-in type. Of universal
design will fit all types of popular guns.
With brackets, guns can be readily stored and
displayed. Gunberth Brackets are available
in two sizes and sell as follows: For hand
guns,S pairs (for five guns), $3.25; for rifles
or shotguns, 5 pairs (for five guns), $3.75
ppd. Satisfaction guaranteed or money
promptly refunded. Manufactured by Cola
donato Bros., P. O. Box 156, Hazleton, Pa.

LEFTY SHOTGUN. A Savage "first" in
their fine 30-series scatterguns is new Model
L with ejection port on the left and exactly
reversed from right hand operation. No dan
ger to eyes from gas spitting out th~ breech
on a fast reload shuflle, nor distractions as
the shell case smokes across your line of
view. Handsome wood on samples seen;
good and easy slide operation. New Savage
rib design is something like chrome strip
on car idea. Gives Trap Grade elegance at
field grade prices. Priced $85.75 at sports
stores.

shoulder. Shooter is offered protection
against recoil shock. A size to fit any gun in
red, brown, or black. List price $3.75. Com
plete information available from Pachmayr
Gun Works, Inc., 1220 S. Grand Ave., Los
Angeles 15, Calif.

FRONT SIGHT BANDS. Standard bore is
.632 and overall height is 1.075, but will
bore to .640 and make other heights on spe
cial order standard %" dovetail cut. For re
modelling military rifles, low cost band is
available for standard front sight, priced at
$2.00, plus postage. Interested readv:s con
tact Arthur E. Anderson, San Luis Obispo,
Los Osos Station, Calif.

FAMILY OUTING KIT fitted with' one
Dura-Clad (reqularl quart vacuum bottle,
one Dura·Clad wide-mouth vacuum bottle,
and handy sandwich box. Ultra-modern styl
ing features a rugged plastic jacket and
convenient "Pitcher-Pour" handle. Color
combinations are charcoal and red. Popular
outdoor product priced at $13.50 from Alad
din Industries, Inc., 703 Murfreesboro Road,
Nashville, Tenn.

U. S. .30 CAL. CARBINE. Famous para
troop and tanker weapon of World War II
and Korea now available in new, unfired
condition. Gas operated Model M-l .30 Cal.
carbine unexcelled for lynx, fox, coyote,
puma and varminting. Free brochure avail
able upon request. $79.95 F.O.B. Los An
geles. $10 deposit for C.O.D. From: Alpine
Sales, 5880 Hollywood Blvd., Los Angeles 28,
Calif.

BROWNING AUTOMATIC RIFLES of fa
mous new F.N. pattern now for first time
offered for sale nationally in the U. S. Mod
ern lightweight F AL automatic infantry rifle
Fusil Automatique Leger or Light Auto
Rifle, priced at $158.50 for the standard
model (about 8% Ibs.) ; $165 for lightweight
model. Shipped F.O.B. Chicago on receipt of
cash with order by the Benet Arms Co., ex
clusive Mid-America automatic rifle dealers,
843 Judson Ave., Evanston, Ill. Spare maga
zines $3 standard, $3.50 lightweight. All rifles
semi-automatic fire, 20 shots, chambered .308
Winchester or 7.62 mm NATO. For scope
mounts add $20 (takes standard scopes).
Send $4 for manual; free price folder.

BVI CORDLESS ELECTRICARVER knife
set announced by Burgess Vibrocrafters, Inc.,
Grayslake, Ill. Battery-powered in handle,
the fine serrated steel blade makes 7200
cutting movements a minute. Carving blade,
slicing blade, board, batteries, "how-to-carve"
booklets, all included in set. List priced at
$19.95. Designed for both outdoor and in
door use.

COMBO FIRE LIGHTER-FLASHLIGHT.
Flashlight power and lighter ignition pro
vided by pair of regular flashlight batteries.
Though entire unit measures only 5%" long,
single kerosene filling provides over 2000
lights. Versatile, compact outdoor item can
be ordered direct from the importer, Consolo
idated Sales, P.O. Box 8492, Houston, Texas.
Priced at $5.95, including batteries, postage
paid.

production at the hobby' bench yet achieved.
Each change in position is click-stop in
dexed for positive functioning. At your deal
ers or write for details to: Lyman Gunsight
Corp., Dept. G-l, Middlefield, Conn.

SIX AT ONCE! That is the number of
separate loading operations which the new
Lyman Grand American shotshell tool per
forms at each stroke of the lever. Revolu
tionary, revolving press closest thing to mass

lNlTH
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deep penetration) loses some of its impor
tance. And the purpose of smaller shot,
which is a thicker pattern, picks up some
importance, because the size of the target
has greatly diminished. We might find that
a load like the No. 7% magnum was pre
cisely the necessary medicine.

I do not say that a shooter can always
strike head and neck infallibly. But if he
keeps the range short enough, even with his
smaller shot and more of it, he still has
nothing to worry about, because at these
ranges practically any reasonable charge hit
ting anywhere will put the bird on the
water.

Ask yourself this question: "Why not kill
waterfowl-in range?" That range is a whole
lot closer to your shell vest than you have
probably thought. By keeping the range
down to eye-spying distance, you do every
body concerned a favor: yourself, the guy
in the next hlind, the posterity of duckdom,
the biologiots. the waterfowl census takers
and the kid shooter' just drying out behind
the ears who maybe would like to have a
bird or two over the marshes ~

when he gets hig! ~

few lightweight P.38s supposedly were pro
duced.

1. Mod. HP, rectangular pin, 9 mm, check
ered wood grips, original markin&,s. (See
Fig. B (a», concealed extractor.

2. Mod. HP, round pin, 7.65 mm, check-'
ered wood grips, original markings, exposed
extractor, red sloping rear sight, yellow spot
on front sight, standard hammer, stamped
"PRIVAT". .

3. Mod. HP, round pin, 7.65 mm, SINGLE
ACTION, checkered wood grips, original
markings, exposed extractor, red band on
rear sight.

4. Mod. HP, round pin, 9 mm, ribbed plas
tic grips, exposed extractor, markings as in
Fig. B (b).

5. Same as 4, but safety does not drop
hammer.

6. Mod. P.38, round pin, 9 mm, ribbed
grips, see Fig. B (h).

7. Mod. P.38, round pin, 7.65 mm, mirror
finish.

8. P.38, Zero Series, rectangular pin, 9 mm,
checkered plastic grips, concealed extractor,

the maximum angle of elevation permitted
by the turret. Fired 250 times with both
common and mammoth grain powder, the
barrel of Dahlgren's first 15-incher showed
no signs of damage. Dahgren's specified shell
fuzes of 31j2, 7, and 10 seconds duration, with
longer lengths for ricochet.

The drawings are simple. A single plan
often sufficed for the fabrication of an ord
nance piece a century or so ago. The Navy
merely told the arsenal, "Build us a gun to
fire this size ball." By contrast, some 50,000
drawings are required for the turning out
of just the mount for a modern shipboard
antiaircraft gun.

The Navy, in an effort to clear its files
of these old and obsolete drawings, is going
to microfilm them. The originals, students of
armament will be glad to know, will be sent
to the Smithsonian Institute, the museum at
the Naval Academy, and other places~
where the public can view them. ~

(Continued from page 57)
portion, which wounds but is not as sure to
bring the bird down. Or the shooter may
miss cleanly.

The farther away tbe bird is, the greater
the compounding of error. And the farther
away, the more difficult it becomes to take
a lead not on the body of the bird but on
the forward portion.

Bring the same bird in close, to 25 yards,
and on broadsides, incomers, and all angles
except rear·end on, a fellow can actually
form his lead by taking a bearing on the
part that opens when the duck quacks. To
be sure, it takes practice to ignore the bulk
trailing behind. But once enough practice
has been put in, this short·ranging of ducks
and geese, and this trick of leading the bill
not the bird, becomes easy-and lethal.

Using these techniques, a new concept of
shot sizes and powder loads might evolve.
Most lab experiments in penetration have
been predicated on how many shot of spe
cific sizes it takes, penetrating the body of
duck or goose, to kill it. Let us suppose
that the front end becomes the prime target.
Then the purpose of large shot (which is

P.38". This designation replaced the "Mod.
HP" marking on the slide legend-other
wise the two are almost identical. These
Mod. P.38s were very similar to the wartime
P.38, except for slide markings, yet lacked
the relatively fine finish of the wartime Mod.
HP. In other words, at one time or another
during the war, production was maintained
on the government ordered P.38, the modi
fied Mod. HP, and the Mod. P.38. The latter
two have commercial proof marks.

The reason for the wartime "commercial"
pistols is not clear, since it is doubtful that
German police regulations ever allowed the
sale of 9 mm firearms to the public; yet these
are certainly not presentation pieces. (They
may have been made for the N.S.D.A.P., not
procuring arms under German Army procure
ment plans; or they may have been for mu
nicipal police department orders or export
sales to foreign governments.-Editors.)

The following check list of different P.38s
and HPs which are known to exist will be
helpful to your collecting buying. Numbers
12 and 14 are not substantiated. However, a

THE STORY OF THE WALTHER P. 38
(Continued from page 25)

CANNON FOR THE MONITOR
(Continued from page 31)

Chief of the Naval Bureau of Ordnance and
technical adviser to Lincoln. The oldest draw
ing is one for a 12-inch, wrought·iron gun
designed by Ericsson and first tested at
Sandy Hook in 1842.

Ericsson is best known as the designer
of the iron ship Monitor, which dueled its
Confederate counterpart, Merrimac, ending
the age of wooden fighting ships. One of the
old drawings in the Navy archives shows the
length allowed in the turrets of the Monitor
class warships for the powerful 15-inch guns,
the cannon being limited in length by the
diameter of the iron-clad's gun housing.

These then-new 15-inchers weighed 42,000
pounds. Dahlgren reported in an Ordnance
Bureau memorandum that the use of common
powder as a charge was more satisfactory
than the DuPont mammoth grain powder.
Thirty-five pounds of common powder, wrote
the burea u chief, drove a shell as far as 50
pounds of mammoth grain-l,700 yards at
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Gun Holsters
GUN BELTS

THE

~ A u.s. and Canadian Pat.

l . Complete job as shownream tne fo' Most guns 525

Anti-recoil Gun Barrel

--------------------------~

These are a part of the benefits you receive as a
member ot the Varmint Hunters Association:

LOOKING FOR MORE LANDS TO HUNT?

Do you qualify for a rating
, based on hunting ability?

Improved Minute Man Gun
Blue instantly preserves and
renews steels and iron sur~

faces-Not a paint or lacquer
- No heating necessary
Comes complete with all neC·
essary equipment.
GUARANTEED - Tested and
proven over 40 years by $.
repeat sales to satisned
users. SEND .
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE\-----_._----

I
NEW METHOD MFG. CD. II
G-I. Bradford. Pa.

IName 1
IAddress I
L~;;;;;;;;;:·;;;;;·=~~".;;;;;;,;;,;·.!

JUST PULL THE BUTTON •
The best Q.D. Swivel you'll
ever ownl Strong I-piece
machined from solid Alcoa
75-T6. Natural color, satin
finish. I" size only.

The mUJ:zle brake that is precision machined
into your rifle barrel, avoiding unsightly hang
ons. Controlled escape for highest kinetic brak
ing, minimum blast effect and practically no
iump. All but prevents iet thrust (secondary re
coil). Guaranteed workmanship. Folder. Dealer
discounts.

PENDLETON GUNSHOP ~~~d~~O~.ouo~e:~~·
Licensed fitter for Canadian customers
IAN S. DINGWALL, Custom Gunsmith

2379 Burrard St. Vancouver 9, B. C.

~-------------------------~
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wi P.38 cyq 807, I
(.,1 P.38 $:: 4811-' I
Figure B: Slide markings as found on
various models. Letters refer to
Figure A, at left.

(h)

~~ll ~ P.38 0147 I
'e) . .

Item (c) refers approximat.ely to serfa?-
ii~(:)O~~~~~(d) 01500-04500.

(b)

Anneepistole

Write for nIustrated Brochure with all
information on Stocks and how to order!

MILITARY

)JtT'itfts STOCKS
Box 741 TWIN FALLS, IDAHO

P.38 zerO
3569

P;38 "480"

P. 38 Zero
123569

• Law Enforcement
• Target Shooters
• Hunters
• Field Shooters
• Quick Draw
Stocks carved for all popular
American guns, individually
custom fitted.

HANDGUNNERSEVERYWHERE
SHOOT HERRETT'S STOCKS

P.38
"ac"

6 (g)

t--tt--i(~i~~8:arf--------j

t--tt--i1~~~e.ei P.38
datea) "by!" (1)

f-----~

Pre 1937

!lATE COllll.ERCIAL

llJ37

Mod. lIP
12345

llJ38 6810 (a)

Mod. p.p
3 6810 (b)

llJ39

1940

1941

194a

1943

1944

1945

Figure A: Approximate Chronological Listing
I-Rectangular Firing Pin *(d) has rectangular pin
2-Concealed Extractor (e) has a round pin
3-Round Lanyard Unless otherwise noted,
4-Checkered Wood Grips pistols have:
5-Checkered Plastic Grips Round Firing Pin
6-Commercial Finish Exposed Extractor
7-War Finish (grey) Square Lanyard
8-Full Walther Markings Ribbed Plastic Grips
9-Walther Banner War Finish (blue)

Io-Commercial Proofs Military Proofs
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Walther P. 38: Chart For Model Identifil!ation

again aggressively offering handguns for fun
and not-so-much-fnn defense. The incidence
of crime on the streets has increased the
need of the city dweller for a pocket pistol,
corresponding to the once-necessary country
house defense gun when armies of unem
ployed roamed the land. Now the pressure
is on in the cities, and Wards offers one
practical remedy. The whole lineup of rifles
and shotguns of domestic make is shown,
plus Wards own brand of sleek pump gun,
and some imported centerfire plinkers.

Precision Reloaders and Shooters Supply,
A. J. Scherer, Box 551, Park Ridge, Ill., has
just issued a two page list of standard cali
ber reloaded ammo and components. You
supply brass and .38 Special 148 grain wad
cutters cost you 2c each in thousand lots.
Their schedule looks attractive to police or

(Continued on page 63)
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GUN RACK
(Continued from page 13)

Where To Buy What
Catalogs at hand recently include some

nice ones from main-line makers. Redfield
Gunsight Co., now at 1315 S. Clarkson St.,
Denver, Colorado, PEarl 3-2473, for 1960,
lists some important new items including
offset Olympic type front sights and bases
to offset the rear sight, thus removing the
line of vision from the mirage line on top of
the hot barrel. Valuable and point-boosting,
conceivably even in smallbore extended
strings of firing. Redfield's fog-proof Bear
Cub scopes are also a complete superb qual
ity line of glasses for rifles.

Montgomery Wards has issued a catalog
that reminds me of winter's days visiting
Grandmother when the best gun reading
around was the sports section of the Wards
catalogs. After a "drouth" period, Wards is

ser.ies 01-01500. Fig. B (c).
9. P.38, Zero Series, rectangular pin, check

ered plastic grips, 9 mm, exposed extractor,
series 01500-04500. Fig. B (d).

10. P.38, Zero Series, round pin, 9 mm,
checkered plastic grips, exposed extractor,
series 04500-013000. Fig. B (e).

11. P.38, "ac", 9 mm, 1940-1945, Fig. B (g).
12. P.38, "ac", 9 mm, lightweight, 1943.
13. P.38, "byf", 9 mm, 1943-1945, Fig. B (i);
14. P.38, "byf", 9 mm, lightweight.
15. P.38, 9 mm, cut-away training model.
16. P.38, "cyq", 9 mm, no date, Fig. B (j).
17. P.38, "SVW", 9 mm, 1945, Fig. B (k).
18. P.38, "ac", 9 mm, No Date.
19. P.38, "480", 9 mm, No Date, Fig. B (f).
20. P.38, "byf", 7.65 mm, 1943.
A variant P. 38, never recorded yet one to

look for, is a pistol composed of slide and re
ceiver manufactured at the Fabrique Nation
ale d'Armes de Guerre, Herstal, Belgium.
Their Browning Hi-Power 9 mm pistol was
substitute standard for the German and Nazi
forces in occupied nations, but the FN factory
tooled up for and produced several thousand
slides and frames for P. 38 which were taken
by the British on occupying Belgium in 1945.
No slide marking is as yet recognized, for this
unassembled but rare possible variation. One
minor change in markings occurred in 1945,
when the Nazi factory codes were changed,
after the list of lower-ca~e letters fell into our
hands. Capital letters appeared on new codes,
and SVW has been seen as a 1945 code mark.

All production ceased with the fall of Ger
many in 1945. By 1957, the Walther family
had again received a contract for the new
German Army, the Bundeswehr, and the P. 38
is again in production, at DIm, West Germany.
Barrels are not interchangeable with the old
model, and slight manufacturing differences
are evident. All frames are lightweight dural,
black finished. Barrels are sleeved, with the
rifled bore liner cross-pinned in place. A lot
of 5,000 arms was initially made for the Bun
deswehr and in progress at DIm in the fall of
1957. These were dull military finished, and
on the right of the slide were the drawing
numbers and the date, as "10/57". Soon there
after, during 1958, commercial production was
resumed, the pistols being better polished and
finished, with the commercial stamping. Se
rials in the commercial series started with
4 zeros, "00001002" for example, on these new
guns commercially numbered. Cali-~
ber of both models is 9 mm Parabellum.~



ATTENTIO ,
III

FOR ALIMITED TIME ONLY • • • AN OPPORTUNITY TO

SUBSCRIBE TO GUNS QUARTERLY AT
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS GIFT SAVINGS

$500 FOR 6 DELUXE EDITIONS $500 FOR 6

EACH ADDITIONAL GIFT SUBSCRIPTION $450

Lavish is the word that best describes GUNS
QUARTERLY ••. lavish in color, lavish in photography,
lavish in priceless reading matter. There's no other maga·
zine like it! Every article is brand new, never before pub
lished.

GUNS QUARTERLY regularly sells for a dollar a
copy, but right now, this one-time holiday gift offer will
enable you to enter an IS-month subscription for yourself
and for your friends at these special Christmas gift rates.
What a magnificent gift for the gun fans on your list. By
ordering now, you make certain that a handsome gift card,
hand-signed in your name, will announce your gift to each
of your friends before Christmas. Hurry, order now and
avoid the last-minute Christmas rush. Fill in the coupon
below and mail today!

EXTRA BONUS OFFER!
Send cash with your order and
we'll also include a beautiful
full color gun painting in large
11 x 15 inch size, suitable for
framing. This extra bonus
applies to your gift orders as
well. What a wonderful gift for
the gun sportsmen on your list.
But hurry, supplies are limited,
act now!

G-I
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MAIL COUPON TODAY
GUNS QUARTERLY
8150 N. Central Park Ave.
Skokie, Illinois

Start my IS-month subscription with the next
volume. I will receive GUNS QUARTERLY every
three months - six editions In all- at the re
duced holiday rate of only $5.00.
NAM.c.E~ _

ADDRESS _

CITY ....,STATE~ _

o Please blll me

Please enter CI gift subscription to GUNS QUAR.
TERLY at the $4.50 rate to the following:

Nom.,.e _

Address' _

City .Slote, _

Gift card
to read "From, _
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t#tJ'I Pistol Scope Mounts

FRANK MITTERMEIER
~ Gunsmith Suppl, Headquarters (est. 1936)V//t;., 3517 E. Tremont Ave.• New York 65, N Y.

OLD GUNS and SWORDS
You don't want to miss this absorbing
catalog. Fascinating background and
1,498 photographic illustrations of au
thentic old guns, daggers, swords, and
armor. For your Catalog No. 31, just send
$1.00 to cover handling. and postage

IiQ with your name and address.
~ ROBERT ABELS Inc 860-G lexington Ave._ , • New York 21, N.Y.

Never be
fore has an
achromatic tel e 
scope sold for any
where near this amazing
low price! You get clearer
sharper pictures at all powers
because of the super compound
Achro Lens. No color, no fuzz. Vari
able eyepiece adjustable in 22. 45, or 60
power. Lower powers excellent for target
shooting and wide angle viewing. Higher powers
for long range and Astronomy. Guaranteed to spot
.22 holes in the black at 200 yds. Guaranteed to bring
distant objects. people, planets, etc. 60 times closer. 5
bakelite sections. trimmed in gleaming brass-5 precision
lenses. A precision American made Instrument, uncon
ditionally guaranteed. Carrying case included. Send only
$6.98. Cash. check or money order. We pay postage.
Criterion CO.,313 Church St., Hartford, Conn., Dept. TSA-60

A Mount Base for
the Pistol Shooter
who really wants to
see what a pistol
can do. 5&W, 'K'
& 'N', COLT & RUGER bases.
All Buehler rings fit. Most rifle
scopes 2~2X, 3x, 4x work well.

Write for FREE Buehler Catalog 15·G

SHOTGUN BARREL POLISHING HEAD

.~.:.:."'.':i" A new tool designed by a..~ German Moster Gunsmith.

'.};:;:'.:>~ ~--..
.".. ~--

Send for 48 page .", . .' fl ~
illustrated Cata· _ i
JOg No. 60 . \ .....'

25 cents ..A, ~
Let your electric hand 'If, --;-"-'7, 
drill. polisher or grinder do the polishing.
Centrifugal force of fast revolving polishing head forces
4 centrally fastened strips against the barrel wall. re
moves lead and polishes to a mirror like finish, from
breech through choke to muzzle without resetting the
head. Use it in 12, 16 or 20 g!luge .bl.lrrel.s. No overh.eat
ing of barrels. Get a mirror like finish In a short time.
Polishing head with 34" long steel rod and 4 sets of
polishing strips for only m.m $4.75

Gunsmiths, this is the tool you have been
asking for. Send for it Now.

(Imported)

For information on the full line of the famous
target pistols and rifles write to:

H-- W· HEINRICH F. GRIEDER

ilmmer P. O. Box 487,
Knoxville, Illinois

scientifically shaped to give a very firm hold.
Single action is good, too. The cylinder pin
has a large knurled section that pulls for
ward and then it swings to the left on a
cra.{e, and ejection of all nine cases is simul
taneous and the ejector springs back into
position. Rotating ratchet is on the ejector
star. The sights are big and easy to look
over, and we can recommend this German
made revolver as one of the best from Ger
many we have seen. From your dealer or
write to Solingen Cutlery.

No-Key Gun Lock
This gadget isn't precisely a lock at all.

In other words, if you have a revolver loaded,
you do not clip this on over hammer or trig
ger to prevent firing. What it does do, is
slip into an empty chamber and prevent
closing the cylinder. This is exceedingly
valuable, for it offers something which, psy
chologically, just demanding you unload a
gun does not offer. It gives you something
positive to do, insert a steel cylinder that
takes a moment's attention to do rightly, in
stead of just hoping you'll empty the gun.
Further, it blocks the cylinder in the side
swung position so at a glance you can see
that you have unloaded the revolver. This
is exceedingly practical for the police officer
who may habitually place his revolver on the
top shelf of the locker at the station, or in
a drawer at home. With the No-Key Gun
Lock in place, small fingers are not likely
to get ammo back into the chambers and
swing the cylinder closed. For $2.95 this
gadget is a safety reminder. As the inventol'
says, if one life is saved, the No-Key Gun
Lock has served its purpose. From Satam,
Inc., 65 Eastern Parkway, Hillside, N. J.

them. The inner soles can be taken out and
dried each night, and the spare pair put in.
Bean's inner soles have a built-in arch, and
are very comfortable.

For dry-weather mountain work, I like the
White Packer made by The White Boot &
Shoe Co. of Spokane, Wash. For hunting
very rough country, walking logs or on
rocks, their regular oil tanned logger is
excellent. These fine hunting and logging
boots are made over a high arched instep
last, and the heels are high and set slightly
under the boot. They work very well for
riding, as the heel is carried well forward
and handles stirrups very well; and they are
a great aid in coming down steep slopes. The
high heels dig in and prevent many slips and
falls.

These loggers and packers are mandatory
equipment with the Forest Service Smoke
Jumpers, and are the best foot protection the
jumpers can have for the very hardest of
mountain service. For dry weather, the COlll

position sole and heel type are fine; but
(Continued on page 65)

:':~ine:ot:re:t ~~Len:fo~a.Stc;::gkur:O::t
actually moves with varying light angle.
Available for first time In perfectly dried and seasoned superb AAA grade
blanks. Highl)' stable YAMA Wood--Checkers clean-a restoCking dream-
takes 112 to 1 lb. oft gun weight while addlns beauty. strenClh and hardness. Write for
facts about YAMA Wood and price list.
RICHARD LONGARINI (Orig. Importer & Namer) lox 576, Dept. G. La Habra, California

Quickly loosens rust and cor
rosion Qn guns, rods, reels,
outboards and equipment.

AT ALL HARDWARE
AND AUTO STORES

RADIATOR SPECIALTY COMPANY
ellA._lOTTI, H. c.

ELMER KEITH SAYS
(Continued from page 9)

swaged bullets properly lubricated and ready
to load can be had from Speer Products Co.,
of Lewiston, Idaho. Custom handloads with
Keith design bullets in most calibers are
available from Merrill Reloading Service,
Box 249, Libertyville, Ill., Moody's Reload
ing Service, 1016 Warren St., Helena, Mon
tana, or from J. W. McPhillips, 285 Mastic
Ave., San Bruno, Calif.

(Continued from page 61)

clubs doing much shooting but not yet in the
reloading game themselves, or to individuals
who seek low-cost cap-busting but have not
the time to take up reloading as a second
hobby. Calibers .38, .357, .44 and .44 Mag
GC, .45, and .30-06.

Burgo-Solingen .22 Revolver
We received a chunky and well-built .22

revolver from Solingen Cutlery, PO Box
306-z, Montrose, Calif., and have been well
impressed by it as a serviceable kit gun or
camper's totin' pistol. Solingen Cutlery has
been calling this the "Sentinel," but we're
not exactly thrilled at that, since the word
is the well-known trade name of a High
Standard revolver which this model Burgo
somewhat resembles. Inside, the Burgo is
quite different. There is similarity in finish:
the Burgo has a cast steel frame, dull finish,
while the Sentinel has a cast light alloy
frame, also dull finished. But there are dis
tinct differences and no one seeing the two
guns side by side would ever mistake one
for the other. We mention this because at
first, seeing a picture, we were afraid some
trouble might occur due to similarities of
competing products. But we find they are
quite different and the Burgo itself rates
high in construction and finish.

It is a low price revolver, but it is not
cheaply finished. The double action pull is
easy, and just before the let-off there i~ a
hesitation somewhat like that same point in
the old Hammerless S & W lockwork that
people used to like. It allows you to take
aim. The grip is odd: it is not simply a
sawed off plastic handle, but apparently is

Hunting Footgear
After a lifetime of big game hunting, the

best hunting footgear I have found for wet
weather is the Maine hunting shoe made by
1. 1. Bean. This is a leather topped rubber
shoe, with either light elk tops or heavier oil
tanned tops, and rubber bottoms that are
shaped to fit the foot. I prefer the oil tanned
tops. Carry two pair of inner soles, one pair
in the boots and the other in your gear. Use
a pair of light, pure wool socks next to the
feet, and a pair of heavy wool socks over

Worb
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THE GUN MARKET
Classified ad:; 20c per word per insertion including name and address. Pay
able in advan'ce. Minimum ad 10 words. Closing date March 1961 issue (on

,ale Feb. 1) i, December 16. Print ad carefully and mail to GUNS Magazine,
81S0 North Central Park Blvd., Skokie, III.

ANTIQUE CUNS

COLT FItOXTIERS., Bisless. Lightnings, S&\V. Hem,
1\J&H, Cap & Balls. & others. \Yin. 66. 73, 86. 76~ 92 &
94 rifles carbines & others. Xcw walnut Slock3, gnps for
same, w;ite for l~ng liSl---()uly 25c. \,"ant good used Colt
38 supers. Laredo Gun Shop, 3110 San Bernardo A\·e.,
Laredo, Texas.

1819 :\"ORTH, 1816 lWRTH, 1812 Johnson. 1871 Hem S.S.
Army from small collection, stamp for list. Timpanaro, 442
~icolls. Deer Par~. N. Y.

BOOKS

COLT FIREAR~IS-Handsomeenlarged edition ta.ithfu.IlY
relates hestselling Colt 5tory-540 pictures! Own It-give
It thIS Christmas. $15. at booksellers and gunshops; Free
bl'ochllre: Sen'en Books, Publisher. Santa Ana. Cahf.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

GUOW 11USHROO).JS. Cellar. shed and outdoors .Spare,
full Lime, year round. 'Ye pay $4.50 lb. dried. "'e have
29.000 customers ll-'ree Book. ).Iushrooms. Dept. ~60,
:!!JiH Admiral \Vay. ~eatt1c. Wash.

HAVI<: GUNS . . . Will Sell l )Iiniature l'istols, ltifles
AmI .J\ccessories. $IO(lO.OO 'ViII Obtain Valuable 'Vhole
sale Distributorship. \Vrite G & S Mfg. Co.• Dept. GM,
Nashville 3. Tenn.

COLLECTORS

"Ll..:CEH YARIA'.rIOXS." Jones. 322 pages, l5t5 full page
illustrations. A. Completely new Luger reference book. $7.50
postpaid. .:\'ice J...ugers & :\Iauser pistols wanted for cash.
James X. BeJrord. 702 S. Anna. Stuttgart, Ark.

"A:"TIQllE & :\IOOEIC\; Arms, Accessories at 'Recession'
prit~cs. 8allll>Ic list. 2i)c. Ladd Arms. Catskill. X. Y."

GUNS-Sn'ORDS-Knives-Daggers Flasks. Big list
25c coin. Ed Howe. Cooper Mills 10. Maine.

ENCRAVINC

GUN F.NGIlA VIKG of unsurpassed Quality. Folder $1.00.
K C. Prudhomme. 302 Ward Bldg.• Shreveport, La.

FOR SALE

SA VE :\JOR~-Shoot Better: Write for complete Hand
loaders' and Shooters' price list of 1000 items-Dealers
lise your leLterheads. :\Jississippi OuUiUers. 664 S. State
St., Jack~on 5. ~Jiss.

CUNS & AMMUNITION

u.s. )I! 30-06 GAHAl'iD HIFLES. Very guod-$7n.D5.
]~xcellent-$8D.95. U.S. :\Iod. 1941 30~06 .Johnson semi
.1lILomatic rifles. Very good-$59,Da. Jl:xcellent-$69.95.
U.S. 30-06 Enfield rifles. Very good-$29.95. }<;xcellent
:ti3:1.50. U.S. 45/70 Springfield rifles. Good-$3f.l.50. British
l\'lk. 5 303 jungle carbines. Very good-$24.H5. ExceUent
-$29.95. German ~Iod. 98 8mm Mauser rifles. Good
$34.D5. Vel'Y good-$39.D5. German Mod. 71/84 llmm
~Jauser rifies. Perfect-:ji24.95. German Mod. 98 7mm
~rauscr rifles. Good-$24.95. Very good-$29.fl5. Spanish
Mod. D3 7mlll )'lauser carbines. Gool1-$22.95. Very good
$27.95. Spanish 44/40 Tigre carbines. Good-$39.f.l5. Mexi
can Mod. !.I8 7mm )Iauser rifles. Good--$27.95. Czech Mod.
DS 8mm Emo :\lauser rifles. Fair-$29.95. Argentine :\'1od.
190D 7.65mm )'Iauser rifles. Excellent-$39.!.I5. Argentine
~lod. !.II 7.65mru )"Iauser ritles. Excellent-$19.95. Swedish
Mod. 94 6.5mm ),{auser carbines, Very good-$2D.!.I5. Ex
rellent-$34.50. Perfect-$39.50. Russian 7.62mm :\101s1n
rifles. Very good-$H.!.I5. Russian :\Iod. 1938 & 1940
7.62mm 'I'okare,· rifles. Good.-$49.50. Excel1ent-$59.50.
Italian )'lod. !H 6.5mm Carcano riOe~. 1I'air-$9.95. Good
-$12.95. Finnish ),[od. 29/31 i.62mm :\Ioisin rIfles. Good
-10.05. Japanese 7.7mm Arisaka rifles. Good-$H.95.
Very good-$IS.OO. Japanese 6.5mm Arisaka rifles. Good
-$23.00. Very good-$29.50. 30-06. 303 British. 801m
~Jauser, 6.5mm Swedish, 7.62mm Russian, 6.5mm Italian.
and 7.3nmm Italian militan' ammunition at $7.50 per 100
rds. Free gUll list. :\Joney back guarantee. Freedland Arms
('0.• :)4 Park Row. Xew York 38. K. Y.

l~:'00~°,j~~a~~~1~~~I:lfl~~~'E~~?t~nt~l~~.I&~~SU~~c~~~rJ
KraKs. Very Good $37.50. German G-43 Rifles. Extellent
$65.00. Free Catalogue. Wellington Company. 140i' 42nd
Street. Brooklyn. !\ew York.

NOnODY UXDERSELLS KLF.IX'Sl Xew and used Guns,
Golf, Campin~. Fishing Equipment. Colorflll Rargain
Circular FREE: or send 25c for 1H pg ALL~SPOnTS
BARGAIX CATALOG. KLEr--'S-G, 227 W. \,",shlngton,
Chic,"o 6. Ill.

COT...T SIXOLE Action Frontiers at special low prices. All
calibers, 4%." bnrrels. Very good matching numbers $74.
Cood ~61). Bislen ~5 more. ::\:luney urders only, Permit if
needed. Bonanza Firearms, P.O. Box 1045, Tucson. Ari
zona.

nVJ....LETS J.\CKETED open POJllt. I'and s"RI{<,d .224
;15 gr $2 25 6mm 243 73 and 8'5 gr $3 25 per 100. I
pnv postage. 'HIes Bourdo\,. 406 Dog\\oocl. :\Jariallna.
Florida.

NEW 11'IItE:\lD1~--Srop<,s-Reloa(lin~ SlIJllllles-Acces
wries. Quid; S('nil'e--Lowest Prices. Large Catalog Free.
Walter Oli\'Cr, Box 5;'), AlllJllfll, Indiana.

STA)IP FOR 16 page list of Win's, Lugers, Colt's, S&W·s.
Kentucky's, SteYClls plus many other ~[odern and .Antique
Guns, Will trade. Chet Fulmer, Detroit Lakes. Minnesota.

U.S. :\fOD. l!)41 30~06 CAL. Johnson semi-automatic
rifles. Very good-$59.95. Excellent $69.95. Free list.
Freedland Arms Co., 34 Park Row, 1\ew York. -:{. Y.

LEAR); GUN Repairing At Home. Profitable business.
Details 10('. :\Iodern Gun Hepair School, 225~G Taft, Green
Bay. 'Wisconsin.

30~40 KRAG TARGET ammunition, cases discolored. no
split necks, shootable. $3.50 per 100, $32.50 per 1,000
F.O.B. Cleveland's 140 The Terrace. Redlands. Calif.

20mm ~AVY CA~:\O:'oJ" CartrIdges deactivated $1.00 Post
paid. Joe I>uffert. 3750 Hanley. Cincinnati 39. Ohio.

GUNS. ALL Kinds. 1\'one Over $20.00. Bargain List 25c.
.:\Iiller's~G, 5201 Gordon Dri-rc. Sacramento, Calif.

GUXS BOUGHT Sold And Traded. List 50c. Agawam
Associates, Inc., Box 55, Agawam, :\fass.

)[-1 CARRIXES. )1-1 HWI,ES, excellent. $89.95. S.
Sloper, \Vestwood. California.

CUNS EQU IPMENT

QUICK DRA \V Gun Hr,lsters. Make and save. Free In
formation and Catalog. 'l'und;l-' Leather Company, Box 791
L37, Fort 'Vorth. Texas,

CUNSMITHINC

GUN SCRE\VS, 6/48 or 8/40 assorted lengths 50c per
dozen. Professional 2 flute 'faps $1.20 Spe('ial hard steel
drills 45c. All postpaid. Send for Catalog 15GC on all
Buehler IlHlllntS (including ~ew :\licro~J)ia1), I ...ow Safetys
etc. :\Iaynard Buchler Inc., Orinda, Calif.

SHOTGUX SPI!:CI.4.LISTS: Cc,mplete Refinishing from
$20.00 up. Hestocking. Hel>luinl{. Hepair all makes. Re
horing, chall~e chokes. ler.gthen chamhers. New Parker
Barrels. Frank l.e J'·e,·er & Sons. Inc., Custom Gunsmiths,
Frankfort. .:\'ew York.

('T STO,r YA IUIIXT and hunting rifles to order from
$150.00. Also scopes. sights, accessories. Specializing in re
stocking, retini;;hing. rehluing of rifles. Write your wants
will answer promptLr. Ace Rport Cemer. 438 East 86 St.
1\"ew York 28, X. Y.

SHOOT THE 22 Snapper Centerfire Revolrer Cartridge.
Xow {·(Inverting All 22 Caliber Colt And Rmith & ,,'esson
Ret'ol,ers And The Huger Single Six To ':I'his High "elocity
('artridge. Send 25c For Sample Case & Details. Snapp's
Cllllshop. ~14 X. 'Vashington. Hoyal Oak, )Uchigan.

BLl.:'EIXG, XICKEL Plating-Pistols Disassembled $4..00.
narrels Snul>bed $3.75. Parts for Percussion Revolver:::,
Early Winchesters. List 50c. Culver. Box 163. :Korth
:\fiami nea~h. Florida.

SHOOTEHS-IF interested in gunsmithing and will work
a few hours in :rour shop for handsome accurat.e .~2 target
pistol, send 10c for illustrated information. Box 362. Terre
Haute, Indiana.

GI':~Ji:H.AJ.... GU:'\R:\tITI-lH\G-Hepairlng. rebilling. con
version work, parts IlHlde. Inquiries invited. Bald Roclt
Glln Shop. Berry Creel{, Calif.

DEALER DISCOU::\,'I'S. Reloading Tools-Components.
Chokes Rcbored-Polychokes-Cutts-Stoeger Distributor.
Russell's Gun Shop. :\Jarianna, I~'lorida.

INDIAN RELICS

3 INDIA:" \V ..\R arrowheads. Flint ~('al'ling Knife. Flint
Thunderbird $4.00. Catalog 10e. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Arrowhead. Olenwood. Arkansas.

LARGE PHO'.rO-Illustrated Indian Helie Catalog Freel
AI's HeUcs, Dept. N. Box 393, Bellmore. New York.

LEATHER CRAFT

FREE "DO~It-YOlm~elf" l.eathercraft Catalog. Tandy
Leather Com pan.)', Box 7!H-D36. Fort \Vorth. Texas.

OLD MONEY WANTED

OLD COI.!lI"S Desperately "'anted. :\1illions of dollars are
spent each year for rare coins. Get your share from those
old coins lying around the honse, or you may even be able
to find thousands of dollars worth of rare coins in your
pocket change. \Ve Pay Ol"Cr $31).000.00 Each For Certain
Uare Coins. Our large illustrated catalog Usts the actual
price we will pay for all United States coins and tells yoU
how to find these rare Mins. For certain dates we pay up
to: $3,500.00 for Half Cents. $4,800.00 for Large Pennies,
$600.00 for Flying Eagle l"lennies, $2.000.00 for Indian
Pennies. $250.00 for Lincoln Pennies before 1932. $1,500.00
for Two-Cent Pieces. $250.00 for Three-Cent Pi€£:es. $16.
000.00 for Nickels before 1921, $2,000.00 for Half Dimes.
$4.750.00 for Dimes before 1932, $4.250.00 for TwentY-Cent
Pieces. $4.500.00 for Quarters before 1938, $5.500.00 for
Half Dollars before] 939. $l1, 750.00 'for Silver Dollars and
liP to $35.00000 for Gold coins. We pay up to $2.500.00
for Canadian ('oins. Our low overhead enables us to pay
higher priees. Only $1.00 will bring YOU this Valuable book
and may re\..-ard rOll with many thousands of dollars. Our
catalog also contains infQrmation on United States paper
moner, f'onfedcl'dte Paper money, tokens, etc. We refund
rour dollar when you sell us coins. AbSOlutely Guaranteed.
::\:Jany thollsands of people hal"e dealt with us. Send your
dollar today for our catalog. It )[ay )[ean A Fortune For
You! Jarmar Corporation, ..Johnson elty 88, N, Y.

POINTERS AND SETTERS

HAVE A paIr of expcl'lcncel1 clepenclahle shootlllg dogs.
One pointer and one setter Ue:lsonahle. Ira Gnste. ROllte
8. ~lcmphis. Tenn.

RIFLE FOR SALE

\VORLD'S ~10ST Powerful .30 wildcat Rifle using belted
brass. OYer 5100 Foot pounds .Muzzle Energy. IJrice
$495.00. "'rite for details. Robert Dzidzan, 3519 l:Jum
boldt Al'enue. :\fllwaukee 12. 'Yisconsin.

SICHTS AND SCOPES

\VHY PAY more when YOU can have the finest quality Zuiho
Scopes with internal adjusted reticules at the lowest prices
4X $27.50. ax $29.50. 2.5-7X vari puwer $35.50, write for
.}'our free caLaJogue to "\"eico," 5318 Cheneyert, Houston
4, Texas.

WANTED

MISCELLANEOUS

"KAHATE" JIU JITSU fighting secrets revealed! TraIn
hands. fingers. elbows into sllperior weapons. ~\lcn, women
any age learn easily. Fear no mun, knives, gUllS. c1uos.
Overpower biggest bullies. Thirty-six knockout blow:>
without fists. Forty lessons. 96 photographic illustrations
copyrighted by world~famou3 :\rUitary and Official Police
Instructor. Complete simplified hOlllcstudy course $1.00
postpaid. SatisfacUon guarantecd. .Jorgensen. Box 5US2
811, Seattle 7. Washington.

CAUTIUDGE BELTS And Holster. "'est Style Plain or
Carved. With one holster $12.UO with two $14.40. Staums
!2;xac;mplete circulars. General )lercantile Co., Laredo,

GEI0lA.:'\ .PIELD :\lanuies on the )Iauser 98 Rifle 8iH and
Astra A.utomatic PistOle $1.00 Ea. )lanual on .:\IG42 $2.00.
:\-Ianual on munitions handling $1.00. Xazi list #10 25c.
X C Gutterman. 6lf; Bloomfield St.. Hobo:{en. ~..J.

~~DCt;Fli'S, $7.95; LEG Irons, $12.95; Thumb ruffs.
$9.!J~: Leather restraints. Collector's sl>eciaties. .:\'e\V cala
log 50c. Thomas Ferrick, Box 12G, Newebur.Yport, :\lass.

S1:PEB. M..\RKET of fast draw. Free catalog c"crything
for the Shooter. Guns. clothes. boots. holsters. Glau£er's
Guns. 4510 Wood"ille Rd.. Toledo 16, Ohio.

LEAH1\' CIVIL and criminal in\"Cstigation at home. Earn
steady. good pay. State age. Institute Applied Science,
1920 Sunnyside, Department 469. Chicago 40. Illinois.

~fAKE YOl.:'H. own will. Two legal will forl1l~ and book
let of "aluable tips and helpful information. $1.00. l':lll
pire. Box !)247 -G:\'1, Akron 5. Ohio.

LEAD WIRE for swaging bullets. '38. 44.. & 45 caiiIJers.
$20}0 per hunq~ed lbs. F.O.B. Tile Sport Shop. P.O. Box
Hll, Dayton . .lexas.

"WINE:\1i\KI:\'G." "BEER. Ale." Highest powered meth
ods. Illustrat('d. $2.20. Eaton Bookstore. Box 1:!42-N.
Santa Hosa, California.

AUMY TANKS. Unusual for parades or J)ermanent attrar
tion. Cost Government $78.000. Price $H500. Immediate
action necessary. Box 56, Crown I)oint. ~ew York.

"HOMEBHE\VED \VINES, Bcers"-flighest Powered.
Complete Instructions, formulas. recipe3-$1.00. D~an·s.
109-G~S, 'Vest 42nd, New York 36. N. Y.

ELECTHO-SCRlnl~! Engrut'es all ~letals, $2.00. Beyer
:Hfg, 10:)11-Q ~prit1gfl('ld, Chirago 43.

CROSSBOWS! rrUNTIKG Bows! Facr.ory-Dlrect-Pricesl
,Jay Co.. Box ]355, \Vichita, Kansas.

,\I'AZI JTE:\rs 1>01l:::l1t & !:old. orlg. only, 1 IJiece or col
lection; "lists 25c": Lenke!, 812 Anderson. PaHsade, ~..J.

BUSI!\ES~ CAUUS Embossed 1,000 $3.!J5 samp:e-;·frce.
\Villiams Printing, 3128 Argonne .Axe., ~orrolk ~, '~a.

TO),.:UIY OU~ plans, build realistic model, .50c. Ca~sicly.
4602 Solly A '·e.. Phila. 36. Pa.

EVERY GUN BOOK IN PRINT
liThe Baker's Dozen Plan"

Send 50c for year 'round mailings
including out·of·print listings.

~~~~~
USERS REPORT OVER 1,000.000 GUARAMTEED FOR 200.000

lONG LifE. NO SCRATCHING • NO GAlLING
MANUFACTURED BY

~ 'Dte &?!{h. e-.
CIMtnT!D CARaIOI CARBOLOY ITRAot MARMI

P. O. BOX 226 • COVINA, CALIf.
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(Continued from page 63)

for walking logs, the full drive-calked boot,
with its row of closely set hobnails around
the edge, is best.

Percussion Colt &
Remington Parts

The Santa Ana Gun Room, Box 1777,
Santa Ana, Calif., sells many different parts
of old and new manufacture for the various
percussion Colt and Remington revolvers.

Shotgun Boring
V. M. Starr, Eden, So. Dak., specializes in

shotgun boring to give finest possible patterns
with a given load and size of shot and pow
der, also for lengthening and smoothing
forcing cones to give higher percentage pat
terns.

Parts For Foreign Automutics
Shelley Braverman, Athens 11, N. Y., can

furnish parts for most of the foreign auto
pistols, including Lugers, Mausers, etc. He
also has magazines for many of them.

Ivory Grips for Colt S.As.
John Suth, 275 West Passaic Ave., Bloom

field, N. J., makes custom one-piece ivory
grips for the old Colt percussion and mod
ern single action revolvers. These have long
been esteemed as the finest grips ever made
for the single action Colt. Prices run from
$18.50 to $21.50. There is considerable varia
tion even in the same model of stock straps
in old and modern Colt S.As, so it is well to
furnish a template of the grip straps, giving
the exact fit of stock. Guns with dowel pins
for the two-piece grips will have to have the
dowel pin removed before the one-piece grip
can be fitted.

Case$ For Old Calibers
Frank H. Miles, Box 324, Bedford, Va.,

can make cartridge cases for most all the old
obsolete rifles from the great Sharps buffalo
downward, either straight or bottleneck
cases. These are turned from solid stock for
modern primers and will last a long time. He
is tooled for most of the old Sharps as well
as many other calibers.

Bolin Saddle Rod Case
Edward H. Bolin, 931 North Highland

Av~, Hollywood 38, Calif., makes a metal
lined, full length, zipper rifle scabbard that
offers full protection for scope sighted rifles.

It is made of finest saddle leather with
heavy aluminum liner between outer and
inner leather lining. He also makes a saddle
scabbard for carrying fly rods that is the best
we have seen. The rod case is made of thick
heavy aluminum and is almost indestructible
yet light in weight. It is fitted with regular
saddle straps for the fork of saddle and
cantle string loop, so that the fine fly rod
can be carried with no fear of damage or
injury on long pack trips. This is something
that has been badly needed for many years.
Priced at $14.75, it is a very worthwhile
item for all mountain fly fishermen. Scab
bard has hinged cover with sturdy spring
lock and will not come open on the trail.

Bolin also makes an indestructible tackle
case with shoulder strap or for attaching
to the saddle, for flies, spoons, and all tackle.
Priced at $13.75, the case is made of fibre
glass and will take the hard knocks incident
to pack train travel.

New Shotgun Cleaner
A radically different cleaning head is now

produced in 12 gauge to fit standard shot
gun rods by the Minnesota Rubber Co., 2630
Wooddale Ave., Minneapolis 16, Minn. This
new cleaner has a Nylon tip and neoprene
center, further nylon washers on the rear
end. A strong brass stem with rubber lock
washer allows the cleaner to be firmly
screwed to the rod. After the cleaner is firm
ly seated in the rod, fit a three-inch patch
saturated with any good powder solvent, and
insert in the bore of the gun.

If the patch is a bit loose, merely turn the
rod clockwise. This will compress the soft
center into two ridges, one at the front and
one at the rear end. Each half turn produces
a distinct click, and each click increases the
diameter of the cleaner. The clicks may be
counted if you want a record of how many

INDEX OF ADVERTISERS

to turn for a given gun.
If the patch is too tight for the bore,

merely turn the rod counter-clockwise. This
loosens the compression sleeves, allowing the
soft center to contract. A perfect fit in the
bore is procured merely by turning the rod
one way or the other. After the bore is
scrubbed clean, you can turn the rod coun
ter-clockwise and thus decrease the diameter
of this soft neoprene head until it properly
fits the choke of the gun.

All told, this is the most versatile and use
ful shotgun patch holder I have ever seen.
The soft neoprene head expands to fill the
bore evenly. It expands more where the
patch is thinner in its fold, and less where
the patch is doubled, to allow perfect, even
contact all around the bore. Patches will not
strip off the head. This gadget is also the
finest tool I have ever seen for polishing
any portion of the shotgun bore, from the
forcing cone to the choke. I believe it could
also be used successfully, with a suitable
abrasive on the patch, for jug choking, or
removing some choke from the gun where
more open patterns were wanted or where
(as in the case of many European shotguns
and our own older guns) the choke is a bit
excessive for best patterns with modern
loads.

This new Magiclick cleaner is now made
in 12, 16, and 20 bore; also 28 and .410 sizes
will be offered as production problems per
mit. I find it works best on good, sturdy, one
piece cleaning rods. I use mine on the
Marble solid one-piece aluminum rod. For
cleaning, lead removal, jug choking, or choke
removal by the draw boring process, it
should prove one of the most useful shotgun
gadgets yet produced. Its ball bearing, ad
j ustable click feature is invalnable in per
fectly fitting your patch, either solvent
soaked or dry, to the bore or to the choke
of the gun. No metal part can touch the
bore. At retail price of $1.69 it's a very
worthwhile and useful shotgun cleaner that
should be a valuable tool in any clean- ~
ing kit. ~
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ACCEPT THIS
$2 CHRISTMAS
GIFT FROM

un-s

e\J•

The editors of GUNS and its entire staff invites you .
to accept this SPECIAL money-saving Christmas Gift Offer ....

13 MONTHLY ISSUES $4.50

GUNS Magazine sells 01'1 the newsstands
for 50~! a copy, $6.50 for 13 issues. Yet, if you
return the gift order envelope on the opposite
page before January 1st, you'll receive the next

1 tllirteen big issues of GUNS for only $4.50 
thus saving you $2.00 under the newsstand price.

YOU TAKE NO RISK!

,We'll enter your subscription to start with the
very next issue which comes off the press soon 
but we want you to be the judge. If at any time
you're not completely satisfied with GUNS -
if it isn't everything we say it is - just tell
us and we'll refund your money in full.
Fair enough?

BONUS FORFAST ACTION!

Act now ... mail the order form with your
payment included, within the next ten days, and
we'll send you a BONUS, issue FREE! ,
That brings your savings to $2.50 ... gives you
fourteen big enjoyable issues at a cost
of only 32¢ a copy.

FILL IN'

THE HANDY

ORDER FORM

ON THIS'

ENVELOPE

AND MAIL

TODAY!

GUNS • JANUARY 1961

SEND GUNS AS A GIFT AND SAVE $2.50
after the first order at the $4.50 rate, each additional subscription $4

GUNS is the ideal gift. for the gun fans on IA HANDSOME GIFT CARD with your name
your list. It's the gift that keeps coming all on it will be sent to each person on your list.
year long. Each month your friendsar~.re- Everything is timed perfectly to arrive just
minded that you have been thoughtful enough befor:e Christmas. Shop from your easy chair
to send GUNS, the finest magazine in the and end your gift worries for good. Use the
firearms field. handy order form on the envelope opposite.
66



ANTI9UE PERCUSSION CONY.

~R=NE
Lots af Brass. Good collectors item-

Good Condo , , $19.95
Very Good Cond:, , : , 24.95

"TIGER" SADDLE CARBINE

A RARE COLLECTORS FIND
.44-.40 Caliber. Original

Blue Finish, in Excellent Mechanical
S d I . and Shooting ConditIon, Complete with
a de RIng .".,.,." ... , .... ,.,.,.,.,. $39.95

MAUSER RIFLES & CARBINES

GERMAN 9MM P·38
$42.50

Fine High quality German
.....olther, World War 11 German
automatic. Fires 9mm Luger car
tridqe. Original condition. Extra clips
57.50. Ammo 9mm, $8.50 for 100
rounds.
Original as issued, Army Holster $5.95

German Mauser Army Rifles,
as issue 8mm ., _ $39.95

Mauser 7mm Carbines, Good' Condo $25.00
Argentina Mauser M-91 7.65mm, like new 19.95
Swedish Mauser carbines, near mint 34.95

BRAND NEW UNFIRED
Collectors Find. Finest High Quality Rifle, Blue Finish,

, , __ , , , , , ,Only 524.95. Ammo $3.50 Box

CUTLASS & SCABBARD
Q. z.. ';"'>~

fllIil"~A~Rliaiiriie iAiliniiitllliqii1ull1ieiciiiaktll~le;;;ci>to;:'r-::;~':~y
good condition., .... , .... , ... $12.95

(Send $1.00 for Shipping)

SMITH & WESSON
REVOLVERS

38 cal. M & P revolvers. Excel
lent select grade condition-
Military finish , , ,$29.95
Commercial finish , , $32.00
S. & W. 45 Cal. Revolver-V. ~.. ,., $32.00

WEBLEY
.45 AUTO CAL.
Quality English WWII revolvers.
Beautiful blue finish. Select
Grade $19.95.
Nickel Plated Gun Like New

.......... , ... "". ,$28.75
Ammo ., .. ,. _, ,$3.50 Per Box

MAUSER ARMY RIflE 7MM

FRONTIER REVOLVER
.22 CALIBER

Mfg. in Germany-Blue Finish Stag
Grips-.22 Cal. ONLy" .. ,$47.50

1!~=::~~.IIlil."'•••-"~:: Original as issued. Walnut
~ Stock, Excellent Action - Good Shooter -Fair Bore.

SPECIAL PRICE .. , . . $15.95 Ammo $2.50 Box

COLT PERCUSSION REVOLVERS

Brand new unfired Argentina 45
autos. Beautiful blue finish wal.

, nut grips.. , , "" $39.95
~ 45 auto holsters. Brand new ..... 4.95

AmIll0-53.50 Box
U.S. Colt .45 Auto XLT Condo .. ,. $39.95

DEPUTY S.A.

COLT SINGLE ACTION
Catalog sac:

An entire catalog devoted to genuine
hard to find early model Call Single
Action revolvers. Camplete listings on
engraved guns, parts; grips and hol
ster sets. Outstanding values on qual
~t.r4.8~~lector Colts. Prices start at

Great Western
Used-Like New Condo

Blue Finish, Walnut Grips. Like
New Condo Full ramp sights.
.22 CALIBER .38 SPECIAL

SPECIAL ...•••••••••• $89.00

A rare collectors find. Beautiful
blue finish. Walrtut grips. Go_ad
condo ,., .$19.95
Excellent condo .. , .. ,.". 24.95
Ammo: ' $4.00 a box.

LLAMA
AUTOMATICS
Exact reproduction of
Brand New.
.22 CALIBER
.32 CALIBER
.380 CALIBER
STAR AUTO. .38 Cal. Good

GREAT WESTERN

Catalog SOc:
Completely illustrated, showing all
models of Great Western Arms. T-he
Single Action, Derringer, Buntline,
Deputy, Also complete selection of
holsters and quick draw sets and
equipment. Parts, presentation case
and engraved models are also included.

FINEST QUALITY LONG ARMS
E.. field SMLE Mark IV .303 Rifles , $16.95
Enfield Mark III Rifle"", _,.,."".,.,.,." 14.95
Enfield Mark V with Peep Sight. , .........•.. , , .. 19.95
Enfield Sniper Rifle .303 44.95
Enfield Jungle Carbine .303 , 24.95

GERMAN MILITARY
Catalog SOc:

Outstanding cOllection of German
Military Arms. German Lugers, P-38's,
Mauser Military pistols, Browning ou- ,
tomatics and many other German
Arms. Also parts, holsters, grips and
accessories, current listing of de-acti
vated machine guns.

JUMBO USED GUN
Catalog $1.00

Tremendous selection of modern and
antique gun barqains. Colt Single
Action, Calt and Remington Cap and
8011 revolvers, used revOlvers and au
tomatics. Used shotguns and ritles
and hundreds of ot~er hard to get
items for the collector and shooter.

RI HE ACTIONS

MAUSER

MODEL
95

GERMAN P-38 HOLSTER

ORIGINAL

ISSUE
9mm LUCER Large type, black
Used by G-r- Leather. Used inl----::--------------==-

Gaadwarking ,and. mans in WWII. Beau- World War II by Ger- RARE SWEDISH WW II
,amplete as issued. tiful blue finish. V. G. man officers. Good con- Bayonet & Saber-Very finest quality & work-
Bargain 513.00. Condo $29.95. Like dition. Only $5.50. Excellent manship-Collectors find-mint Can- .......__
Send $1.00 far New Condo $34.95. $6.50. Send SOc for postage. ditioil-$4.95 ~

Near New Condo Am- Enfield R,'fle _..........~shipping.

-E-A-R-L~Y..::::mO...::.:$4.:.::.:..&.:.:::bOX::.....M::-::--:O=-=D-=E~'R:=-:N~-=F=:IR::-:E=-A-=-=R:-:M~S:-,--:I:-n-c-.I~mgt~5
P.O. Box 1248, Studio City, California $4.95

~~~~"..

MANNLICHER MILITARY PISTOL
VERY
RARE
ONLY $1995
FREE BOX OF AMMO G:~T~R~:~~D

If you like quality plus you can't afford ta
miss this rare collectors find. Designed by
Von Mannlicher and produced by Steyr Arms Co. in Austria.
Beautiful blue finish, walnut grips. 7.65mm.

Very Good Condition $19.95 Ammo $4.00 Box
, Excellent Condition 24.95 Loading Clip .. $1 Ea.

Like New Condition 29.95 Holster, used .. $3.00



Splendid gift recalling a storied past...matched Colt #4.22 Deringers. Replicas of the famous 1872 model, they come in the ij)
same type of unique "book" case used by Colt for special presentations nearly a century ago. Personalized bookmark included. ~

The Deringers in this limUed book edition are nicke~plaled,,,,nsecutive~ ~mbered, $44.~O the pair. Single book edi?on Deringer,~
$24.50. Matched and gold-plated IB a walnut box, $39.95 the paIr. Smgle boxed Dennger, $22.50. At Colt regIstered dealers.

Colt'. Patent Fire Arm. Manufacturlnr; Co., Inc., Hartford 15, Conn"
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